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Counterfactual History and the Falklands/ Malvinas Crisis  

of  1982: Testing an Analytical Tool for the Study 
of  International Crises  

Yoav J. Tenembaum 
 
 
The aim of  this article is to assess whether 
counterfactual history could be used as a means 
to assess better what might have happened in 
an international crisis. We do so by taking as a 
case study the Falklands/ Malvinas Crisis of  
1982. We shall pose a series of  tightly focused 
counterfactual questions designed to enquire 
whether an alternative reality might have been 
possible or not. It is our contention that a 
counterfactual question that is based on what 
actually happened in order to ascertain whether 
a different scenario might have been possible 
could be an important analytical tool to analyse 
international crises. 
 
What is Counterfactual History? 
 
Counterfactual history is based on a series of  
events that did happen and asks a question 
about something that might have happened 
differently. The variables employed are not 
fictional. The assumptions entertained are not 
illusory. 
 
Counterfactual history is not science fiction. 
Counterfactual history does not create a reality 
that never was and could never have been. It 
does not depict a fictional life that goes well 
beyond the facts as they were or as they could 
plausibly have been. An example of  science 
fiction, in this context, would be posing a 
question such as, ‘What if  a meteorite had 
fallen on 20 July 1944 on the Rastenburg’s 
Wolfsschanze field headquarters in East 
Prussia, killing Adolf  Hitler, who was then 
meeting top military aides?’ 
 
On the other hand, an example of  a 
counterfactual question would be: ‘What if  the 
plot to kill Adolf  Hitler on 20 July 1944, which 
was carried out by Claus, Count Schenk von 
Stauffenberg, on the Rastenburg’s Wolfsschatze 
field headquarters in East Prussia, had 
succeeded in killing rather than wounding him?’ 

Counterfactual history is not designed to depict 
a scenario that could not have happened, but 
rather one that might have happened. The 
objective is not to change history, but to 
understand it better. In other words, 
counterfactual history is a device aimed at 
comprehending better the role of  the different 
actors in the story being studied. Also, it is a 
means to comprehend the importance of  
chance or accident in human affairs. 
 
Counterfactual history is based on the 
assumption that events are not preordained and 
that individuals are not actors playing a role 
without being aware of  it. Decision makers are 
thought to be, on the whole, free agents and 
their decisions a corollary of  choice. 
 
To be sure, circumstances may limit their scope 
of  decision and constrain their freedom of  
action. Counterfactual history is not founded 
on a postulate that decision-makers are 
omnipotent, operating in an unhindered setting. 
A clear distinction ought to be drawn in this 
regard between a non-deterministic assumption 
of  human affairs, which is at the core of  the 
argumentative logic of  counterfactual history, 
and a reality of  individual free choice entirely 
divorced from external constraints, which is 
not.1 
 
Delineating an Analytical, Conceptual Framework 
 
Our aim is not to pose a counterfactual 
question and then try to answer it, but rather to 
analyze the pertinent variables in the Falklands/ 
                                                
1 For a similar conceptual definition by the author, see 
Yoav Tenembaum, ‘Counterfactual History and the 
Outbreak of  World War I’, in Perspectives on History, Vol. 
53, No. 5 (May 2015), p. 44. For further examination of  
counterfactual history see Niall Ferguson (ed.), Virtual 
History: Alternatives and Counterfactuals (Basic Books, 1999), 
and Andrew Roberts (ed.), What Might Have Been: 
Imaginary History from Twelve Leading Historians (Weidenfeld 
& Nicholson, 2004). 
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Malvinas Crisis of  1982 so as to ascertain 
whether such a question can be asked in the 
light of  our own aforementioned definition of  
what actually constitutes counterfactual history. 
In other words, the ‘What if?’ question would 
follow an assessment of  the relevant variables 
in the story to gauge which of  the different 
variables concerned, if  at all, meets our own 
definition as to what counterfactual history is. 
 
Our objective, then, is to establish the 
possibility of  a ‘might have been’ on the basis 
of  the ‘has been’, and to do so by posing 
questions. 
 
In a sense, we would ask a counterfactual 
question to ascertain whether we can ask a 
counterfactual question. Thus, we would pose 
the counterfactual question and then proceed 
to analyze if  the historical facts that are known 
to us warrant that counterfactual question. We 
link the counterfactual with the factual. The 
counterfactual has no raison d’etre unless it is 
logically connected to the factual. 
 
We will be careful not to engage in questions 
that go beyond the facts and events as these are 
known to us. Our aim is not to amuse, but to 
clarify; we wish to enlighten, and not to enliven. 
Therefore, a question such as ‘Would Britain 
have adopted different policies during the Crisis 
had someone else served as Prime Minister 
rather than Margaret Thatcher?’ would be 
irrelevant for our purposes. The question itself  
is no doubt very interesting, but it falls beyond 
the parameters we have established, for we deal 
with the past as it happened and only wish to 
ask if  an element within it might have occurred 
differently. We deal with the protagonists and 
the events of  the story. We do not try to find a 
replacement to either one. What we do is to ask 
whether something that actually took place 
might not have taken place or might have led to 
a different outcome; and we do so exclusively 
on the basis of  the historical facts of  which we 
are aware. 
 
It is the contention of  this article, that this 
structured form of  analysis is a valuable means 
to understand better what actually happened 
and to be able to ascertain logically whether 
something might have happened differently. 
Indeed, considering the distinctive 

characteristics of  international crises, this form 
of  analysis could help in elucidating what took 
place, how events evolved, and whether 
anything might have happened differently, and 
if  so how; for by asking whether a 
counterfactual question is warranted by events 
we are compelled to investigate those events 
and their effects. 
 
Furthermore, even if  we reach the conclusion 
that a certain event, either by chance or 
accident, might have occurred differently, we 
would need to assess its effect in the wider 
context of  the other events that took place in 
order to ascertain whether this might have led 
to a different outcome or not. In this regard, 
we should distinguish between the immediate 
effect and the wider, longer-term repercussion. 
The first might have led to a modification of  an 
event as we know it, but without necessarily 
changing the outcome of  the crisis being 
studied. We don’t deal with the narrow effects 
of  a possible change, but with its wider 
implications. The latter presupposes an 
understanding of  all the pertinent events and 
decisions. Thus, an unexploded bomb that 
might have exploded might have led to more 
people being killed or injured, or to a ship being 
destroyed. However, the question to be asked is 
whether this by itself  might have changed other 
variables in the story and led to a different 
outcome from the one we know. 
 
The Falklands/ Malvinas Crisis of  1982 
 
On the 2 April 1982, Argentinean forces 
invaded and captured the Falklands/ Malvinas 
Islands. The crisis that erupted as a result was 
part of  a protracted conflict between Argentina 
and Britain, which started in 1833 with the 
seizure of  the Islands by British forces. 
 
Since 1833 Argentina had claimed sovereignty 
over the Islands, arguing that they were an 
integral part of  the Argentinean national 
territory and should therefore be returned to 
their rightful owners. 
 
The United Nations got involved in the conflict 
from the 1960s onwards, urging both Britain 
and Argentina to settle it peacefully by 
negotiations. To be sure, the UN saw the 
conflict as a colonial one, and Argentina had 
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insisted, particularly after 1945, that Britain’s 
presence in the Islands was a relic of  a colonial 
period. The British should relinquish the 
Islands in the same manner that they did other 
colonial territories overseas, Argentina 
contended. In the collective consciousness of  
the Argentinean people, the Malvinas Islands, 
as they are called in Argentina, were always an 
indivisible patrimony of  Argentina’s sovereign 
territory. Indeed, in all the official maps of  
Argentina, the Malvinas had always appeared as 
an integral part of  the country. 
 
Britain had always contended that it would be 
willing to negotiate a mutually-agreed 
settlement, but only one which was based on 
the wishes of  the inhabitants of  the Islands. 
 
Contrary to other colonial conflicts, the local 
population in the Falklands/ Malvinas Islands 
wanted the ‘colonial’ power to continue to rule. 
Argentina, on the other hand, argued that the 
people living in the Islands had been brought 
there by the British. The inhabitants, according 
to this line of  reasoning, were part and parcel 
of  the same colonial system. Their interests had 
to be taken into account, not their wishes. In 
other words, what should determine the final 
status of  the Islands, according to the 
Argentinean position, was not the desire of  the 
local inhabitants, but the principle of  territorial 
integrity and sovereign rights.2 
 
The process of  dialogue and negotiations, 
however difficult and haphazard at times, came 
to an end on 2 April 1982 when Argentinean 
forces invaded the Falklands/ Malvinas Islands. 
The decision by the military junta then ruling 
Argentina to launch a military invasion of  the 
Islands constituted a strategic surprise to the 
British government.3 

                                                
2 For a dedicated collection of  relevant primary sources 
see ‘United Nations Documents on the Falklands-
Malvinas Conflict,’ South Atlantic Council, 2012, online 
at http://www.staff.city.ac.uk/p.willetts/SAC/UN/UN-
LIST.HTM (last accessed 1 June 2017). 
3 See, for instance, PREM 19/615 f31: ‘Falklands: No.10 
record of conversation (MT-Haig) [pre-dinner meeting: 
Anglo-US responses to the invasion of the Falklands] 
[declassified 2012]’, p. 1, online at 
http://www.margaretthatcher.org/document/121974 
(last accessed 1 June 2017), in which the British Prime 
Minister, Margaret Thatcher refers to the Argentinean 
invasion as a surprise both to Britain and to the United 

A strategic surprise occurs when those in 
charge of  shaping foreign policy are surprised 
by the event taking place. They do not expect it, 
nor, for that matter, are they ready for it. In 
contrast, a tactical surprise denotes a situation 
whereby those in charge of  shaping foreign 
policy are not surprised by the event itself, but 
rather by its timing or location. 
 
Another characteristic of  a foreign policy crisis 
is that decision-makers perceive that the risk of  
escalation is considerably greater than it was 
prior to the start of  the crisis. Thus, if  the crisis 
started in a non-violent manner, the fear is that 
it might easily escalate into a war; and if  it 
started as a war that it might escalate into a 
wider or more intense violent confrontation. 
 
Further, in a foreign policy crisis policy-makers 
believe they have to decide and act within a 
limited period of  time and under significant 
pressure.4 That was certainly the way that 
British decision-makers felt following the 
Argentinean invasion of  the Falklands/ 
Malvinas Islands, leading them to act swiftly, 

                                                                         
States. The U.S. Secretary of State, Alexander Haig, 
retorts that it was even more of a surprise to the United 
States. PREM 19/616 f206 :‘ Falklands: No.10 record of 
conversation (MT-Haig) [pre-dinner conversation: 
Anglo-US responses to the invasion of the Falklands] 
[declassified 2012]’, online at 
http://www.margaretthatcher.org/document/134921 
(last accessed 1 June 2017. See also, U.S. State 
Department, ‘Background Press Conference on Falkland 
Islands Situation, Department of State, 30 April, 1982,’ p. 
2, in which a ‘Senior State Department Official’ or 
‘Senior Administration Official’ (Alexander Haig) refers 
to the Argentinean invasion as ‘somewhat of a surprise 
not only to the United States, but perhaps more 
importantly to Great Britain’. For an overview in the 
popular press, see for example, Anon., ‘PM Thatcher 
“never, never expected” Argentina to invade the 
Falklands; “it was such a stupid thing to do”’, in 
MercoPress (28 December 2012), online at 
http://en.mercopress.com/2012/12/28/pm-thatcher-
never-never-expected-argentina-to-invade-the-falklands-
it-was-such-a-stupid-thing-to-do (last accessed 1 June 
2017). 
4 For more information on foreign policy crises, see the 
introductory chapter in Michael Brecher and Jonathan 
Wilkenfeld, A Study of  Crisis (University of  Michigan 
Press, 2000); James Richardson, Crisis Diplomacy: The 
Great Powers since the Mid-Nineteenth Century (Cambridge 
University Press, 1994), pp. 12-27, 351-352; Patrick J. 
Haney, Organizing for Foreign Policy Crises: Presidents, Advisers 
and the Management of  Decision-Making (University of  
Michigan Press, 2002), pp. 2-10. 
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both diplomatically and militarily. 
 
To that effect, at the initiative of  Britain’s 
Ambassador to the United Nations, Sir 
Anthony Parsons, a resolution was adopted by 
the United Nations Security Council on 3 April 
1982, a mere twenty four hours after the 
invasion. Resolution 502 called for an 
immediate withdrawal of  Argentinean armed 
forces from the Falkland/Malvinas Islands and 
for negotiations between Argentina and Britain 
aimed at resolving the conflict over the 
sovereignty of  the Islands.5 
 
The aforementioned resolution was seen as a 
diplomatic victory for Britain, which was thus 
able to operate within a convenient legal 
framework to try to secure a favourable 
outcome to the crisis. In this context, it is 
interesting to note that the official commission 
of  enquiry set up in Argentina in the wake of  
the Falklands Crisis in order to investigate the 
decision-making process leading to and during 
the war. Formally called ‘Informe Final de la 
Comision de Analisis y Evaluacion de las 
Responsabilidades Politcos y Estrategico 
Militares en el Conflicto del Atlantico Sur,’ (and 
also known as ‘El Informe Rattenbach’ [‘The 
Rattenbach Report’], from the last name of  the 
person who presided in it, Benjamin 
Rattenbach, it concluded that UN Security 
Council Resolution 502 was a triumph for 
British diplomacy. Although it was surprised 
and thus had less time at its disposal than 
Argentina had to prepare for this eventuality, 
Britain managed to pass a resolution which laid 
the diplomatic and legal foundations for its 
subsequent actions during the Crisis.6 

                                                
5 S/RES/502 (1982). Falkland Islands, online at 
http://www.un.org/en/sc/documents/resolutions/1982.
shtml (last accessed 1 June 2017). 
 For a brief, enlightening, behind-the-scenes 
description of  the diplomacy leading to the adoption of  
Resolution 502, see British Diplomatic Oral History 
Project, ‘Jane Barder interviewing Sir Anthony (Derrick) 
Parsons on 22 March 1996 at home in Devon’, pp. 22-25, 
online at 
https://www.chu.cam.ac.uk/archives/collections/bdohp
/#P-Q (last accessed 1 June 2017). 
6 ‘El Informe Rattenbach - ¿Por qué se perdió la Guerra 
de Malvinas?’, § 749-752, in El Historiador, online at 
http://www.elhistoriador.com.ar/documentos/dictadura
/el_informe_rattenbach_por_que_se_perdio_la_guerra_
de_malvinas.php (last accessed 1 June 2017). The Report 
itself can be located on the official website of the 

Moreover, immediately after the news of  the 
Argentinean invasion had reached London, the 
British government proceeded to organize a 
large task force to be sent to the South Atlantic, 
which was dispatched on 5 April 1982. The 
objective behind it was to exert pressure on the 
Argentineans while diplomatic efforts were 
underway, and to respond militarily to the 
Argentinean invasion should those efforts 
ultimately fail. 
 
In the meantime, the United States offered to 
mediate in order to avert an all-out war between 
the two countries. For that purpose, the U.S. 
Secretary of  State, Alexander Haig, was sent by 
President Ronald Reagan on a shuttle 
diplomatic mission, entailing a series of  
meeting in London and Buenos Aires, which 
failed to produce an agreement. Similar efforts 
by the Peruvian government and the United 
Nations General Secretary, Javier Perez de 
Cuellar, were equally unsuccessful. 
 
The military operation that ensued following 
the failure of  diplomacy ended on 14 June 
1982, with the surrender of  the Argentinean 
forces in the Falkland/Malvinas Islands and 
restoration of  British rule. The casualties 
resulting from the war were 649 Argentinean, 
255 British and three Falkland Islands residents 
dead. 
 
Counterfactual Questions and the Falklands/ 
Malvinas Crisis of  1982 
 
We shall dwell upon and assess the plausibility 
and coherence of  each counterfactual question 
we raise. We shall do so sequentially, from the 
beginning of  the crisis onwards. 
 
 First 
 
What if  Margaret Thatcher had decided not to 
send a task force to the South Atlantic, thus 
foreclosing completely the military option 
following the Argentinean invasion of  the 
Falkland/Malvinas Islands? 
 
Such a question is divorced from the facts as we 
know them, for the option aforementioned was 
                                                                         
Argentinean Presidency, at 
http://www.casarosada.gob.ar/informacion/archivo/25
773-informe-rattenbach (last accessed 1 June 2017). 
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not even considered by the British Prime 
Minister. She strongly believed that a task force 
ought to be sent in order to aid the diplomatic 
efforts due to be undertaken to try to settle the 
crisis peacefully. Should those efforts fail, she 
argued, the task force would be available in time 
to retake the Islands by force.7 
 
Accepting the Argentinean invasion as a fait 
accompli was inconceivable for the Prime 
Minister and her War Cabinet. Further, agreeing 
to a mediating endeavour by the United States 
without sending a task force was equally 
unacceptable as Britain would be deprived of  
an important leverage in the ensuing 
negotiations. 
 
Thus, considering that the option of  not 
sending the task force was not being 
countenanced at all by Margaret Thatcher or, 
indeed, so far as we know, anyone else in the 
British War Cabinet, a counterfactual question 
like the one mentioned above would be 
irrelevant. 
 
 Second 
 
What if, in order to facilitate a compromise 
solution aimed at averting war, Margaret 
Thatcher and the British War Cabinet had 
consented to the demand of  the Argentinean 
government that its forces remain in the 
Falkland/Malvinas Islands while negotiations to 
reach a final settlement took place? 
 
That option was totally unacceptable to the 
British decision-makers. No compromise 
solution was even considered that did not entail 
a full withdrawal of  Argentinean forces from 
the Islands.8 
                                                
7 PREM 19/615 f31.  
8 Ibid.; See also: ‘Document#3: April 8, 1982 – Jim 
Rentschler's Telegram to Judge Clark: “Secretary's 
working dinner with Prime Minister Thatcher”; and 
‘Document#4: April 9, 1982 – Haig's Telegram to the 
President: “Discussions in London”’, both in Andrea 
Chiampan & Jason Saltoun-Ebin, ‘The Falklands Crisis’, 
in The Reagan Files (5 August 2011), online at 
http://www.thereaganfiles.com/document-
collections/the-falklands-crisis.html (last accessed 1 June 
2017). Haig’s telegram states: ‘The Prime Minister has the 
bit in her teeth, owing to the politics of a unified nation 
and an angry Parliament, as well as her own convictions 
about the principles at stake. She is clearly prepared to 
use force, though she admits a preference for a 

Thus, such a counterfactual question would be 
irrelevant as that option was not even 
considered in any way or form by the British 
government. 
 
 Third 
 
What if  the Argentinean Junta had agreed to 
the formula proposed by the U.S. mediator, 
Alexander Haig, entailing a withdrawal of  all 
military forces from the Islands, a mixed 
presence of  Argentinean, British and U.S. 
representatives in the Islands for an interim 
period and negotiations aimed at settling the 
sovereignty issue? 
 
The Argentinean military junta had invested 
much honour and prestige domestically to 
agree to any formula that did not secure 
Argentinean sovereignty over the Islands. 
Further, a withdrawal of  its forces from the 
Islands was not even considered as a serious 
option. It might have been considered had 
Argentina received iron-clad assurances that its 
sovereignty over the Islands would not be 
questioned and that it would be fully 
recognized at the end of  the negotiating 
process. In other words, the Argentinian 
military junta could not agree to withdraw its 
forces from the Islands unless Argentina’s 
sovereignty was fully recognized.9 
 
Beyond national reputation and patriotic 
feeling, the personal prestige and political 

                                                                         
diplomatic solution. She is rigid in her insistence on a 
return to the status quo ante, and indeed seemingly 
determined that any solution involve some retribution. 
(...) ‘The Prime Minister is convinced she will fall if she 
concedes on any of three basic points, to which she is 
committed to Parliament:  

o Immediate withdrawal of Argentine forces; 
o Restoration of British administration on the 

islands; 
o Preservation of their position that the islanders 

must be able to exercise self-determination.’ 
9 Haig emphasized that the Argentinean Government ‘is 
unable to accept any proposal that does not either clearly 
state that sovereignty has been transferred or that 
contains practical arrangements which insure that 
transfer has taken place.’ U.S. State Department, ‘Briefing 
by the Honorable M. Haig, Jr., Secretary of  State before 
Key House Leadership and House Foreign Affairs 
Committee’ 29 April, 1982, p. B3, online at 
http://www.margaretthatcher.org/document/114272 
(last accessed 1 June 2017). 
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future of  the members of  the military junta was 
at stake. No scenario whereby Argentinean 
forces remained in the Islands or Argentina’s 
sovereignty was recognized in advance of  
negotiations had any chance of  being accepted 
by the British Prime Minister or her 
government. 
 
Furthermore, as Haig himself  has revealed, 
even when he thought he had secured an 
agreement by Galtieri and his foreign minister, 
Nicanor Costa Mendez, they would 
subsequently renege on it. If  that was not 
enough, Haig added that the decision-making 
process in Argentina was cumbersome and 
incoherent.10 
 
There was a long chain of  military officials who 
had to consent to any agreement reached, thus 
de facto affording a veto power to individuals 
who had not been involved in the negotiations. 
 
Thus, it would be irrelevant to depict a 
counterfactual scenario whereby the Argentina 
military junta would have been ‘willing and able’ 
to agree to an Argentinean withdrawal from the 
Falkland/Malvinas Islands and to negotiations 
the outcome of  which would not have been 
known in advance. These options were not 
seriously considered. 
 
It ought to be stressed that the military junta in 
Argentina did not launch a military invasion of  
the Islands as a bargaining chip in future 
negotiations. It was not intended to be a tactical 
move designed to improve its position in talks 
to be held on the sovereignty of  the 
Falkland/Malvinas Islands. The invasion was 
undertaken as a strategic move. The intention 
was to ‘reunite’ the Islands with the 
Argentinean mainland. The premise behind the 
invasion was that Britain would not react 
militarily, and if  it did that the United States 
would not support it.11 
                                                
10 Ibid., pp. 4-5.  
11 The Rattenbach Report, among the many highly 
critical conclusions, contended: ‘En esos momentos, 
resultó evidente lo erróneo de dos supuestos que 
condicionaron la concepción política y estratégica de la 
Junta Militar: QUE GRAN BRETAÑA NO 
REACCIONARÍA MILITARMENTE Y QUE LOS 
EE.UU. NO PERMITIRÍAN UNA ESCALADA 
MILITAR.’ ‘El Informe Rattenbach - ¿Por qué se perdió 
la Guerra de Malvinas?’, § 755. 

The decision by the military junta was 
motivated by domestic reasons. The invasion 
was undertaken with a view that it would create 
a fait accompli which would ultimately be 
accepted by the international community, 
which, in any event, was not necessarily 
opposed to Argentina’s claim to the Islands. 
 
As far as Argentina was concerned, once the 
Islands had been captured by Argentina, they 
would not be relinquished. It was not only a 
credo shared by most Argentineans. Once the 
invasion was launched, as far as Argentina was 
concerned, there was no way back.12 
 
With the benefit of  hindsight one may think 
that the Argentinean position was unwise. 
However, our task in this context is not to judge 
whether the Argentinean military junta should 
have behaved differently, but rather to assess 
whether there was a possibility that it could have 
behaved differently. 
 
In this context, it is important to emphasize 
also the difference between employing 
hindsight as a necessary tool in counterfactual 
history and doing so in a normative manner. 
 
Hindsight is a prerequisite to a structured and 
coherent counterfactual historical analysis. If  
our aim is to ascertain whether a counterfactual 
question can be posed, it is imperative that we 
assess all the facts that are currently known to 
us of  the particular historical event under 
review. Unless we do so, counterfactual history 
is turned into another form of  fiction, rather 
than a structured and coherent means of  
analysis. 
 
In this respect, we should be careful to avoid 
                                                                         
 See also Haig’s comment in his conversation 
with Thatcher on 8 April, 1982, to the effect that ‘the 
Argentines had at first been convinced that the use of  
force would go unchallenged. Now they had been 
shocked by the British reaction.’ PREM 19/615 f31. 
12 The Rattenbach Report dwells on this point in a critical 
vein, arguing that the public pronouncements of  
Argentinean leaders and the general arrogance that 
prevailed both in the highest echelons of  the armed 
forces and the foreign ministry, as well as the nationalistic 
frenzy encouraged by the printed and electronic media in 
the country, both reflected and instigated a policy which 
was rigid and disconnected from changing circumstances. 
See ‘El Informe Rattenbach - ¿Por qué se perdió la 
Guerra de Malvinas?’, §§ 291, 303, 304, 308. 
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using hindsight to pass judgements on the 
actions undertaken by the protagonists in 
question. Hindsight as an analytical tool in 
counterfactual history cannot be prescriptive in 
nature for it helps us deal in probabilistic 
assessments, and not in moralistic musings. The 
main question to be asked is not what an 
individual ought to have done, but rather what 
he or she could have done. 
 
 Fourth 
 
What if  Argentina had won the war? The 
premise behind this counterfactual question 
must be analysed to ascertain whether there was 
a viable chance for this outcome to emerge. 
 
To begin with, we know that the British armed 
forces were considerably better than their 
Argentinean counterparts. They were 
professional and experienced whereas the 
Argentineans were conscripts and 
inexperienced. Further, we now know that the 
Argentinean soldiers may have been 
patriotically motivated to defend the Islands, 
but they were ill-fed, had no appropriate 
clothing for the harsh winter of  the South 
Atlantic, and were, on the whole, maltreated by 
their superiors. One to one, the British soldier 
was in a significantly better condition to fight 
the war.13 
 
To be sure, the British task force was in a 
disadvantage as it was much further away from 
its home base than the Argentinean forces in 
the Islands. Further, the Argentinean air force 
was relatively good, thus enhancing the 
geographical advantage, so to speak, in 

                                                
13 See, for example, George Winston, ‘Argentinean 
Soldiers’ Ordeal during the Falklands War’, in War History 
Online (1 January 2016), online at 
https://www.warhistoryonline.com/war-
articles/argentinian-soldiers-ordeal-falklandswar.html 
(last accessed 1 June 2017); Cecilia P. Incardona, ‘La 
guerra de las Malvinas y el trato de los soldados 
combatientes: ¿Delitos de lesa humanidad?’, in 
Terragnijurista, undated, online at 
http://www.terragnijurista.com.ar/doctrina/malvinas.ht
m (last accessed 1 June 2017); and Ignacio de los Reyes, 
‘Torturas a los soldados argentinos en 
Malvinas/Falklands’, in BBC Mundo (15 September 2015), 
online at 
http://www.bbc.com/mundo/noticias/2015/09/150914
_malvinas_falklands_torturas_testimonios_ao (last 
accessed 1 June 2017). 

Argentina’s favour. 
 
In this context, an important element emerges, 
which was mentioned above. Britain was helped 
by the United States and Chile, respectively, in 
the provision of  military equipment and 
intelligence information, by the first, and an 
intelligence base and the provision of  
intelligence information by the latter. 
 
Certainly, chance or accident could have altered 
the way the war developed. Lawrence 
Freedman, for instance, relates how the British 
attempt to retake the dependency of  South 
Georgia almost ended in disaster. ‘If  this first 
operation had ended as a fiasco,’ Freedman 
concludes, ‘it could have finished the whole 
campaign.’14 
 
The question that we should ask in this context 
is whether a failed attempt to retake the 
dependency of  South Georgia would have 
sealed the fate of  the entire British military 
operation or just delayed it? 
 
To be sure, the longer it would have taken 
Britain to conduct its military operations, the 
less hospitable the weather in the South 
Atlantic would have turned out to be with the 
onset of  winter, rendering it more difficult for 
the British task force to accomplish its mission. 
That is why the British government feared that 
the Argentinean military junta might be playing 
for time, knowing full well that the longer the 
diplomatic process took, the more adverse the 
conditions in the area of  the Islands would 
have been for a military assault by Britain. 
 
In a document entitled, ‘Military Lessons from 
the Falklands’, written for the U.S. President on 
19 July 1982, Caspar Weinberger says that ‘in 
the final analysis, the battle for the Falklands 
appears to have been a closer call than many of  
us would believe. The British won primarily 
because their forces, inferior in numbers at first, 
were superior in training, leadership and 
equipment. (...) But luck also played a 
significant part’. For example, Weinberger 
indicates that some Argentinean bombs had 
                                                
14 Lawrence Freedman, The South Atlantic Crisis of  1982: 
Implications for Nuclear Crisis Management (RAND/ UCLA 
Center for the Study of  Soviet International Behavior, 
May 1989), p. 3, fn. 1. 
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failed to explode.15 
 
The question that we ought to ask, and for 
which no clear answer might be advanced, is 
what would have happened had all the bombs 
that did not explode had exploded on the 
intended British targets? 
 
We should be careful to distinguish between 
accidents and mishaps that are an integral part 
of  any war, and accidents and mishaps that are 
exceptionally rare and which might have altered 
the way the war turned out to be had they not 
taken place. 
 
Once again, had perhaps some of  those bombs 
exploded, rather than leading to a British 
defeat, they might have caused a delay in 
Britain’s victory. Nevertheless, we cannot 
downplay the implication entailed in 
Weinberger’s conclusion that ‘luck also played a 
significant part’ in the outcome of  the war. 
Indeed, of  all the variables assessed in the 
article, the one that might be more valid for a 
counterfactual question would be this one, i.e., 
chance or accident. The British journalist and 
commentator, Simon Jenkins, contends that: 
 
 The glow of  victory was to conceal how 

desperately close was the Falklands war. Had 
Argentinian planes bombed supply and 
troop ships rather than warships, a land 
operation could have become logistically 
impossible. The task force’s heavy lift 
helicopters were all lost when the Atlantic 
Conveyor was sunk. Despite the 
performance of  the Harrier jump jets, the 
landing was made without air superiority. 
Nor could it rely on the foolishness of  the 
enemy in garrisoning the islands with poorly 
trained conscripts and without attack 
helicopters. The conclusion of  most defence 
analysts is that the Argentinians should have 
won this war, and had they awaited the south 
Atlantic storms of  June they probably would 
have done.16 

                                                
15 Quoted in The Margaret Thatcher Foundation, ‘The 
U.S. and the Falklands War (2): the CIA’, online at 
http://www.margaretthatcher.org/archive/us-
CIAfalklands.asp (last accessed 1 June 2017). 
16 Simon Jenkins, ‘How Margaret Thatcher’s gamble paid 
off ’, in The Guardian (9 April 2013), online at 
http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2013/apr/09/mar
garet-thatcher-falklands-gamble (last accessed 1 June 
2017). 

 
The problem with Simon Jenkins’ 
counterfactual scenario is that it entails a 
change of  more than one variable in the story. 
It ignores what the official commission set up 
in Argentina in the wake of  the war has stated, 
on the basis of  a thorough investigation of  
local documents, that the decision to invade the 
Islands was taken under the assumption that 
Britain would not react militarily and that, in 
any event, the United States would not support 
any military response by Britain. 
 
Thus, Argentina was not prepared for a British 
military response. There was no contingency 
plan for that. Argentina was not even prepared 
for a diplomatic campaign against it in any 
international forum. Therefore, a scenario 
whereby Argentina could have fought 
differently or better presupposes a fundamental 
change of  perceptions on the part of  the 
Argentinean decision-makers. It entails an 
advance assessment that an invasion of  the 
Islands might lead to war with Britain and thus 
would require military and diplomatic planning 
for such an eventuality. The problem, of  
course, is that, had the Argentinean military 
junta thought that there was a serious 
possibility of  war ensuing as a result of  an 
invasion of  the Islands, the decision to invade 
might not have been taken. 
 
Further, to claim that Argentina would have 
won the war had it waited for the winter storms 
is peculiar for it implies that the Argentineans 
had anticipated the possibility of  a war with 
Britain, which they had not; and, even after the 
task force was sent to the South Atlantic, the 
British were aware that Argentina might wish to 
play for time so as to render it more difficult 
for them to respond militarily in the midst of  
winter. Paradoxically, Britain was more prepared 
for a scenario whereby Argentina might play for 
time than Argentina was for a scenario in which 
it would play for time. 
 
It should be stressed, once again, that, 
notwithstanding the patriotic feelings that 
motivated them, Argentinean soldiers were no 
match for their British counterparts. 
 
Moreover, the consistent assistance provided by 
the United States and Chile, upon which we 
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dwell later on in this article, rendered it easier 
for the British to conduct the war in a 
favourable manner, and would have helped 
them even had the war developed in a more 
adverse way, as the secret plans by the U.S. 
Navy make it clear (and on which we write 
further on). 
 
Also, and this is important as it relates to all the 
aforementioned points, the decision-making 
process in Argentina during the crisis was 
cumbersome, slow and disorganized, whereas 
in Britain it was coherent, organized and 
transparent by comparison. 
 
Thus, to conclude, Jenkins’ argument 
presupposes a reality that did not exist, to begin 
with. He depicts a counterfactual scenario that 
is based on assumptions that are divorced from 
the facts as we know them, particularly on the 
Argentinean side. Chance and accident could 
have an important role in altering how events 
evolved, but in order for them to be a useful 
analytical tool in counterfactual history they 
ought to be based on historical facts. 
 
It seems, though, that, taking into account all 
the factors at play in the war itself, chance or 
accident, or luck, as Weinberger would have put 
it, did not change how the war would have 
ended, but rather how long it would have taken 
for Britain to win it. This might have entailed a 
bigger number of  casualties on both sides. It 
might have led to more ships and aircraft being 
hit on both sides. Further, the harsh winter of  
the South Atlantic might have complicated the 
execution of  military plans. In this context, we 
should stress that, even though the approaching 
winter was a particular worry to British 
decision-makers, the Argentinean forces in the 
Islands were totally unprepared for it. Any 
difficulty encountered by British soldiers on 
account of  the weather might have been less 
severe than the existential challenge facing their 
Argentinean counterparts, who were ill-clothed 
and ill-fed. Thus, for every hurdle that might 
have had to be overcome by the British in a 
longer war, perhaps a worse one might have 
had to be overcome by the Argentineans. 
 
Nevertheless, it would be pertinent to ask a 
further counterfactual question. 
 

 Fifth 
 
What if  the United States had not helped 
Britain with military equipment and intelligence 
information? 
 
The United States had decided to declare its 
impartiality to begin with, so as to be able to 
assume the role of  mediator between Argentina 
and Britain in order to try to avert an all-our 
war. To be sure, the Reagan Administration had 
endorsed UN Security Council Resolution 502, 
which called for the withdrawal of  Argentinean 
forces from the Islands. Indeed, the U.S. stance 
was that the Argentinean military invasion of  
the Islands was totally unacceptable, but that it 
would remain neutral as to the question of  
sovereignty.17 
 
Once the U.S. announced publicly on 29 April 
1982 that its mediating efforts had failed, the 
Reagan Administration declared that it was no 
longer impartial, blaming Argentina for the 
failure of  the talks. Haig says, among other 
things, that ‘one would have to say that the 
United Kingdom has been reasonable and 
forthcoming throughout the discussions, and 
that Argentina has been less so.’ He went on to 
stress what he defined as ‘the basic American 
position,’ according to which ‘we cannot be or 
be perceived to be participating in an 
arrangement that would reward aggression’.18 
 
For our purposes, it would be possible to 
contend that the United States could have 
                                                
17 S/RES/502 (1982). 
18 See Bernard Gwertzman, ‘US Sides with Britain in 
Falkland Crisis, Ordering Sanctions against Argentines’, 
in The New York Times (1 May 1982), online at 
http://www.nytimes.com/1982/05/01/us/us-sides-with-
britian-falkland-crisis-ordering-sanctions-against-
argentines.html?pagewanted=all (last accessed 1 June 
2017); ABC News Report, ‘April 30, 1982: U.S. Supports 
Britain in Falklands War’ (30 April 1982), podcast 
published and available online at 
http://abcnews.go.com/Archives/video/falklands-war-
1982-britain-9808582 (last accessed 1 June 2017).  
 For background, as well behind-the-scenes 
statements reflecting U.S. views in this regard, see State 
Department, ‘Background Press Conference on 
Falklands Islands Situation, Department of  State (...) 30 
April, 1982’, online at 
http://fc95d419f4478b3b6e5f-
3f71d0fe2b653c4f00f32175760e96e7.r87.cf1.rackcdn.co
m/7FE226970F2E45E2A7A86DB1A63EBFD9.pdf  
(last accessed 1 June 2017). 
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remained impartial even after the mediation 
process had reached a dead end. The United 
States was sensitive to Latin American opinion, 
which was, on the whole, favourable to 
Argentina. U.S. obligations under the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) did not 
necessarily extend to this conflict, which was 
not directly related to the Cold War, thus 
formally justifying an impartial stance. 
 
It would not be the first time since 1945 that 
the United States would not support Britain in 
a conflict taking place beyond Europe. In fact, 
back in 1956, the Administration of  President 
Dwight Eisenhower came out very strongly 
against Britain (and France) following the 
latter’s military operation in the Suez Canal 
area, which came in the wake of  the failure of  
diplomacy to settle the crisis brought about by 
Egypt’s nationalization and military seizure of  
the Suez Canal. 
 
A stance of  impartiality in the Falklands/ 
Malvinas Crisis of  1982 would have paled into 
insignificance as compared to the hostility 
displayed by the United States during the Suez 
Crisis of  1956. It must be emphasized: Since 
1945 the United States had tried to distance 
itself  from Britain whenever a conflict arose 
involving what was deemed to be a colonial 
issue. The Falklands/ Malvinas Crisis could 
have been seen in the same light, allowing the 
U.S. Administration to remain impartial. 
 
There are a few gaps in the aforementioned 
argument. To begin with, the U.S. Defense 
Secretary, Caspar Weinberger, was so much in 
favour of  the British from the very beginning 
of  the Crisis that he even opposed U.S. 
mediation to try to settle it. He thought it was a 
serious mistake to declare impartiality, even for 
diplomatic purposes, and urged President 
Reagan to provide all military aid that Britain 
needed.19 

                                                
19 See, for instance, Obituaries, ‘Caspar Weinberger’, in 
The Telegraph, 29 March 2006, online at 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/7499144/
Caspar-Weinberger.html (last accessed 1 June 2017); also, 
more importantly, the record of  the National Security 
Council Meeting of  Friday, 30 April 1982, on the subject 
of  the South Atlantic Crisis. ‘Falklands: National Security 
Council minutes (“South Atlantic Crisis”) [US 'tilt' 
towards Britain] [declassified 2011]’, p. 5, online at 

As a matter of  fact, the United States helped 
Britain right from the start of  the Crisis, even 
while the U.S. was being ostensibly impartial. It 
should be stressed that Margaret Thatcher was 
fully aware and grateful for the assistance in the 
area of  intelligence that was provided by the 
United States from the very beginning of  the 
Falklands/ Malvinas Crisis. In a memo written 
by the British Cabinet Secretary to the Prime 
Minister prior to her forthcoming meeting with 
Haig in London, Sir Robert Armstrong advised 
that ‘you should be aware that the United States 
intelligence agencies are helping and supporting 
our own intelligence efforts with unreserved 
openness and generosity.’20 
 
Further, apart from the U.S. Ambassador to the 
United Nations, Jeane Kirkpatrick, no member 
of  the U.S. Cabinet involved in shaping foreign 
policy had expressed any sympathy for the 
Argentinean position. Alexander Haig did his 
best to try to persuade his Argentinean 
interlocutors that his mediating efforts might 
secure for them a desired outcome at the end.21 
However, he and his aides were frustrated with 
their double-talk and lack of  flexibility. So far as 
we know, once the mediation efforts had failed, 
there was no one, perhaps with the sole 
exception of  Kirkpatrick, who urged the U.S. to 
remain impartial.22 
 
Also, President Reagan had a close relationship 
with Prime Minister Thatcher. Although he 
cared precious little about the future of  the 
Falkland/Malvinas Islands, he valued very 
much his personal relationship with her, which 
he thought was important in a wider 
international context. Following the failure of  

                                                                         
http://www.margaretthatcher.org/document/114329 
(last accessed 1 June 2017). 
20 Prime Minister, Memo by Sir Robert Armstrong for 
the Prime Minister, 8 April, Ref. A08091, online at 
http://fc95d419f4478b3b6e5f-
3f71d0fe2b653c4f00f32175760e96e7.r87.cf1.rackcdn.co
m/719B3323576141C4883162CFE2FAA10D.pdf (last 
accessed 1 June 2017). 
21 National Security Council Meeting, 30 April, 1982, 
Subject: South Atlantic Crisis, Top Secret, p. 5. 
Alexander Haig stresses that ‘Our proposals, in fact, are a 
camouflaged transfer of sovereignty, and the Argentine 
foreign minister knows this, but the junta will not accept 
it.’ ‘Falklands: National Security Council minutes (“South 
Atlantic Crisis”) [US ‘tilt’ towards Britain] [declassified 
2011]’, p. 5. 
22 Ibid., pp. 1-6. 
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U.S. mediation, Reagan expressed himself  in a 
clearly pro-British vein, though he wanted, as 
far as possible, to contain the developing 
crisis.23 
 
With regard to the U.S. position during the 
Suez Crisis of  1956 and the shadow it cast on 
the Falklands Crisis of  1982, Haig made it clear 
that there should not be another Suez, implying 
that there should not be another international 
crisis leading to a rupture in the special bilateral 
relations between the United States and 
Britain.24 
 
The former U.S. Navy Secretary, John Lehman, 
revealed during a speech he delivered on 26 
June 2012, that the Reagan Administration had 
developed plans to loan a ship to Britain if  it 
lost one of  its aircraft carriers in the war. 
According to Lehman, President Reagan 
approved without hesitation the plan devised by 
the Navy. His instructions to Weinberger, his 
Secretary of  Defence, had been simple: ‘Give 
Maggie everything she needs to get on with it.’25 
Thus, the U.S. was ready to help the British 
even in case of  a major setback, by providing 
them with its own ships. Reagan’s words, as 
quoted by Lehman, make it crystal clear that 
the United States was fully behind Britain once 
diplomacy had failed to secure an agreement. 
 
So far as we know, U.S. assistance turned out to 
be important for the prosecution of  Britain’s 
military campaign in the South Atlantic. 
However, even if  we tried to stretch reality as it 
actually was in order to depict it as it might have 
been, a scenario whereby the U.S. withheld 
military and intelligence aid from Britain 
completely would not conform to the facts as 
we know them. After all, the Pentagon was 

                                                
23 Nicholas Wapshott, Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher: 
A Political Marriage (Sentinel, 2007), pp. 160-185. 
24 See ‘Falklands: National Security Council minutes 
(“South Atlantic Crisis”) [US 'tilt' towards Britain] 
[declassified 2011]’, p. 3; also, PREM 19/615 F92: 
‘Falklands: UKE Washington to FCO (“Falklands”) 
[Henderson summarises US views; Haig: “there cannot 
be another Suez”] [declassified 2012]’, online at 
http://www.margaretthatcher.org/document/122042 
(last accessed 1 June 2017).  
25 Sam LaGrone, ‘Reagan Readied U.S. Warship for ’82 
Falklands War’, in USNI News (27 June 2012), online at 
http://news.usni.org/2012/06/27/reagan-readied-us-
warship-82-falklands-war-0 (last accessed 1 June 2017). 

helping the British even while the United States 
was mediating in order to solve the crisis and its 
official position was one of  impartiality. Reagan 
had a close personal relationship with Thatcher. 
Britain was the United States closest ally. Britain 
was a parliamentary democracy while Argentina 
was being ruled by a military junta. 
 
Opinion polls in the U.S. indicated clearly that 
the overwhelming majority of  people sided 
with Britain rather than with Argentina.26 
 
 The Senate passed a resolution, opposed only 
by one senator, Jesse Helms, expressing full 
support for Britain.27 
 
Even in case of  a major setback, such as losing 
an aircraft carrier in war, Britain would have 
been helped by the U.S. with an aircraft carrier 
of  its own. Reagan’s words, as quoted by the 
former Secretary of  the Navy, make it 
abundantly clear that the British had a reliable, 
consistent and active ally in the United States 
once hostilities started in the South Atlantic. 
 
Thus, even if  we assumed for the sake of  
argument that it might have been convenient 
for the United States to adhere to its impartial 
position in public so as not to alienate its Latin 
American friends, the question would still 
remain as to why would the U.S. have refused to 
help Britain in secret bearing in mind all the 
aforementioned? 
 
For a counterfactual question to be valid, it 
must be based on an assumption about 
something that might have happened 
differently based on all the facts as we know 
them. Our contention would be that, on the 
basis of  the information available to us, there is 
hardly any evidence that could allow us to 
believe that things might have occurred 
differently in this regard. 
 
One, and in a sense, related question, remains. 
 
 Sixth 
 
What if  Chile had not cooperated with Britain 
                                                
26 See, for instance, Max Hastings and Simon Jenkins, The 
Battle for the Falklands (Pan Books, 1997), p. 136. 
27 Howard Levie, ‘The Falklands Crisis and the Laws of  
War’, in International Law Studies, Vol. 70 (1985), p. 212. 
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by furnishing it with intelligence information 
and by affording it a near-by base for its 
intelligence activities in the area? 
 
Margaret Thatcher herself  acknowledged years 
later that Chile’s assistance during the war was 
very important to Britain. Chilean individuals 
who were involved in executing this policy have 
spoken openly about it;28 so have British 
individuals.29 
 
Chile saw Argentina as a potential enemy, 
having a territorial dispute with it over three 
islands in the Beagle Channel, which almost led 
to war between the two countries in 1978. 
Indeed, it is said that one of  the reasons behind 
Argentina’s decision to launch an invasion of  
the Falkland/Malvinas Islands was to send a 
message to Chile. To be sure, Argentina’s 
military government had its eyes set on the 
forcible capture of  the disputed islands in the 
Beagle Channel, following the successful 
invasion of  the Falkland/Malvinas Islands. The 
head of  Argentina’s Air Force during the 
Falklands/ Malvinas Crisis of  1982, Basilio 
Lami Dozo was one of  the three members of  
the military junta then ruling the country. He 
revealed many years later that Galtieri intended 
to attack Chile following the invasion of  the 
Islands. Galtieri made his plans known when he 
announced that the Chileans should learn the 
lesson of  what Argentina was doing now, 
because later it will be their turn.30 
 
From the outset of  the crisis, the British 

                                                
28 See Fernando Matthei, ‘Memorandum for Lady 
Thatcher on Chile’s Support during Falklands’ Conflict’, 
in Mercopress (5 April 2012), online at 
http://en.mercopress.com/2012/04/05/memorandum-
for-lady-thatcher-on-chile-s-support-during-falklands-
conflict (last accessed 1 June 2017). 
29 On the testimony of  Sidney Edwards, an RAF official 
who was in charge of  the secret talks with Chile during 
the Crisis see, Harriet Alexander, ‘Without Chile’s help, 
We Would Have Lost the Falklands’, in The Telegraph (7 
July 2014), online at 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/southame
rica/falklandislands/10947350/Without-Chiles-help-we-
would-have-lost-the-Falklands.html (last accessed 1 June 
2017). 
30 H.D., ‘Después de Malvinas, iban a atacar a Chile’, in 
Perfil (22 November 2009), online at http://classic-
web.archive.org/web/20120226054905/http:/www.diario
perfil.com.ar/edimp/0420/articulo.php?art=18309&ed=
0420 (last accessed 1 June 2017). 

government realized that Chile could become a 
potential ally. The Joint Intelligence Committee 
in Britain had already indicated on 2 April 1982, 
that it would look at the possibility of  
assistance from potential allies, particularly 
Chile. The Chief  of  Staff  discussed the 
possibility of  using airfields in Chile so that the 
RAF could have a base within operational range 
of  the Falkland Islands.31 The British 
Government would receive information to the 
effect that ‘Chile has taken a generally anti-
Argentine line,’ thus enhancing the belief  in 
London that Chile could indeed become an 
active ally of  Britain.32 
 
The Chileans were fearful that Argentina might 
attack Chile should the military junta in 
Argentina be successful in capturing the 
Falklands/ Malvinas Islands.33 Chile was 
apparently in a difficult position. On the one 
hand, it did not wish to be ostracized in Latin 
America by supporting Britain. On the other 
hand, the Falklands/ Malvinas Crisis of  1982 
presented the Chileans with a unique 
                                                
31 FCO, 7/4472: ‘Falklands: Minutes of  MOD Chiefs of  
Staff  Committee - COS 2nd Meeting/82 (Falklands 
Situation, Operation Corporate, Decisions Required, 
Chile, Other Business) [declassified 2012]’, pp. 1, 4, 
online at 
http://www.margaretthatcher.org/document/122146 
(last accessed 1 June 2017). 
32 CAB 148/218 f73: ‘Cabinet, Defence and Oversea 
Policy (Official) Committee, Sub-Committee on the 
South Atlantic and the Falkland Islands, International 
Reaction to the Argentine Invasion of  the Falkland 
Islands, ODA (SA) (82) 12, 8 April, 1982’, Clause 3. 
Located online at http://fc95d419f4478b3b6e5f-
3f71d0fe2b653c4f00f32175760e96e7.r87.cf1.rackcdn.co
m/AB9A4D194AAF42B393993A6DB70062A0.pdf  (last 
accessed 1 June 2017). 
33 According to Haig, the Chileans were ‘very fearful that 
if  Argentina gets away with the seizure of  the Falklands, 
next they’re going to seize the Beagles’. ‘Briefing by the 
Honorable Mr. Haig, Jr., Secretary of  State before Key 
House Leadership and House Foreign Affairs 
Committee, Washington, D.C.’, 29 April, 1982, p. 17 
(B12), located online at http://fc95d419f4478b3b6e5f-
3f71d0fe2b653c4f00f32175760e96e7.r87.cf1.rackcdn.co
m/F9FBE507B68E4639A8301926B9C1BCD9.pdf  (last 
accessed 1 June 2017). See also Patricia Arancibia Clavel, 
‘Inglaterra no pudo tener un mejor aliado que Chile’, in 
Los Andes (25 March 2002), online at 
http://www.losandes.com.ar/noticia/opinion-36227 (last 
accessed 1 June 2017). Herein, Fernando Matthei dwelled 
on Chile’s fears about Argentina’s territorial ambitions, 
referring to General Galtieri’s speech following 
Argentina’s invasion of  the Islands, from which it was 
easy to infer that Chile might be attacked next. 
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opportunity to help weaken its potential enemy, 
Argentina. Chile decided to keep some distance 
from Argentina’s position while not being 
overly critical of  the latter’s actions. At the 
same time, in secret, it resolved to help Britain 
during the crisis. Its policy turned out to be 
successful as Argentina was ultimately defeated 
and, indeed, humiliated. 
 
It could be argued perhaps that the Chilean 
military then ruling the country, under the 
leadership of  Augusto Pinochet, could have 
decided, after all, not to cooperate with Britain. 
Chile could have hoped for a British victory, 
but without helping actively to bring it about. 
That was certainly an option. 
 
On the other hand, Chile had a singular 
opportunity to help a much stronger state 
(Britain) weaken its potential enemy (Argentina) 
without necessarily incurring the wrath of its 
neighbours, as it would do so in secret and 
without making a fuss of it. Furthermore, Chile 
could thus secure in return military aid and 
diplomatic backing from that state (Britain), 
something that the Chilean military junta sorely 
needed then. Why would Chile miss such an 
opportunity? 
 
Britain had much to gain and little to lose from 
that cooperation. Chile, for its part, had 
similarly much to gain and relatively little to 
lose, except the temporary anger of its Latin 
American friends should it become public 
knowledge. 
 
Thus, in either case in which Britain got outside 
military and intelligence assistance (from the 
United States and Chile, respectively), a 
counterfactual question, though not wholly 
inconceivable, would seem to be founded on an 
unreasonable assumption, which is not backed 
up by the historical facts as these are known to 
us. 
 
Without the help of  both the United States and 
Chile, Britain’s military campaign to re-conquer 
the Islands might have been significantly more 
difficult. Indeed, even Sidney Edwards, the 
RAF official in charge of  Britain’s links with 
Chile during the Falklands/ Malvinas Crisis, has 
stated that ‘Without Chile’s help, we would have 

lost the Falklands.’34 On the other hand, 
though, Sir Lawrence Freedman, who wrote the 
official history of  the Falklands/ Malvinas War, 
has argued that, in his opinion, without Chile’s 
help, the outcome would have been the same, 
though it would have been more difficult to 
achieve it.35 In a sense, both Edwards and 
Freedman engage in counterfactual history. 
Both answer the counterfactual question, ‘What 
would have happened had Chile not assisted 
Britain during the Falklands/ Malvinas Crisis?’ 
 
However, in order for that scenario to have 
occurred (in which Chile refused to have 
helped Britain), we need to assume a reality not 
warranted by the facts as are known to us. Let 
us remember: for a counterfactual question to 
be pertinent, a variable in the story must be 
changed, but only if it can be proved that such 
a change would have been plausible in the 
circumstances prevailing then. It is not enough 
to claim that it would not have been 
inconceivable for such a change to have taken 
place. It must pass the test of logical plausibility 
and historical coherence. We would argue that 
is so in this particular case. The prevailing 
conditions in the wake of Argentina’s invasion 
of the Islands were such as to create a singularly 
propitious setting for an active, mutually 
convenient alliance between Chile and Britain. 
The benefits to be accrued to both countries 
was as clear then as it is today with the benefit 
of hindsight. Chile feared Argentina’s ambitions 
more than any possible adverse reaction in 
Latin America. The first was perceived as much 
more of a tangible menace than the latter. 
Anyway, from the outset it was obvious to the 
representatives of the two countries that were 
involved in the forging and implementation of 
this alliance that secrecy was paramount, thus 
diminishing any immediate adverse reaction 
that might emerge in Latin America. The 
convergence of interests between Chile and 
Britain was so obvious as to allow us to 
conclude that a counterfactual question in this 
regard would be implausible. 
 
                                                
34 Alexander, ‘Without Chile’s help, We Would Have Lost 
the Falklands’.  
35 Anon., ‘Sin la ayuda chilena, para los britanicos habria 
sido mas dificil’, in Clarin (3 July 2005), online at 
http://edant.clarin.com/suplementos/zona/2005/07/03
/z-03702.htm. 
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Conclusion 
 
Our analysis has led us to the conclusion that 
no counterfactual question could reasonably be 
posed in the context of the Falklands/ 
Malvinas Crisis of 1982. This is not to say that 
we believe in historical inevitability. As we 
stated at the beginning of the article, 
counterfactual history is postulated on the basis 
that history is not preordained and that the 
individual is, on the whole, a free agent and that 
his or her actions are the corollary of choice, 
albeit within prevailing circumstances and 
objective conditions. It is precisely this line of 
reasoning that has guided our analysis and 
which has led us to examine each possible 
counterfactual question to ascertain its 
pertinence and coherence. In a sense, it could 
be argued that counterfactual history, like 
history itself, is not inevitable. Not every 
historical event merits a ‘What if’ question. 
However, in order to know that, one needs to 
assess carefully the different variables in the 
story to see whether a change in any one of 
those variables would have been plausible and 
coherent based on the facts as are known to us. 
This is what we have done with regard to the 
Falklands/ Malvinas Crisis of 1982. 
 
This is what can be done with regard to other 
international crises in history. Rather than pose 
a counterfactual question and then try to 
answer it, we follow a structured format in 
which we ask whether a counterfactual question 
is warranted for each variable under review. 
Our approach, we would argue, helps us 
understand better both the way in which the 
crisis evolved and the way in which it might 
have evolved. Our purpose is not to engage in 
mere historical speculation. We are not 
interested in what could have happened, but 
rather in what might have happened. However, 
even then, our aim is to enquire first whether a 
counterfactual question would be pertinent in 
the light of what happened. In other words, 
does it make sense to pose a counterfactual 
question considering the facts as are known to 
us? Before we dwell on changing a variable in 
the story, we have to ascertain whether the 
facts allow us to do that. For a counterfactual 
question to be valid and helpful as an analytical 
tool, it needs to be based on a coherent 

possibility that an event might have developed 
differently than it actually did. 
 
To be sure, chance or accident might have led 
to a different scenario in a particular instance of 
the crisis. Our aim, though, would be to 
ascertain whether such a change might have 
had an impact, beyond the particular event in 
which it took place, on the outcome of the 
crisis. That might depend on the other 
pertinent events that occurred and the decisions 
that were taken. However important in history, 
particularly in international crises, the effect of 
chance or accident depends on the effects of 
parallel events. 
 
Using counterfactual history as an analytical 
tool to study international crises helps us 
understand better the events involved, the 
effects of the decisions reached and the actual 
role of chance or accident. We believe that our 
structured, counterfactual approach narrows 
the possibilities of changes that might have 
occurred and thus leads us to a clearer picture 
of what actually occurred. 
 
 

__________________________ 
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Victims of  Circumstance or Independent Agents? Women  

and the Road to the Islamic State 
Jessica Sciarone 

 
 
Often, western women who migrate to the 
Islamic State are portrayed as naïve followers 
of  men, infatuated with a romanticized image 
of  life in the Islamic State. Judging from the 
portrayal of  women who have joined the 
Islamic State, one would certainly believe this is 
the case. The portrayal of  these women, devoid 
of  ‘rational agency’, does not solely happen in 
the media, but is also a recurrent theme in 
scholarly articles and policy documents.1 
Agency, in this context, refers to capacity of  a 
person to take a conscious, rational decision 
based on their own free choice. After the San 
Bernardino shootings, a terrorist attack on a 
benefit corporation, carried out by a husband 
and wife, the first few questions asked about 
the female shooter were focused on how a 
woman could be involved in violence, especially 
given the fact that she was a mother.2 Those 
same questions were not asked with regards to 
her husband. In portraying women in this way, 
their agency is taken away and the 
accountability for their crimes disappears. The 
portrayal of  men and women differs; men are 
regarded as rational actors, whereas women are 
seen as misguided and naïve. However, women 
can undertake violent actions for various 
reasons, but this is often ignored. Their reasons 
are often similar to the reasoning of  men 
migrating to the Islamic State. The 
responsibility for their actions is waived and 
diminished to reasons relating to their 
circumstances. In this paradigm, their own 
personal choice is not considered to be a factor 
and is secondary to a predominant, more logical 
                                                
1 Katherine E. Brown, ‘Gender and Countering Islamic 
State Radicalisation’, in E-International Relations (18 
February 2016), online at http://www.e-
ir.info/2016/02/18/gender-and-countering-islamic-state-
radicalisation (last accessed on 25 May 2017). 
2 Maartje Somers, ‘Zij Schoot als Eerste, Zagen 
Getuigen’, in NRC Handelsblad (7 December, 2015), 
http://www.nrc.nl/handelsblad/2015/12/07/tashfeen-
malik-huisvrouw-jonge-moeder-en-gesle-1567921 (last 
accessed on 25 May 2017). 

and independent male reasoning.3  
 
Several scholars have tried to explain the 
reasoning of  women who undertake violent 
actions. Marway describes gender stereotypes in 
conflict, where women are often regarded as 
‘peaceful women’ or ‘beautiful souls’, whereas 
men are portrayed as ‘just warriors’ and ‘violent 
men’.4 She further states that when women are 
involved in conflict it is usually as an innocent 
bystander or a supporter through roles such as 
mothers, wives, and protestors. Men are often 
portrayed as masculine fighters who fight for a 
bigger cause.5 Thus, when women decide to 
partake in terrorist organizations they move 
away from traditional gender roles and violate 
the social order that is set in society.  
 
Sageman’s explanation focuses on alienated 
Muslims in European Diasporas6 while 
Hassan’s explanation focuses on the terrorists’ 

                                                
3 For example: in Sjoberg and Gentry’s work it becomes 
clear that women who commit violent acts are often 
denied their agency and their womanhood is denied. 
Gender stereotypes are still in place; ‘women are doing 
“men’s tasks” without equality’. Laura Sjoberg & Caron 
E. ‘Reduced to Bad Sex: Narratives of  Violent Women 
from  the Bible to the War on Terror’, International 
Relations, Vol. 22, No. 1 (2008), p. 17. In the same article 
they state that in the portrayal of  violent women their 
choice in undertaking these actions is diminished, 
whereas in the portrayal of  violent men their choice is 
considered to be rational. Ibid., p. 18. In committing a 
violent act, women commit two crimes; their violent act 
is their first crime, going against gender stereotypes is the 
second. Ibid., p. 7. In doing so, they are regarded as 
unfeminine and the responsibility for their violent act is 
placed upon their unfemininity instead of  it considered 
to be a consequence of  a rational choice.  
4 Herjeet Marway, ‘Scandalous Subwomen and Sublime 
Superwomen: Exploring Portrayals of  Female Suicide 
Bombers’ Agency’, in Journal of  Global Ethics, Vol. 7 
(2011), p. 222. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Marc Sageman, Understanding Terror Networks (University 
of  Pennsylvania Press, 2004). 
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dream to enter Paradise.7 Other, wider, 
explanations have gained increasing attention in 
the past years as well; Stern distinguishes a wide 
array of  motivations such as humiliation, 
exposure to violence, occupation, lack of  
prospects, and modernization and many other 
motivations.8 Ricolfi does the same and 
distinguishes between revenge and resentment 
as important motivations.9 All these 
motivations have one common denominator 
which is the fact that they ignore the 
independent agency of  women. They assign the 
motivation of  women to factors outside their 
agency, thus taking away their responsibility and 
agency.   
 
The aforementioned paradigm is also evident 
when looking at recent research conducted on 
women who migrate to the Islamic State. Only 
a handful of  scholars, for example Sjoberg and 
Gentry, focus on the independent agency of  
women.10 This article explores the independent 
agency of  four women migrating to the Islamic 
State. In doing so, the online persona of  four 
women will be analysed and assessed. 
Regarding their social media posts as part of  
their life stories, the validity and reliability of  
these posts increases.11 The social media 
websites used for this research are Tumblr, a 
personal blog website, Facebook and Twitter. 
The four women that are central to this 
research, Umm Layth, Green Bird of  Dabiq, 
Umm al Baraa and Umm Ubaydah, are all 
referred to by their online name. These women 
have been selected on the basis of  their online 
presence, their activity on multiple social media 
platforms and the fact that they have migrated 
                                                
7 Nasra Hassan, “An Arsenal of  Believers: Talking to the 
Human Bombs”, The New Yorker (19 November 2001), 
online at 
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2001/11/19/an-
arsenal-of-believers (last accessed on 25 May 2017). 
8 Jessica Stern, Terror in the name of  God: Why Religious 
Militants Kill (Harper Collins, 2003). 
9 Luca Ricolfi, ‘Palestinians, 1981-2003’, in D. Gambetta 
(ed.), Making Sense of  Suicide Missions (Oxford University 
Press, 2005). 
10 Laura Sjoberg & Caron Gentry, Mothers, Monsters, 
Whores: Women’s Violence in International Politics (Zed Books, 
2009), and Erin Marie Saltman and Melanie Smith, Till 
Martyrdom Do Us Part: Gender and the ISIS Phenomenon 
(Institute for Strategic Dialogue and ICSR, 2015). 
11 James L. Peacock and Dorothy C. Holland, ‘The 
Narrated Self: Life Stories in Process’, in Ethos, Vol. 21, 
(1993), pp. 370-372. 

to the Islamic State. Throughout this paper 
other women are mentioned as well; but their 
profiles did not provide as much information as 
the profiles of  the aforementioned women do. 
The profiles of  these four women will be 
examined in turn, before assessing the 
motivation of  these women to leave. Finally, 
some thoughts on the future are offered.  
 
Umm Layth 
 
Umm Layth is one of  the most prolific female 
migrating radicals online. The Scottish Aqsa 
Mahmood, who writes under the pseudonym 
Umm Layth, migrated to Syria in November 
2013.12 She emphasizes three main factors 
regarding her motivations to migrate to the 
Islamic State First, she emphasizes the 
importance of  making hijrah [migration] to the 
Islamic State; even before Al-Baghdadi officially 
established the Caliphate. In popular media it 
was often asked ‘how can this girl, coming from 
such an affluent neighbourhood with all the 
opportunities in the world, trade this for life in 
the Islamic State?’ Umm Layth herself  provides 
an answer to this question on her Tumblr page: 
‘Wallahi [I swear to Allah] that’s not what we want, 
and in these lands we are rewarded for our sacrifices 
involved in our Hijrah for example one is by receiving 
Ghaniman [spoil of  war].‘13 This quote shows that 
she believes that the hardships she faces in her 
earthly life will provide her with a high place in 
the afterlife. She also notes that the women she 
has met ‘have been in university studying courses with 
many promising paths, with big, happy families and 
friends and everything in the Dunyah [earthly life] to 
persuade one to stay behind and enjoy the luxury.’14 
She deliberately left behind the luxuries of  her 
life in Scotland and decided to make hijrah to 
the Islamic State since she was convinced that it 
is her religious duty. Her decision to migrate to 
the Islamic State has been an independent 
decision taken after careful consideration.  
 
Second, the so-called Caliphate of  the Islamic 

                                                
12 Atika Shubert and Bharati Naik, ‘CNN exclusive: From 
Glasgow girl to “bedroom radical” and ISIS bride’, in 
CNN Exclusive (5 September 2014) online at 
http://edition.cnn.com/2014/09/05/world/europe/isis-
bride-glasgow-scotland (last accessed on 25 May 2017). 
13 Umm Layth on Tumblr - 11 September, 2014 (last 
accessed on 25 May 2017). 
14 Ibid.  
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State still needs to be built. The desire to build 
the Caliphate has been one of  the main reasons 
as to why Umm Layth made hijrah to the 
Islamic State. On Tumblr, she posts that “we 
must come to understand that this is a new born state 
with problems here and there but that doesn’t mean we 
should sacrifice any less for it” and “This newly born 
state is our responsibility as Muslims from all around 
the earth, young and old, to help it prosper.”15 Facing 
hardships is only logical since establishing a 
new ‘state’ is not an easy task. Further, in her 
diary entries on Tumblr she is open about her 
role as a mother and a wife. Raising children 
and being a supportive wife results in a stronger 
Caliphate.16  
 
Third, her dichotomous worldview plays an 
important role in her motivation to migrate to 
the Islamic State. She often posts about feeling 
disconnected and isolated because of  her 
religion.17 When talking about this bipolar 
worldview she states that ‘listen to me I will let you 
in on a secret, they define you as only [two] selections. 
You are either for them or against them. And they have 
made it very clear. They will not let you live a life of  
peace if  you proclaim the testimony of  the One.’18 It is 
evident that she possesses an ‘us versus them’ 
worldview, whereby there is a strong bipolarity 
between two groups. This fits within the 
traditional patterns of  radicalisation and 
religious-political rhetoric.  
 
Green Bird of  Dabiq  
 
Not much is known about the woman who is 
known as Green Bird of  Dabiq, other than that 
she is of  Western origin, due to the nature of  
her posts on Twitter.19 The atrocities committed 
by Assad against the Muslims in Syria and the 
fact that she perceives bipolarity between the 
west and the Muslim community are recurring 
themes in her tweets.  
                                                
15 Umm Layth on Tumblr - 28 June 2015 (last accessed 
on 25 May 2017). 
16 Ibid. 
17 Saltman and Smith, Till Martyrdom Do Us Part, pp. 9-10. 
18 Umm Layth on Tumblr - 28 June 2015 (last accessed 
on 25 May 2017). 
19 Anon., ‘The Secret World of  ISIS Brides: “U Dnt Hav 
2 Pay 4 ANYTHING if  U R Wife of  a Martyr”’, on 
NDTV (26 June 2015), online at 
http://www.ndtv.com/world-news/the-secret-world-of-
isis-brides-u-dnt-hav-2-pay-4-anything-if-u-r-wife-of-a-
martyr-775323 (last accessed on 25 May 2017). 

 
First, she shows her dismay by tweeting that 
‘Assad kills hundreds of  thousands of  Muslims and 
no one cares. Yet the world erupts when some kuff  
[disbeliever] kills a lion’20 referring to the shock 
the world has shown when a hunter killed a 
lion. This shows that she feels that the Muslim 
community is marginalized and ignored. This 
discontent is an often heard motivation of  
these women to migrate to the Islamic State. 
Secondly, Green Bird of  Dabiq often posts 
about the bipolarity between the Muslim 
community and the West. When talking about 
Anjem Choudary, a British political activist and 
convicted criminal, who, she claims, receives a 
different treatment when using his right to free 
speech. She argues that the right to free speech 
is different for Muslims.21 This furthers the 
notion of  a different treatment of  Muslims 
versus non-Muslims. Even though she never 
specifically mentions her reasoning behind 
making hijrah, the fact that she has tweeted 
about the perceived bipolarity, indicates that 
this is one of  her motivations for migrating.  
 
Umm al Baraa  
 
Umm al Baraa is also known as Bird of  Jannah 
[Paradise] or Shams. She made hijrah to the 
Islamic State when she was twenty-six years and 
is a trained doctor.22 Examining her posts on 
social media, her writing shows that she, too, 
made a deliberate decision to migrate to the 
Islamic State. Her first motivation is to help the 
Muslim community in Syria. On her Facebook 
account she states that she migrated ‘to serve the 
people because im [sic] a doctor.’23 This resonates 
with the call for female doctors for the Islamic 
State made by Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi.24 

                                                
20 Green Bird of  Dabiq on Twitter - 29 July 2015 (last 
accessed on 25 May 2017). 
21 Green Bird of  Dabiq on Twitter - 5 August 2015 (last 
accessed on 25 May 2017). 
22 Saltman and Smith, Till Martyrdom Do Us Apart, p. 36. 
23 Ellie Hall, ‘An ISIS Love Story: “Till Martyrdom Do Us 
Part”’ (17 September 2015), online at 
http://www.buzzfeed.com/ellievhall/an-isis-love-story-
till-martyrdom-do-us-part#.io47g7rMWA (last accessed 
on 25 May 2017). 
24 Anon., ‘Islamic State Leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi 
Encourages Emigration, Worldwide Action’ (July 1, 
2014), online at  
https://news.siteintelgroup.com/Jihadist-News/islamic-
state-leader-abu-bakr-al-baghdadi-encourages-
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Secondly, Umm al Baraa emphasizes the 
importance of  making hijrah as part of  her 
religious duty, which is demonstrated by her 
various blogposts on Tumblr. In one of  these, 
she states that ‘keep it pure for the sake of  Allah 
alone. You may have few ideas before, delete all of  them 
and renew your intention. The ajr [reward] is too big so 
don’t lose it.’25 This notion of  religion is all the 
more visible in other posts on social media as 
well. She often talks about martyrdom and the 
importance of  keeping things ‘pure’.  
 
Umm al Baraa is an interesting woman to 
observe on social media. Not only because she 
often posts about her life in the Islamic State, 
but also because she single-handedly 
deconstructs the argument that all women 
migrate to the Islamic State because they are 
infatuated with a romantic idea of  marrying a 
fighter. She does this by stating that ‘I never 
thought of  marriage in the first place but later i am 
agreed for i need a mahram [a guardian]. A life 
without mahram can be fitnah [trial or distress]. You 
must understand the difference. Its silly to say my 
intention changed. I made hijrah not because i want to 
marry someone nor i contact and make promises for 
nikah [marriage contract]. [...] intention remains, but 
we go to what is necessary. [sic]’26 By regarding her 
marriage as a purely logistical necessity; she 
needs a husband so that she can do her job, the 
notion that women migrate to the Islamic State 
for romantic reasons gets challenged. Earlier in 
this article, the traditional gender roles were 
mentioned. She, too, deconstructs these 
traditional gender norms by talking about her 
Kalashnikov and by posting pictures of  her 
Kalashnikov, a baby bottle and baby shoes. 
With this, she unites the traditional masculine 
roles of  a fighter with the traditional nurturing 
roles of  a woman. In doing so, she steers away 
from the traditional nurturing role often 
assigned to women.    
 
Umm Ubaydah  
 
Umm Ubaydah, too, is vocal about her 
motivation as to why she made hijrah to the 
                                                                         
emigration-worldwide-action.html (last accessed on 25 
May 2017).  
25 Umm al Baraa on Tumblr - n.d. (last accessed on 25 
May 2017). 
26 Umm al Baraa on Facebook, via Hall, ‘An ISIS Love 
Story: “Till Martyrdom Do Us Part”’. 

Islamic State. Coming from a Northern 
European country, but from Somali descent, 
she migrated around April 2014. She often 
Tweets under the name ‘Al_Khanssaa’, possibly 
referring to the famed seventh century Islamic 
poet.27 Her motivation to migrate is threefold. 
First, she sees it as her religious duty to make 
hijrah to the Islamic State once the caliphate has 
been established. When asked on her Tumblr 
why she does not ‘assist your starving fellow Somalis 
rather than chasing spoiled Arab men in the Levant?’ 
She responds by stating that ‘I prefer the people of  
sham over those of  my heritage simply because Allah 
SWT [Glory to Him, the Exalted] has preferred them. 
And the land of  the khilafah is dearer to me then what 
ignorant people on matters of  deen [obedience, worship] 
(and definitely not ignorant on matters of  their culture) 
have to say.’28 Here, she clearly portrays the 
importance of  her religion over her heritage. 
Her perceived religious duty is further 
emphasized when she claims that ‘To all those in 
the west chilling in their homes. Know that just like 
there is a fardh [religious duty] upon you for salah 
[obligatory worship] there is one on you for hijrah’.29  
 
Her second motivation builds upon her first; 
she wants to help create the caliphate, similar to 
the motivation shown by Umm Layth. The best 
way in which she can serve the caliphate is by 
marrying a mujaheed [fighter] and bearing his 
children, who are often referred to as cubs of  
the Caliphate.30 In raising these children, she 
can produce a new generation of  fighters who 
will fight for the righteous cause of  Allah.31 
Furthermore, she has tweeted about the beauty 
of  being a mujaheed’s wife and raising his 
children. Contrary to Umm al Baraa, she does 
not talk about her motivation to marry. 
However, seeing the importance she places on 
her marriage and the fact that she raises the 
children, it may be argued that she does so 
                                                
27 The Editors of  Encyclopædia Britannica, ‘Al-Khansāʾ’, 
online at http://www.britannica.com/biography/al-
Khansa (last accessed on 25 May 2017). 
28 Umm Ubaydah on Tumblr - 11 September 2014 (last 
accessed on 25 May 2017). 
29 Umm Ubaydah on Twitter - 6 April 2014; 2 July 2014 
(last accessed on 25 May 2017). 
30 Mia Bloom, ‘Cubs of  the Caliphate: The Children of  
ISIS’, in Foreign Affairs (21 July 2015), online at 
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/2015-07-
21/cubs-caliphate (last accessed on 25 May 2017). 
31 Umm Ubaydah on Twitter - 5 April 2014 (last accessed 
on 25 May 2017). 
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because of  her religious duty and her need to 
help establish a caliphate, along the lines of  the 
women above. Her third motivation is the fact 
that she too regards the west as being against 
the Muslim community. She approves of  the 
acts carried out by the Islamic State, since when 
she is asked what she thinks about the killing of  
Steven Sotlof, she replies with ‘I wish I did it.’32 
Not only does she approve of  the acts carried 
out by the Islamic State, she also talks about the 
fact that she wishes ‘no harm upon any nationality 
nor religion, however with the war America waged upon 
Muslims everywhere and with you aiding them whether 
intentionally or unintentionally with your taxes, I don’t 
exactly like you and don’t wish to hold your hand and to 
go around circles singing it’s a ‘beautiful world’.’33 It is 
her belief  that everyone with an American 
nationality actively or passively supports the 
war waged on Muslims and in doing so she 
perceives bipolarity between Americans and the 
Islamic State.  
 
Four motivations  
 
When discussing the aforementioned cases, 
four motivations become evident from these 
four women. These motivations can be 
summarized into internal and external 
motivations. Internal motivations are the 
religious duty these women feel coupled with 
their identity, and their wish to establish a 
prosperous caliphate. The external motivations 
are the cruelties committed by the Assad 
regime and the dichotomous worldview they 
possess.  
 
Religious duty and identity  
 
When Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi declared the 
Caliphate, he called upon all Muslims to make 
hijrah. He stated that “therefore, rush O Muslims to 
your state. Yes, it is your state. Rush, because Syria is 
not for the Syrians, and Iraq is not for the Iraqis. The 
earth is Allah’s”.34 With this, he called upon all 

                                                
32 Umm Ubaydah on Tumblr - 3 September 2014 (last 
accessed on 25 May 2017). 
33 Umm Ubaydah on Tumblr - 14 September 2014 (last 
accessed on 25 May 2017). 
34 5 Pillars, ‘Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi urges Muslims to make 
hijrah to the “Islamic state”’, in 5 pillars UK (2 July, 2014), 
online at http://5pillarsuk.com/2014/07/02/abu-bakr-
al-baghdadi-urges-muslims-to-make-hijrah-to-the-islamic-
state/ (last accessed on 25 May 2017). 

Muslims to migrate to the Islamic State. This 
sentiment, the migration to the Islamic State as 
part of  their religious duty, is often shared by 
the women that have been the topic of  this 
paper. They promote their journey on their 
social media accounts and devote large parts of  
their blog posts to this journey. Umm Layth has 
provided a checklist on how to make hijrah to 
the Islamic State. Another prolific woman 
online, Umm Usamah, urged her followers to 
join her by stating that ‘I have made it to Dar al-
Islam [the home of  Islam] and am finally living under 
the shade of  Sharia. Join me and my brothers and 
sisters.’ With this quote, she emphasizes the 
importance of  living under the rule of  the 
Islam in the Caliphate.  
 
Although these women are often portrayed as 
jihadi brides, stories on the Al-Muhajirat 
Tumblr page, a Tumblr page with collections of  
stories about the women who have migrated to 
IS and instructions on how to get there, prove 
otherwise. Here, it is repeatedly mentioned that 
“the sisters who leave their families and comfort for the 
sake of  Allah are deserving of  being called Muhajirat. 
Fear Allah with the accusations, we are here for His 
sake and not to be used, nor are we being used.”35 
Posts like these indicate that migrating to the 
Islamic State is not motivated by marriage, but 
by religion. Even if  they do end up getting 
married, their marriage, for some, is a manner 
in which to serve Allah or a mere logistical 
necessity.  
 
Establishing a caliphate 
 
The establishment of  a caliphate is another oft-
heard motivation of  the women who migrated. 
This sentiment is expressed in various Tweets 
and Tumblr posts. They emphasize the 
importance of  patience, as Umm Layth says 
that “we must come to understand that this is a new 
born state with problems here and there but that doesn’t 
mean we should sacrifice any less for it” and “This 
newly born state is our responsibility as Muslims from 
all around the earth, young and old, to help it 
prosper.”36 These quotes reveal the essence of  
their migration, as it is clear that they see the 

                                                
35 al-Muhajirat on Tumblr - n.d. (last accessed on 25 May 
2017). 
36 Umm Layth on Tumblr - 8 June 2015 (last accessed on 
25 May 2017). 
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establishment of  the caliphate as their 
responsibility. They frequently urge others to 
migrate to the Islamic State, as is demonstrated 
by Umm Usamah’s feelings about her own 
migration when she states that ‘the only regret I 
have is not making Hijrah to the Islamic State 
earlier.’37  
 
An important role for these women after 
migrating is motherhood. Becoming a mother 
deserves the highest praise of  Allah, and it is a 
way in which they can help build the caliphate. 
By raising new ‘cubs’ who will carry out the will 
of  Allah, the Islamic State obtains new, loyal 
warriors. Great importance is assigned to 
raising kids and preparing them for the 
battlefield.38  Umm al Baraa emphasizes the 
importance of  the role of  women as essential 
to the Islamic State by posting a picture of  a 
Kalashnikov and a baby’s bottle with the text 
‘This ummah cannot move forward until the SISTERS 
[sic] produce a GENERATION [sic] that will move 
it ahead. The greatest need for this UMMAH [sic]  is 
that the women raise a generation that will take it 
ahead.’39 Although raising children is an 
important task of  these women once they are 
there, it is not the motivation to leave. They 
migrate because it is beneficial to the 
establishment of  the Caliphate. This is an 
important distinction.  
 
Cruelties of  the Assad Regime  
 
The alleged cruelties committed by the Assed 
regime are important motivators as well. This 
closely connects with the need to help the 
Syrian people and the Muslim community at 
large. They often post about the fact that they 
do not understand other Muslims who do not 
migrate to the Islamic State. This is 
demonstrated by Umm Ubaydah’s tweet when 
stating that “By Allah I don’t understand how a 
brother can stay home and not go to jihad. I can never 

                                                
37 Umm Usamah on Twitter - 12 October 2015 (last 
accessed on 25 May 2017). 
38 Sister Al, A Sister’s Role in Jihad (n.d.), online at 
https://archive.org/stream/SistersRoleInJihad/7864446
1-Sister-s-Role-in-Jihad_djvu.txt (last accessed on 25 May 
2017). 
39 Umm al Baraa on Twitter - 8 August 2015 (last 
accessed on 25 May 2017). 

sit back, the ummahs pain is my pain.”40 Here, she 
indicates the importance of  the Muslim 
community and the need to change something 
about it. The Russian airstrikes41 in the Fall of  
2015 are mentioned in the tweets as well, when 
Umm Ubaydah taunted Putin on Twitter, 
claiming that the Islamic State is undefeatable 
due to the support of  Allah.42 Furthermore, the 
fact that these women see the west as a 
dishonest broker in this conflict, contributes to 
this motivation. This results in a dichotomous 
worldview, which is also one of  the motivations 
as to why these women decide to leave.  
 
Dichotomous worldview  
 
This dichotomous worldview that the women 
possess, closely tie in with the previous 
argument, and is largely a consequence of  the 
preceding motivation. They perceive the world 
in a black and white manner, where the west is 
against them and their way of  life. The fact that 
it is not solely the west that is against them, is 
demonstrated by Umm Ubaydah’s tweets when 
she says that ‘..And I’m labelled as an extremist in 
my own house’ and SubhanaAllah these women have 
gathered in my house and are trying to convince me to 
get rid of  my niqaab’. This tweet, posted before 
she migrated to the Islamic State, clearly shows 
that they are not accepted in their close circles, 
with their family and friends. Umm Ubaydah 
has also tweeted about the hatred she feels 
towards the non-Muslim community and 
specifically towards the Americans. The women 
often feel marginalized and discriminated 
against and the Islamic State provides a beacon 
of  sisterhood and loyalty.  
 
Their hateful feelings against the west are 
corroborated by Saltman and Smith43, since 
they argue that these women often receive 
discriminatory comments about their hijab or 

                                                
40 Umm Ubaydah on Twitter - 27 August 2014 (last 
accessed on 25 May 2017). 
41 Emma Graham-Harrison, ‘Russian Airstrikes in Syria 
Killed 2,000 Civilians in Six Months’, in The Guardian (15 
March 2015), online at 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/mar/15/russi
an-airstrikes-in-syria-killed-2000-civilians-in-six-months 
(last accessed on 25 May 2017). 
42 Umm Ubaydah on Twitter - 6 October 2015 (last 
accessed on 25 May 2017). 
43 Saltman and Smith, Till Martyrdom Do Us Apart, p. 9. 
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niqab. This only adds to a feeling of  isolation 
from the western community and thus 
contributes to a binary worldview.44 Green Bird 
of  Dabiq has tweeted about the perceived 
unreasonable treatment of  Anjem Choudary by 
stating that ‘but I thought free speech was a 
#BritishValue. Free speech is only free for the kuffar 
[disbelievers].’ This contributes to the feeling of  
marginalization when they perceive that they 
are treated differently. This only adds to more 
alienation. Others have tweeted about this 
supposed binary worldview, with Umm Haritha, 
a twenty year old Canadian women living in the 
Islamic State, stating that ‘You modern Muslims 
can sympathize with the kuffar all you want but in the 
end they will blame you and label you a terrorist, just 
like us…’45 Thus, even if  you are a Muslim, you 
will still be regarded differently. When the 
Islamic State provides sisterhood and a sense 
of  community, this can be a very attractive 
recruitment tactic. Hence, it is easy to see that 
the binary worldview of  these women, where 
the Muslim community juxtaposes the west is 
one of  the main reasons for joining the Islamic 
State.  
 
The road forward 
 
Looking at these four motivations, albeit 
explorative, it seems clear that these women 
consciously take decisions to leave their home 
countries and migrate to the Islamic State. 
Their motivations are similar to the motivations 
of  many men who migrate to the Islamic State. 
This evokes the question as to why there are 
different approaches to the radicalization of  
men and women. The manner in which the 
women are portrayed in the media differs from 
the image resulting from this paper. In scholarly 
articles and popular media alike, women are 
often portrayed in a binary, almost black and 
white manner. Women are either nurturing, 
caring, loving wives, or fierce, unfeminine 
warriors.  These stereotypes are at opposite 
ends of  the spectrum with hardly any middle-
ground. These stereotypes have consequences 
for the academic debate, but also in terms of  
de-radicalisation and the manner in which we 
view women, gender and femininity.  
 

                                                
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid., p. 10. 

In order to develop and establish a well-
rounded approach to counter radicalisation, the 
focus should not be so much on general 
approaches against radicalisation, but more so 
on personal cases. The human mind is 
inexplicably complex and the reasons as to why 
women (and men) radicalise, differ per person. 
One can imagine that the four motivations 
resulting from this paper are only the tip of  the 
iceberg. When trying to develop policy 
regarding de-radicalisation, the one-size-fits-all 
approach is not the solution. Countering 
radicalisation should focus on finding an all-
encompassing approach to find the reasons 
radicalisation pathways happen and how they 
occur.  Women are able to consciously take a 
decision to leave, based on their own feelings 
and opinions. They are considered to be 
vulnerable followers and mere jihadi brides. 
Their agency is denied and by focusing on their 
naivety and dependence, we dissuade attention 
from the above-mentioned underlying 
motivations for their migration.  This should be 
taken into account when developing policy and 
when writing about women in scholarly articles 
and popular media.  
 
 

__________________________ 
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Negotiating with ‘New’ Terrorists*  

Olivia E. Jones 
 
 
Introduction* 
 
The justification for refusing to negotiate with 
terrorists is simple: terrorism threatens 
democracy, and democracies must never give in 
to violent threat; negotiations legitimise 
violence and undermine the work of  peaceful 
political movements, as well as international 
efforts to combat terrorism.1 
 
Yet, in contrast to most political rhetoric, 
historically negotiations with terrorists have 
prompted the beginnings of  lasting and 
meaningful peace processes, notably the Good 
Friday Agreement between the British 
government and the Irish Republican Army 
(IRA).2 Negotiating with the Palestinian 
Liberation Organisation resulted in the 1993 
Oslo Accords,3 which regardless of  the 
ongoing intractability of  the conflict, marked a 
‘historic reconciliation’ between the Israeli and 
Palestinian sides, and refocused international 
efforts towards a two state solution.4  
 
Despite a growing literature on the fallibility of  
absolute prohibition of  terrorist negotiation,5 

                                                
* The author would like to thank Professor Jack Spence, 
OBE for his supervision of  the coursework on which 
this article is based. 
1 Peter R. Neumann, ‘Negotiating with Terrorists,’ in 
Foreign Affairs, Vol. 86, No. 1 (2007), p. 128. 
2 Northern Island Office, UK Government, ‘The Belfast 
Agreement’ (1998), online at 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-
belfast-agreement (last accessed on 9 July 2017). 
3 BBC News, ‘Text: 1993 Declaration of  Principles’ 
(2001) online at 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/in_depth/middle_east/israe
l_and_the_palestinians/key_documents/1682727.stm 
(last accessed on 9 July 2017). 
4 A. Shlaim, ‘The Rise and Fall of  the Oslo Peace 
Process’, in L. Fawcett, International Relations of  the Middle 
East (Oxford University Press, 2013), p. 290. 
5 See for example, Carl Miller, ‘Is it Possible and 
Preferable Negotiate with Terrorists?’ in Defence Studies, 
Vol. 11, No. 1 (2011), pp. 145-185, as well as Neumann, 
‘Negotiating with Terrorists’. 

there is a trend in the literature that seeks to 
draw a distinction between negotiations 
between ‘old’ and ‘new’ terrorists, more 
fanatical, violent and decentralised than their 
ethno-nationalist predecessors. There is a 
consensus that negotiation with terrorist 
movements in the past might have had some 
beneficial results, such as the Good Friday 
Negotiations with the IRA, but the terrorists of  
today are not like the IRA or the ANC. They 
are less purely political, more fundamentalist 
and not capable of  being reasoned with. This 
category of  ‘new terrorists’ is almost exclusively 
made up of  Islamist terrorist movements, 
mostly organisations affiliated with Al-Qaeda 
and Islamic State, that fill newspaper headlines 
on a daily basis. It is espoused that these 
terrorists are not capable of  undertaking 
reasonable negotiation with Western state 
actors, and that peaceful diplomacy is not an 
appropriate method for dealing with violence 
perpetrated by ‘new’ terrorist organisations.6  
 
The aim of  this paper is to deconstruct the 
term ‘new terrorism’ and examine exactly how 
the differing methods, aims and structures of  
supposedly ‘new terrorist’ organisations interact 
with existing methodologies on when, how and 
who governments should negotiate with. It will 
explore how their identity as ‘new’ terrorists 
affects the plausibility and desirability of  
negotiation. It will counter the ‘otherising’ 
rhetoric that the newer terrorists are ‘more evil’ 
and irrational than the ethno-nationalist groups 
that came before them, and thus impossible to 
negotiate with. It will be suggested that the 
religious fundamentalist aims of  ‘newer’ 

                                                
6 See for example, Lee Harris, ‘Al Qaeda’s Fantasy 
Ideology’, in Policy Review, No. 114 (2002), online at 
http://www.hoover.org/research/al-qaedas-fantasy-
ideology (last accessed on 9 July 2017) ), as well as CNN, 
‘Transcript: President Bush Addresses Nation on War on 
Terror’ (6 October 2005), as amended, online at 
http://edition.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0510/06/se.01
.html (last accessed on 9 July 2017). 
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terrorists do not change their ability to 
negotiate rationally any more than Marxist or 
ethno nationalist terrorists. The decentralised 
structure of  other ‘newer’ terrorists may in fact 
present more opportunities for exploiting 
divisions in organisations and negotiating on 
temporal rather than ideological goals. Finally, 
their methods, however violent and extreme, do 
not change the viability of  negotiation. It is 
much more important to examine the 
organisation’s ability to moderate their use of  
violence, which is not directly connected to the 
category of  newer terrorism.  
 
The paper will show that the structure, aims 
and methods identifying new terrorism do not 
put any more absolute limits on the possibility 
of  negotiation with terrorists any more than it 
does with categories of  ‘old’ terrorism. The 
reality of  negotiation with newer terrorists is 
more intricate than rhetorical binaries would 
have them appear, and the opportunities for 
peaceful diplomatic communication and 
agreement are perhaps more hopeful. 
 
Defining Terrorism  
 
It has often been claimed that there is no need 
to define terrorism. Like pornography, we know 
what it is when we see it.7 During the 1980s, 
interest in terrorism increased as political 
violence by non-state actors was seen as 
presenting an increasing threat to international 
order, as opposed to more localised ethno-
nationalist threats of  the past. The 1986 Tokyo 
‘Statement on International Terrorism’ signed 
by the G7 was a result of  these increasing 
fears.8 It condemned the claimed increase in 
international terrorism and purported that 
terrorism could have ‘no justification.’ The 
statement contained no definition of  terrorism, 
and according to Adam Roberts the underlying 
consensus at a global governance level was that 
‘‘terrorism’ and ‘international terrorism’ do not 
need to be defined: we all know what we are 

                                                
7 Louise Richardson, What Terrorists Want (John Murray, 
2006), p. 19. 
8 Ministry of  Foreign Affairs of  Japan, ‘Tokyo Summit: 
Statement on International Terrorism’ (1986), online at 
http://www.mofa.go.jp/policy/economy/summit/2000/
past_summit/12/e12_c.html (last accessed on 9 July 
2017). 

talking about.’9  
 
However, this generalised assumption about 
what terrorism is and looks like is what has led 
to a lack of  critical analysis in terrorism studies. 
It has led to the definition of  terrorism being 
inextricably linked to a moral judgement about 
the virtue of  non-state and state sanctioned 
violence. Louise Richardson cites an interesting 
anecdote in her seminal work, What Terrorists 
Want. She asks her students, who she notes are 
not particularly politically disaffected and many 
of  whom wish to enter the CIA or the FBI, to 
follow one particular terrorist group 
throughout the course of  the seminars. She 
stated that almost without exception the 
students would ‘say something to the effect of  
‘well, all those other groups are terrorist groups 
but if  you really look at the ETA (or IRA or 
Shining Path or whichever movement the 
student had chosen) you discover that they are 
not really terrorists. Do you know what 
happened to them?’ Or ‘Do you know what 
they do for the poor?’ ‘Or do you know about 
their cultural programmes.’’10  
 
This underlines the most vital point about 
defining terrorism, which is that virtually the 
only point that can be universally agreed upon 
is their moral paucity. In his first address to the 
United Nations in 1974, Yasser Arafat 
summarised a popular view on the conception 
that ‘one man’s terrorist is another’s freedom 
fighter.’11  
 
By this conceptualisation of  terrorism, it is 
impossible to find a definition of  terrorism that 
can be universally agreed upon. It is one of  
Karl Miller’s central arguments that ‘it is no 
accident that there is no consensual definition 
of  the word terrorism.’ He goes on to state ‘the 
function of  language is not only to describe, 
but also to judge. The application of  morally 
non-neutral words not only describe an action, 

                                                
9 Adam Roberts, ‘Terrorism and International Order’, in 
Idem., Lawrence Freedman et al., Terrorism and 
International Order (Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1986), p. 8. 
10 Richardson, What Terrorists Want, p. 9. 
11 United Nations, ‘General Assembly, Twenty-ninth 
Session, Official Records (13 November 1974)’, online at 
http://unispal.un.org/UNISPAL.NSF/0/A238EC7A3E
13EED18525624A007697EC (last accessed on 9 July 
2017). 
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but also applaud or condemn it, and in doing 
so, act to legitimise and delegitimise certain 
actions.’12 
 
Discussing the power of  language and the 
naming of  opponents in international rhetoric 
on terrorism, Michael V Bhatia argues, ‘once 
assigned, the power of  a name is such that the 
process by which the name was selected 
generally disappears and a series of  normative 
assumptions, motives and characteristics are 
attached to the named subject.’13 The result of  
this is that to use the term ‘terrorist’ obscures 
more than it reveals, acting to ‘group 
monolithically a nuanced and subtle and 
complex mosaic by investing them all with the 
same assumed characteristics.’14 The result, 
Miller argues, is that by using the rhetoric of  
terrorism, we create a binary between ‘us,’ the 
good guys, and ‘them,’ the terrorists. These 
dualisms work to ‘‘mask the terrorist’ and 
imbue them with negative of  every quality we 
claim for ourselves, masking also the possibility 
and preferability of  negotiation.’15 No better is 
this demonstrated than by George W. Bush’s 
famous lines: ‘You are either with us or with the 
terrorists.’16 
 
This construction of  the binary of  ‘evil’ 
terrorists, vs. us ‘the good guys’ was 
undoubtedly furthered by President Bush’s 
rhetorical ‘War on Terror.’ Since 2001, the fight 
against terrorism has been compared by 
President Bush and his administration to the 
fight against Nazi Germany and Soviet 
Communism.17 It was framed in ideological 
                                                
12 Miller, ‘Is it Possible and Preferable to Negotiate with 
Terrorists?’ , and Neumann, ‘Negotiating with Terrorists’ 
p. 150. 
13 M.V. Bhatia, ‘Fighting Words: Naming Terrorists, 
Bandits, Rebels and other Violent Actors’, in Third World 
Quarterly, Vol. 26, No. 1 (2005), p. 5. 
14 Miller, ‘Is it Possible and Preferable to Negotiate with 
Terrorists?’, and Neumann, ‘Negotiating with Terrorists’, 
p. 153. 
15 Ibid., p. 146. 
16 CNN, ‘Transcript of  President Bush’s address’ (21 
September 2001), online at  
http://edition.cnn.com/2001/US/09/20/gen.bush.trans
cript (last accessed on 9 July 2017). 
17 John Tirman, The War on Terror and the Cold War: They’re 
not the Same, short essay (MIT Center for International 
Studies Audit of  the Conventional Wisdomm 2006), p. 1, 
online at https://cis.mit.edu/publications/audits/war-

terms as a global fight of  good versus evil. 
Bush stated on 14 September 2001, ‘Our 
responsibility to history is already clear; to 
answer these attacks and rid the world of  evil.’18 
He also stated ‘This will be a monumental 
struggle between good and evil. But good will 
prevail.’19 In fact, according to research by Peter 
Singer, Bush referred to evil in 319 different 
speeches, and mostly as a noun describing a 
force in the world rather than an adjective 
describing the nature of  consequences of  the 
actions of  certain actors.20  
 
Louise Richardson takes a more sobering look 
at defining terrorism, which excludes morality 
of  purpose and consequences from its 
definition. Rather than argue about definitions, 
she lists six crucial characteristics of  the term. 
Most importantly, her conceptualisation 
emphasises that terrorism is a tactic, which in 
itself  cannot include judgment on its moral 
function. (i) Firstly, the act must be politically 
inspired, and (ii) involve violence, or at least the 
threat of  violence. (iii) It must communicate a 
particular message, rather than existing purely 
as a tactic for defeating an enemy, as well as (iv) 
holding a symbolic significance. (v) It must be 
committed by a non-state actor rather than by a 
state. States may fund terrorist groups as a part 
of  their foreign policy but this does not 
designate them as a terrorist state. (vi) The 
victims of  the violence will be different from 
the audience that the terrorists are trying to 
influence. For example, the victims of  the 9/11 
attacks were not chosen on the basis of  their 
identities. They were interchangeable, but 
instrumentally used to influence state 
representatives. (vii) Finally, terrorist 
deliberately target civilians, which is the crucial 
characteristic setting apart terrorism from 
                                                                         
terror-and-cold-war-theyre-not-same (last accessed on 9 
July 2017). 
18 The Washington Post, ‘Text: Bush Remarks at Prayer 
Service’ (14 September 2001), online at 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
srv/nation/specials/attacked/transcripts/bushtext_0914
01.html (last accessed on 9 July 2017). 
19 BBC News, ‘Text of  Bush’s Act of  War Statement’ (12 
September 2001), online at 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/1540544.st
m (last accessed on 9 July 2017). 
20 Peter Singer, The President of  Good & Evil : Taking George 
W. Bush Seriously (Granta Books, 2004), p. 2. 
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guerrilla violence.21   
 
Whilst this will be the definition employed 
within the context of  this paper on negotiation 
with terrorism, it will also seek to critically 
discuss how political and academic rhetoric that 
does not employ such exacting definitions and 
emphases the moral paucity of  terrorism over 
anything else, has affected judgements on 
negotiating with terrorists. From here, one can 
begin to analyse the term ‘new terrorists,’ and 
how binary associations with the term impact 
discussion of  negotiation. 
 
New Terrorists 
 
While there has been a certain degree of  
recognition for the benefits of  negotiating with 
terrorist organisations such as the IRA during 
the Good Friday Agreement, or with the PLO 
to reach the Oslo Accords, it is argued by some 
particularly virulent critics of  insurgent 
negotiation that such discussion of  concession 
or reasonable negotiation is both immoral and 
impracticable in the face of  a new kind of  
terrorism. They argue that whilst terrorism 
might have yielded some positive results in the 
past, the threat of  ‘new terrorism’ is distinct 
from ‘old terrorism.’ It is these distinct and 
particular attributes of  new terrorism that make 
it unsuitable for negotiation.   
 
The literature on the theory of  ‘new terrorism’ 
generally begins with Walter Laqueur. Even 
before the attacks of  9/11, he wrote extensively 
on the subject. He postured that ‘the character 
of  terrorism is changing, any restraints that 
existed are disappearing, and above all, the 
threat to human life has become infinitely 
greater than it was in the past.’22 This terrorism 
is new for two key reasons. The first is that new 
technologies and greater availability of  chemical 
and nuclear weapons increase the ease of  
inflicting a greater number of  casualties than 
ever before. The second reason why the threat 
of  terrorism is greater is changing motives. He 
states that ‘the traditional ‘nuisance terrorism 
will continue. But fanaticism inspired by all 

                                                
21 Richardson, What Terrorists Want, pp. 20-22.  
22 Walter Laqueur, The New Terrorism: Fanaticism and the 
Arms of  Mass Destruction (Oxford University Press, 2000), 
p. 7. 

kinds of  religious-sectarian-nationalist 
convictions is now taking on a millenarian and 
apocalyptic tone.’23 
 
The warnings about new terrorism were 
seemingly confirmed after the 9/11 attacks. Al-
Qaeda was understood by many as proof  that 
the new wave of  fanatical Islamist violence was 
more dangerous than any ethno-nationalist 
terrorist groups that had come before. Their 
fanaticism was so great that the negotiations 
governments had formed with actors such as 
the IRA would not be possible with the new 
terrorists. Steven Simon, writing for the 
Brookings Institution, argued that Al-Qaeda’s 
religious motivations ‘coloured by a messianism 
and in some cases an apocalyptic vision of  the 
future, distinguishes Al-Qaeda and its affiliates 
from conventional terrorists groups such as the 
Irish Republican Army, or even the Palestinian 
Liberation Organisation.’24 He argued that the 
‘maximalist’ demands of  these new terrorists, 
calling for ‘‘defensive jihad’ to defeat a rival 
system portrayed as an existential threat to 
Islam,’ meant that any dialogue or negotiation is 
not possible.25 
 
This idea of  new terrorism has been expanded 
upon by many more academics since Laqueur. 
In a collection of  papers on new terrorism 
published by RAND, Bruce Hoffman argues 
that along with ‘more amorphous religious and 
millenarian aims,’ they also ‘wrap themselves in 
less cohesive organisational entities with a more 
diffuse structure and membership.’26 This 
characteristic has been well documented in the 
case of  Al-Qaeda. The ‘franchise’ model of  Al-
Qaeda is a distinctly modern feature of  the 
‘new terrorists’. It is enabled by the rapid 
advancements in, and accessibility to, electronic 
communication.  
 
Whilst this is indeed true of  Al-Qaeda, there 

                                                
23 Ibid., p. 4. 
24 Steven Simon, ‘The New Terrorism: Securing the 
Nation against a Messianic Foe’, in The Brookings 
Review (2003), pp. 18-24, online at 
http://www.brookings.edu/research/articles/2003/01/w
inter-terrorism-simon (last accessed on 9 July 2017). 
25 Ibid.  
26 Bruce Hoffman, ‘Terrorism Trends and Prospects’, in 
Ian O. Lesser, Bruce Hoffman, et al., Countering the New 
Terrorism (RAND Corporation, 1999). p. 9. 
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are not a great many examples of  other ‘new 
terrorists’ mirroring this. There are some 
limited examples of  terrorist groups having 
similar organisational structures to Al-Qaeda. 
The example used by Peter Neumann is the 
Earth Liberation Front (ELF), which Neumann 
states ‘may neither be religiously motivated nor 
carry out mass-casualty attacks, but it is truly 
leaderless – held together by a website and a 
common ideology’.27  
 
This is part of  a larger argument made by 
Neumann, that the term ‘new terrorism’ should 
not be used as a ‘static concept,’ only to explain 
the nature of  Al-Qaeda. Whilst Al-Qaeda does 
closely match the model, the model should be 
used as a methodology ‘through which to 
systematise the process of  evolutionary 
change.’28 Rather than talking of  ‘old’ and ‘new’ 
terrorism, we should think of  ‘older’ and 
‘newer’ terrorism. 
 
His methodology is made up of  the categories 
of  structure, aims, and method. Older terrorism 
has ‘(i) a ‘hierarchical’ structure, (ii) ‘nationalist 
and/or Marxist’ aims and (iii) the methods are 
set out via clear rules of  engagement and 
‘legitimate targets.’’ This model is closely 
matched by organisations such as the IRA. 
Newer terrorism, on the other hand is (i) 
‘networked’, (ii) has ‘transnational reach and 
orientation’ and (iii) ‘religiously inspired 
motives’, and uses methods of  ‘mass casualty 
attacks against civilians,’ ‘using excessive 
violence.’29 This model is closed matched by the 
example of  Al-Qaeda. Using this definition of  
older and newer terrorism, one can remove 
hyperbole from the concepts of  old and new 
terrorism, and work towards a more nuanced 
understanding of  how this affect the question 
of  when is it right to negotiate with terrorists.  
 
How does a methodology of  newer terrorism change the 
viability and preferability of  negotiation?  
 
Particularly in the rhetoric following from the 
‘Global War on Terror,’ the idea of  Al-Qaeda as 

                                                
27 Peter R. Neumann, Old and New Terrorism (Polity Press, 
2009), p. 152. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Ibid., p. 29. 

new terrorists further dichotomised terrorist 
organisations from Western states, attaching 
assumptions about their perceived evil and 
irrational nature and their subsequent 
unfeasibility as fruitful negotiating partners. 
 
Lee Harris, writing for the Hoover institute, 
states that there is a ‘cultural and psychological 
chasm’ between the terrorists and western 
government.30 We cannot understand the 
actions of  terrorists in realist terms, as their 
actions are not a result of  rational, 
instrumentalist considerations; rather they are 
part of  the carrying out of  a ‘personal or 
collective fantasy.’31 Therefore, rather than 
understanding this ‘culturally exotic enemy’ in 
terms familiar to us, we must refrain from 
responding in proportional terms. He argues 
that, ‘You do not make treaties with evildoers 
or try to adjust your conduct to make them like 
you. You do not try to see the world from the 
evil doers’ point of  view. You do not try to 
appease them, or persuade them, or reason with 
them. You try, on the contrary, to outwit them, 
to vanquish them, to kill them. You behave 
with them in the same manner that you would 
deal with a fatal epidemic — you try to wipe it 
out.’32 
 
This attitude exists as the norm in mainstream 
political discourse. In a speech in 2005 
discussing the ‘War on Terror’, Bush stated that 
rather than understanding Al-Qaeda’s actions in 
relations to their stated grievances, ‘In fact, 
we're not facing a set of  grievances that can be 
soothed and addressed. We're facing a radical 
ideology with unalterable objectives: to enslave 
whole nations and intimidate the world… No 
act of  ours invited the rage of  the killers, and 
no concession, bribe or act of  appeasement 
would change or limit their plans for murder.’33  
  
If  one is to assess the cogency of  arguments 
purporting that negotiating with newer 
terrorists is fundamentally less viable and 
desirable than negotiating with older terrorists, 

                                                
30 Harris, ‘Al Quaeda’s Fantasy Ideology’. 
31 Ibid.  
32 Ibid.  
33 CNN, ‘President Bush Addresses Nation on War on 
Terror’ (6 October 2005). 
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it is necessary to use a methodological 
approach. The rest of  this paper will work 
through the three categories of  newer 
terrorists, structure, aims and methods, and 
explore how they impact on the preferability of  
negotiating with terrorists, assessing whether 
their identity as new terrorists rules out 
negotiation.  
 
Structure 
 
The first thing that sets apart newer terrorism 
from older terrorism according to the literature 
discussed in this article is decentralised power 
structures. This has the possibility to change 
the way in which governments negotiate and 
the viability of  negotiation.  
 
On first sight, decentralised power structures 
could be presumed to make negotiation more 
difficult. If  an agreement is made with one part 
of  the organisation, it may not be possible to 
implement across the organisation as a whole. 
Even if  the negotiated settlement is made with 
the overall leadership, branches of  the 
organisation may refuse to comply.  
 
However, it is Miller’s assertion that in the case 
of  Al-Qaeda, the decentralised structure can 
increase the viability of  negotiation by opening 
up the possibility of  negotiations with a greater 
number of  individuals on the basis of  temporal 
rather than transformational goals. Miller uses 
Richardson’s insights on the difference between 
temporal goals, which can be compromised 
upon without overthrowing the balance of  
power. For example, prisoner releases, and 
transformational goals, which cannot be subject 
to negotiation, as they often involve the 
complete overthrow of  the existing political 
system.34 Differentiating between these types of  
goals mean that it is possible to open up space 
even for agreements to be made on temporal 
goals, even if  the two parties have radically 
different ideologies. Miller expands upon this 
idea in the case of  Al-Qaeda, by suggesting that 
the decentralised structure of  Al-Qaeda would 
present an opportunity to expose the different 
branches of  Al-Qaeda and the different 
individuals within them that might be willing to 

                                                
34 Miller, ‘Is it Possible and Preferable to Negotiate with 
Terrorists’, p. 162. 

negotiate on the basis of  their achievement of  
temporal goals.35 
 
This view holds a great deal of  cogency given 
the decentralised structure of  Al-Qaeda. Yahya 
Sadowski writes that ‘Al-Qaeda, the 
organisation that brought them together, was 
not a disciplined political party that maintained 
internal ideological homogeneity. Rather, it was 
a network that pooled the funds and talents of  
diverse jihadi Muslims.’36 Even among the small 
group of  9/11 bombers, the background and 
motivations of  key actors differed dramatically. 
Muhammad Atta, one of  the executers of  the 
attacks, was part of  a Sufi influenced branch of  
Islam, Osama Bin Laden was a Salafist, whilst 
Khalid Sheikh Muhammad was never a 
particularly pious practicing Muslim at all.37 
Moreover, their political motives for attacking 
America were far from unified, ranging from 
retribution for support of  Israel against 
Palestine, protesting the role they believed 
Americans played in the Chechnyan and 
Bosnian genocides against Muslim 
communities, to an attempt to drive away 
American troops from holy places in Jerusalem 
and in Saudi Arabia.38 The diversity in this small 
group illustrates an argument for larger 
transnational terrorist organisations recruiting 
individuals with a larger spectrum of  political 
motives than older ethno-nationalist 
organisations with rigid and local structures. 
Thus, there is arguably greater opportunity for 
exploiting divisions between members and 
branches of  an organisation to achieve 
negotiated settlements based on temporal goals. 
 
Even if  peaceful settlements cannot be 
guaranteed by negotiation, Louise Richardson 
brings to light a very strong instrumental 
argument for negotiation even where a 
structure appears to be unitary. She states that 
negotiations are worthwhile even if  only for 
gaining essential intelligence about the enemy. 
Even if  one finds that each other’s demands are 
not negotiable, one can ‘make an assessment 
not just of  their motives but also of  their 
                                                
35 Ibid., p. 165. 
36 Yahya Sadowski, ‘Political Islam: Asking the wrong 
questions?’, in Annual Review of  Political Science, Vol. 9 
(2006), p. 215. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid. 
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capabilities and of  the calibre of  their leaders 
and their organisations.’39 The most likely result 
from such an endeavour, she states ‘would be 
to discover that they are not a unitary actor and 
that some have negotiable demands and other 
do not. The direction of  the policy should be 
to exploit these differences and sow dissent 
among them.’40 This is perhaps one of  the most 
important arguments for negotiation where one 
is faced with a seemingly coherent and unitary 
structure such as Islamic State, in opposition to 
the decentralised structure of  Al-Qaeda, who 
on first look seem to present few opportunities 
for fruitful negotiation. 
 
Aims 
 
It is argued that the aims of  newer terrorists 
make them more difficult to negotiate with 
than older ethno-nationalist terrorist groups. 
The goals of  newer terrorist groups are 
religiously inspired, apocalyptic, millenarian and 
therefore more fanatical than groups that have 
come before, meaning it is much less likely that 
they will make compromises with more secular 
governments that do not share the same 
ideology.  
 
Carl Miller’s 2011 article argues that 
presumptions are made and attached to 
terrorist actors without evidence or sufficient 
attention to the heterogeneity of  the aims, 
methods and structures of  different terrorist 
actors, meaning that the answer of  whether to 
negotiate with terrorists is precluded before it is 
properly explored. He states ‘negotiation is 
presumed impossible because terrorists are 
mad, because we share no common interest, 
because they are unrepresentative and because 
they are illegitimate.’41 His article unpicks such 
assumptions and shows the answer on the 
possibility and preferability of  negotiating with 
terrorists to be ‘more complex, and perhaps 
more promising.’42  
 
He challenges the idea that terrorists are mad 

                                                
39 Richardson, What Terrorists Want, p. 260. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Miller, ‘Is it Possible and Preferable to Negotiate with 
Terrorists’, p. 145. 
42 Ibid., p. 146. 

fanatics, incapable of  rational political 
negotiations. Citing the literature reviews of  
Clarke McCauley and Marc Sageman, he argues 
that there is no common psychopathological 
common profile for the terrorist.43 This 
assertion is in line with Louise Richardson’s 
opinion, stating, ‘interviews with current and 
former terrorists as well as imprisoned 
terrorists confirm that their one shared 
characteristic is their normalcy, insofar as we 
understand the term.’44 On the rationality of  
Al-Qaeda, Miller quotes the Al-Qaeda 
commander Aymann al-Zawahiri as stating 
‘jihad needs a new leadership that is sufficiently 
scientific…and rational’, and furthermore on 
the rationality of  suicide bombings, which are 
‘the most efficient means of  inflicting losses on 
adversaries and the least costly, in human terms, 
for the mujahedeen.’45  
 
Peter Neumann’s ‘Negotiating with Terrorists’ 
also argues against an absolute prohibition on 
negotiating with terrorists and states that the 
problem with the distinction of  newer terrorists 
as more irrational is that how ‘rational’ a 
group’s aims look to be is often in the eye of  
the beholder. He states ‘If  the IRA and ETA 
appear to be more rational than say Al-Qaeda, 
it is because their goals – nationalism and 
separatism – have a long history in Western 
political thought.’46 Religious aims in 
themselves, just because they are foreign to 
commonplace Western beliefs, are not a reason 
to rule out any kind of  negotiation.  
 
Even in the case of  Islamic State, whose 
fundamentalist ideologies are made up of  
apocalyptic visions of  the future and brutal 
punishments for any apostate who does adhere 
to their particular Salifist Sunni interpretation 
of  the Quran, there is room for ethno-
nationalist and materialist aims. Recently there 
has been some debate as to whether the 
entirety of  the Islamic State leadership is as 
religiously fundamentalist as we consider them 
to be. An article by Christoph Reuter published 

                                                
43 Ibid., p. 158. 
44 Richardson, What Terrorists Want, p. 61. 
45 Miller, ‘Is it Possible and Preferable to Negotiate with 
Terrorists’, p. 158. 
46 Neumann, ‘Negotiating with Terrorists’, p. 129. 
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in Der Spiegel revealed the extent of  
involvement in the Islamic State by former 
Ba’athist military personnel. It reveals 
documents created by a former colonel in 
Saddam Hussein’s defence force Samir Abd 
Muhammad al-Khilifawi, known most 
commonly as Haji Bakr, that make up the 
blueprints for the structure of  the Islamic State 
government apparatus. As well as providing a 
plan for how the Islamic State secret security 
services could exploit local leaders and expand 
territorial control, it also reveals the extent of  
involvement in Islamic State from former Iraqi 
Ba’athist officers,47 who would have not 
espoused such views more than 15 years ago.  
 
A column by Denise Natali, senior research 
fellow at the Institute for National Strategic 
Studies, National Defence University, argued 
that a Ba’athist-Salfist nexus was exploited by 
Saddam Hussein during the latter decade of  his 
rule, and continued to thrive as a result of  the 
Sunni-Arab disenfranchisement in the post 
Saddam order and the conditions of  the US-
allied occupation. She states that whilst foreign 
fighters formed the leadership of  Islamic State 
in the early years, as they were killed off  Sunni 
Arab Iraqi Ba’athists took their place. By late 
2014, 18 of  19 members of  the IS cabinet were 
Sunni Arab Iraqis, and included former 
Ba’athist military and security officers.48  
 
Such information means that our 
understanding of  Islamic State’s religious aims 
should go beyond their particular brand of  
Salafist religious values, to build an 
understanding of  the materialistic and 
territorial grievances of  Sunni Arabs in Iraq 
and Syria.49  Already there have been Sunni 
Arab defectors from Islamic State, reacting 
against brutality to Sunnis, Christians and other 
minorities. Some of  these defectors have 

                                                
47 Christoph Reuter, ‘The Terror Strategist: Secret Files 
Reveal The Structure Of  Islamic State’, in Spiegel Online 
(18 April 2015), online at 
http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/islamic-
state-files-show-structure-of-islamist-terror-group-a-
1029274.html (last accessed on 9 July 2017). 
48 Denise Natali, ‘The Islamic State’s Baathist Roots’, in 
Al Monitor (24 April 2015) online at http://www.al-
monitor.com/pulse/originals/2015/04/baathists-behind-
the-islamic-state.html# (last accessed on 9 July 2017). 
49 Ibid. 

sought to create a ‘Sunni National Guard,’ 
which has sought to cooperate with ‘Iraqi 
security forces, Shiite militias and Kurdish 
peshmerga to expel IS from safe havens.’50  
 
Whilst debate remains surrounding the 
ideological purity of  Islamic State’s 
fundamentalist religious aims, these reports add 
a more complex dimension to their objectives. 
It shows that the negotiation, or at least 
communication, would hold the possibility of  
revealing differences between the membership 
that could be exploited for achieving temporal 
goals. It also means that strategy towards IS 
must not be based on assumptions about their 
religious priorities. Branding the aims of  new 
terrorists as exclusively religious aims is 
inaccurate, as the reality is often more nuanced.  
 
Methods 
 
The final aspect of  new terrorism is that of  
methods. It is argued that newer terrorism uses 
‘excessive violence’ and ‘mass casualty attacks 
against civilians.’51 In the case of  IS ‘excessive 
violence’ can be characterised in their use of  
symbolic tactics, notably such as beheadings of  
civilians, large scale sexual violence against 
women and destruction of  ancient sites. In 
Western countries, IS violence has been 
characterised by attacks such as the attacks on 
the Charlie Hebdo offices in 2015, the Paris 
attacks of  2015 and the Belgium attacks of  
2016 
 
There is little evidence to conclusively suggest 
that these attacks are more or less destructive 
than the dominant terrorist groups of  the past. 
While there is a tendency to look back on 
previous groups with rose-tinted optimism, the 
ethno-nationalist terrorist groups of  the past 
engaged in brutal and shocking methods of  
violence.  
 
It is much more useful to judge whether a 
newer terrorist group is a potential partner for 
negotiation not by the extent to which they use 
violence, rather the group’s ability to moderate 
their use of  violence. This is the argument 
made by Peter Neumann, who argues that one 
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must to decide who to negotiate with on the 
basis of  their thinking on the utility of  violence 
rather than their ideology, and at point when the 
group is at a ‘strategic juncture: questioning the 
utility of  violence but not necessarily on the 
verge of  defeat.’52 He also argues that formal 
negotiations must only occur after the group 
has declared a permanent cessation of  the 
violence, in order to build trust, hold the 
terrorists account to a publicly known 
commitment and maintain a democratic 
protocol that makes it known that government 
will not allow major outcomes to be influenced 
by the use of  violence.53  
 
A useful example is formal and informal 
negotiations that have taken place between 
Israeli and Western actors with the Islamist 
group Hamas. While their definition as 
terrorists is a conversation for a different place, 
they are regarded by a number of  actors as a 
newer terrorist organisation with religiously 
inspired political aims and especially in the past, 
indiscriminate mass-casualty, civilian-based 
targets. However, since their participation in 
Palestinian elections since 2006, they have 
shown repeatedly that they are able to some 
degree to moderate their use of  violence.54 This 
is a key example of  how newer terrorist groups 
should not be excluded from negotiations 
purely because of  their definition as newer 
terrorist. 
 
Conclusion 
 
This working through of  how concepts of  new 
terrorism impact questions of  negotiating with 
terrorists show that the implausibility of  
negotiating with newer terrorist groups is not 
absolute. The factors making organisations 
poor partners for a negotiated peace are not 
directly related to their classification as ‘new 
terrorists.’ Despite rhetorical binaries on the 

                                                
52 Ibid., p. 132. 
53 Ibid., p. 133. 
54 Recent examples include Hamas’ May 2017 policy 
paper that abandons the organisation’s tenet regarding 
Israel’s destruction and accepts the 1967 borders. See 
John Reed, ‘Hamas Drops Call for Destruction of  Israel’, 
in Financial Times (1 May 2017), online at 
https://www.ft.com/content/26e36354-2ea4-11e7-9555-
23ef563ecf9a ((last accessed on 9 July 2017). 

fanatical evil of  new terrorist groups, it is 
necessary to undertake a methodological 
exploration of  their suitability for potential 
negotiation. This paper argues that the category 
of  ‘new terrorists’ is too often used as a 
rhetorical tool for ‘otherising’ terrorist 
organisations without due critical insight. It is 
used to rule out any chances of  diplomatic 
negotiation or communication before 
discussion has even begun.  
 
Contrary to assumptions about negotiating with 
newer terrorists, this paper shows that 
decentralised structures of  a ‘newer’ terrorist 
groups open up greater opportunities to exploit 
individuals or factions that were in a position 
of  questioning the utility of  violence. However, 
a groups’ existential aims in themselves, 
however fanatical, do not present an absolute 
barrier to negotiation. Just because their aims 
cannot be expressed in terms familiar to 
contemporary Western norms of  political 
thought, this does not mean that they are not 
rational. Negotiations, or communication in 
some form, would result in a greater 
understanding of  these aims, how these aims 
differ between different members, and how 
they could be exploited for limited agreements 
on temporal aims.  
 
This exploration of  negotiations with new 
terrorists demonstrates a broader conclusion on 
terrorism studies. Policies on insurgent groups 
and terrorist organisations should not be based 
on rhetoric that constructs binaries between 
‘us’ and ‘them,’ propagating discourse on their 
evil in opposition to our own morality. Rather, 
it should use critical frameworks in conjunction 
with empirical evidence, which should be 
continually reassessed. There should be no 
absolute conclusions on whether or not an 
organisation can be made peace with. Long-
term intractable conflicts are rarely solved 
through violence, and where political 
negotiation is possible, it is often also 
preferable.  
 
 

__________________________ 
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Reinventing the Mongolian Nutag (Homeland): Fixing a 

Nomadic Space and History in State Nationalism 
Charline Kopf 

 
 
Introduction 
 
During the recent Mongolian elections in June 
and July 2017, the President-elect Khaltmaa 
Battulga, a former Minister of  Road and 
Transport Development as well as wrestling 
star, attracted the attention of  the media for his 
use of  nationalist and anti-Chinese rhetoric.1 
His allegations that one of  the other two 
presidential candidates, Miyeegombyin 
Enkhbold, had Chinese ancestry even 
prompted the latter to publish a family tree 
justifying his ethnically pure Mongolian 
lineage.2 Not only this example bears a 
frightening resemblance to President Trump’s 
statements in relation to the ‘birther conspiracy’ 
directed at Barack Obama, but Battulga is said 
to have borrowed Trump’s language in general 
to lead a ‘Mongolia first’ campaign.3  The anti-
Chinese sentiment which seemed to have been 
a dominant feature of  these presidential 
elections, finding resonance in public 
discussions particularly in the context of  
Mongolia’s high debts,4 also echoed with several 

                                                
1 Terrence Edwards, ‘Mongolians fret over China 
investment as they prepare to vote’, in Reuters (24 June 
2017), online at https://www.reuters.com/article/us-
mongolia-election-china-idUSKBN19F0S6 (all online 
sources accessed last on 9 July 2017 unless otherwise 
stated). 
2 ‘Crooks, Liars and Oligarchs: Corruption Scandals and 
Ethnic Chinese Mud-Slinging mar Mongolia’s 
presidential vote’, in South China Morning Post (23 June 
2017), online at http://www.scmp.com/news/asia/east-
asia/article/2099658/crooks-liars-and-oligarchs-
corruption-scandals-and-ethnic and ‘Mongolian Voters 
weigh Love-Hate Relationship with China’, in Channel 
NewsAsia (24 June 2017), online at 
http://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/asiapacific/mo
ngolian-voters-weigh-love-hate-relationship-with-china-
8975280.  
3 ‘Ex-Judo Star Poised to Win Mongolia’s Presidential 
Race’, in The New York Times (8 July 2017), online at 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/08/world/asia/mo
ngolia-president-battulga.html.  
4 Lucy Hornby, ‘Khaltmaa Battulga Wins Mongolian 
Presidency’, in Financial Times (8 July 2017), online at 

recent conflicts between the two neighbouring 
countries.5 Yet, this anti-Chinese discourse has 
to be inscribed in a more complex trajectory of  
competing narratives of  Mongolian national 
self-affirmation. Indeed, Battulga’s company 
Genco Group was also one of  the main 
financial contributors to the imposing Genghis 
Khan Equestrian Statue overlooking the 
Mongolian steppe which was built as part of  a 
greater campaign to restore Genghis Khan’s 
legacy and nomadic past – a period in history 
which had been largely silenced under de facto 
Soviet rule.6 The role of  the state in 
perpetuating the idea of  a seemingly inherent 
nomadic feature of  Mongolian national identity 
is particularly interesting as despite the concept 
of  nomadism often deemed incompatible with 
a fixed state organisation7 -‘either nomos or 
polis’-,8 Mongolia seems to have been 
successful in combining both. In contrast to 
other nomadic populations such as the Tuareg 
people who constantly have to move across 
national borders, the territory of  the Mongolian 
state encompasses all the areas Mongolian 
herders make use of  during their seasonal 
movements. However, while in 2010, 34% of  
its 2.4 million population were dependent on 
mobile or semi-mobile pastoralism as major 
                                                                         
https://www.ft.com/content/49514596-63f1-11e7-8526-
7b38dcaef614?mhq5j=e2.  
5 In December 2016, the Dalai Lama’s visit to Mongolia 
angered Beijing which resulted in a temporary closure of  
the border crossing with Mongolia leaving numerous 
people waiting at the borders: ‘China ‘blocks’  Mongolia 
Border after Dalai Lama Visit’, in Al Jazeera (10 
December 2016), online at 
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/12/china-blocks-
mongolia-border-dalai-lama-visit-161210060313417.html  
6 Orhon Myadar & James Deshaw Rae, ‘Territorializing 
National Identity in Post-Socialist Mongolia: Purity, 
Authenticity, and Chinggis Khaan’, Eurasian Geography and 
Economics, Vol. 55, No. 5 (2014), p. 569. 
7 Jeremie Gilbert, Nomadic Peoples and Human Rights 
(Routledge, 2014), p. 63. 
8 Gilles Deleuze, & Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: 
Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. Brian Massumi 
(University of  Minnesota Press, 2005), pp. 380-381. 
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income,9 the number of  pastoralist 
communities is gradually decreasing due to 
weather conditions,10 and the consequences of  
mining activities.11 Nonetheless, the image of  a 
nomadic identity with a close bond to its 
territory seems to prevail in national discourse 
and self-portrayals. Participating for the first 
time in the Venice Biennale in 2015, the 
artworks by Mongolian artists Unen Enkh and 
Enkhbold Togmidshiirev testify to this intimate 
connection to their homeland, nutag in 
Mongolian: they work with ‘natural organic 
products from Mongolian nomadic traditions’ 
such as horse hair and dung, wooden sticks, 
animal skin as well as felt, and one of  their 
artworks includes a nomadic tent, ger in 
Mongolian.12 Mainly funded by the Mayor of  
Ulaanbaatar, it also hints at the importance the 
state gives to perpetuating and preserving the 
image of  Mongolia’s nomadic heritage.13  
 
Drawing on sociological and poststructuralist 
approaches, this article examines how the 
concept of  a national nomadic identity and its 
territorial bond are constructed in state 
narratives. First, it analyses how Mongolian 
heads of  state use cultural traditions during 
diplomatic visits to reveal how the nomadic 
leitmotiv is inscribed in the actual space. 
Secondly, the paper discloses how those 
customs and symbols presented as traditionally 
and intrinsically Mongolian are in fact 
contested, and thus located in an ongoing 
process of  national appropriation or 
construction. Furthermore, the analysis 
demonstrates how the importance given to the 
nomadic heritage is translated in delimiting a 
Mongolian culture against a settled Chinese 

                                                
9 Caroline Upton, ‘Living off  the Land: Nature and 
Nomadism in Mongolia’, in Geoforum Vol. 41, No. 6 
(2010), p. 866. 
10 Sarlagtay Mashbat, ‘Mongolia: Managing Transition 
from Nomadic to Settled Culture’, in Jim Rolfe (ed.), The 
Asia Pacific: A Region in Transition (Asia-Pacific Center for 
Security Studies, 2004), p. 333. 
11 Gilbert, Nomadic Peoples and Human Rights, p. 207. 
12 Mongolian Contemporary Art Support Association 
(MCASA), ‘About’, online at http://mongolia-pavilion-
venice-biennale.com/mongolia-pavilion. See also the 
official leaflet of  the Mongolia Pavilion 2015, online at 
http://www.palazzomora.org/var/file_Mongolia_Pavilio
n_-_La_Biennale_di_Venezia_2015_(1).pdf. 
13 Mongolian Contemporary Art Support Association 
(MCASA), ‘Sponsors’, online at http://mongolia-
pavilion-venice-biennale.com/all-sponsors.  

Other. This relational identity construction 
proves itself  ambivalent when looking at the 
attitude towards Inner Mongolians in China in 
contrast to Mongolian Kazakhs residing in the 
Mongolian province Bayan Olgii. The next 
section outlines the theoretical framework 
enabling this analysis and gives a brief  account 
of  Mongolian nationalism. 
 
Theoretical Framework  
 
This paper is based on a critical reading of  
Georg Simmel’s sociology of  space in reference 
to three concepts; ‘exclusivity’, ‘divisibility’ and 
‘fixity.’14 The first element reveals how the 
entitlement to a sovereign state linked to a 
national identity is embedded in a claim of  
historical uniqueness, thus conferring to one 
group the legitimacy over a territory. 15 Simmel’s 
concept of  divisibility ties in neatly with a 
poststructuralist understanding of  identity 
constitution highlighting the constructedness 
of  boundaries which are not natural but ‘a 
sociological fact that forms itself  spatially.’16 
This resonates with Michael Shapiro’s words 
that individuals are ‘socially and temporally 
situated beings.’17 The relational nature of  the 
national identity constitution, i.e. constructed 
against an Other,18 and the boundaries’ 
subjective construction of  alterity find a perfect 
illustration in Simmel’s bridge-and-door 
metaphor. The latter discloses the flexibility of  
joining and dividing identities: ‘everything can 
be considered to be connected, but also as 
separated.’19 This echoes with Lene Hansen’s 
reconceptualised Self-Other dichotomy which 
proposes a ‘series of  related yet slightly 
different juxtapositions that can be theorized as 
constituting processes of  linking and 

                                                
14 Georg Simmel, ‘The Sociology of  Space’, in D. Frisby 
& M. Featherstone (eds. and trans.), Simmel On Culture: 
Selected Writings (Sage Publications, 1997), pp. 137-170. 
15 Simmel, ‘The Sociology of  Space’, p. 139. 
16 Ibid., p. 143. 
17 Michael J. Shapiro, ‘Textualizing Global Politics’, in 
Der Derian James & Michael J. Shapiro (eds.), 
International/Intertextual Relations (Lexington Books, 1989), 
p. 18. 
18 David Campbell, Writing Security: United States Foreign 
Policy and the Politics of  Identity (Manchester University 
Press, 1992), p. 9. 
19 Georg Simmel, ‘Bridge and Door’, in D. Frisby & M. 
Featherstone (eds. and trans.), Simmel On Culture: Selected 
Writings (London, 1997), p. 170. 
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differentiation.’20 The third component, fixity, 
emphasises both the boundaries’ and the group 
unity’s constitution and constant reproduction 
through discursive and material practices,21 
where language takes on a performative 
nature.22 
 
In the context of  a study of  a particular case of  
nationalism those practices can be located in 
acts of  ‘banal nationalism.’23 These include 
diplomatic encounters understood as 
communicative performances based on the 
representation of  national identities,24 which 
articulate and reiterate acts of  territorialisation 
of  national myths and traditional rituals. To 
locate the claim of  a Mongolian historical and 
spatial uniqueness performing the 
contemporary borders of  the Mongolian 
nation-state, I consulted primary sources by 
state representatives, such as interviews and 
speeches given by former President Tsakhiagiin 
Elbegdorj, the Concept of  National Security of  
Mongolia (2009), UNESCO communications, 
procedures of  visits of  diplomats and their 
testimonies, as well as articles in Mongolian 
newspapers, such as the UB (Ulaanbaatar) Post. 
This allows us to retrieve those elements which 
are associated with a supposedly unique 
Mongolian nomadic identity: a historical claim 
of  Genghis Khan’s legacy and the 
establishment of  his nomad empire which is 
entwined with a special bond to the homeland 
and animals, especially horses, cast as integral 
part of  pastoral nomad’s lives. The use in 
diplomatic rituals of  three elements treated as 
metonyms for such an identity - the ger, the 
morin khuur (horse-head fiddle) and khuumei 
(overtone singing) - will be of  particular 
importance.  
 
National Mongolian Renaissance after 1990 
 
Landlocked between Russia and China, 

                                                
20 Lene Hansen, Security as Practice: Discourse Analysis and 
the Bosnian War (Taylor & Francis, 2006), p. 37. 
21 Simmel, ‘The Sociology of  Space’, pp. 147-149. 
22 John L. Austin, How To Do Things With Words 
(Clarendon Press, 1962). 
23 Michael Billig, Banal Nationalism (Sage Publications, 
1995), p. 7. 
24 Pablo de Orellana, ‘Struggles over Identity in 
Diplomacy: ‘Commie Terrorists’ contra ‘Imperialists’ in 
Western Sahara’, in International Relations, Vol. 29, No. 4 
(2015) p. 480. 

Mongolia has launched a ‘Mongol renaissance’ 
after its independence from Soviet tutelage in 
1990.25 Referring of  the Qing dynasty rule, the 
brief  Chinese occupation in 1919, the Sino-
Soviet agreement separating Outer and Inner 
Mongolia as well as ‘70 years of  virtual Soviet 
control,’26 historian Morris Rossabi highlights 
the ‘painstaking process of  reconstructing 
official history and traditions’ at the heart of  
the current adoration of  Mongolian heritage.27 

As a response to the Soviet suppression which 
targeted every historical allusion mentioning the 
Mongolian empire, its conquests and heroic 
figures, such as Genghis and Kublai Khan 
which had been denounced ‘as brutal feudal 
oppressors who raped, plundered and killed,’ 
Mongolia witnessed a large-scale rehabilitation 
of  the former: 
 

Genghis portraits are everywhere-
hanging from the tops of  street lamps, 
on posters in schools and on urban 
bulletin boards. (...) Genghis Khan is 
now the name of  a vodka, and the 
most imposing hotel in Ulan Bator.28 

 
But while Mongolia is at pains to rebuild a new 
national self  in utilising its distant past,29 there 
have been different articulations of  what it 
means to be Mongolian. Anthropologist 
Christopher Kaplonski lays out three different 
conceptions of  national identity formulated in 
the 1990s.30 First, he makes the difference 
between ‘pan-Mongolism’ which embraces 
Mongols living in Inner Mongolia and other 
parts of  the world; and ‘Halh-centrism’ which 
privileges the ethnic core constituting 80% of  
the population reaching its peak in 1990s when 
it was argued that the ‘presidency should be 
restricted to a Halh Mongol.’31 This paper will 

                                                
25 Alexander C. Diener, One Homeland or Two? The 
Nationalization and Transnationalization of  Mongolia’s 
Kazakhs (Stanford University Press, 2009), p. 148. 
26 Morris Rossabi, Modern Mongolia: From Khans to 
Commissars to Capitalists (University of  California Press, 
2005), p. 225. 
27 Morris Rossabi, ‘Mongolia Recovers a National 
Identity’, in Wall Street Journal (30 May 1996), online at 
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB833386290659775000.  
28 Ibid. 
29 Myadar & Rae, ‘Territorializing National Identity in 
Post-Socialist Mongolia’, p. 562. 
30 Christopher Kaplonski, Truth, History and Politics in 
Mongolia: The Memory of  Heroes (Routledge Curzon, 2004). 
31 Ibid., p. 15. 
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however focus on the third moment, which he 
terms 
 

...[a] vague sort of  general nationalism 
or chauvinism, which being based on 
history and tradition, one would expect to 
come close to pan-Mongolism (...), but 
in fact remains centered on the state of  
Mongolia. It, however, is not 
necessarily limited to the Halh (...). I 
hesitate to simply term this patriotism, a 
love of  country (...). Although determined 
by territory and the modern state of  
Mongolia, it is not simply civic 
nationalism.32 

 
It is this mixture of  different components of  
Mongolian nationalism which this essay tries to 
disentangle in tracing the significance of  the 
image of  a ‘nomadic civilization’ whose ‘basic 
characteristics’ the government tries to 
‘reinforce’ and ‘enrich’ through an ‘active 
policy’ at the core of  its National Security Concept 
(2009).33 The same official document found on 
the website of  the Embassy in the United 
Kingdom posits that the government should 
 

...create conditions for learning about 
and perceiving the history, culture and 
mentality of  the people as well as the 
nature of  the homeland, inculcate in every 
citizen (...) a strong sense of  patriotism (...); 
make the study, instruction and 
popularization of  Mongolian history, 
religion and culture the special object 
of  the government’s constant care and 
support.34 

 
This excerpt not only makes the promotion of  
a bounded Mongolian history and culture a 
governmental endeavour but explicitly refers to 
the inculcation of  patriotism putting emphasis 
on the specific territorial link embodied in ‘the 
nature of  the homeland.’ 
 
Diplomacy from the Ger – Drinking Milk and Riding 
Horses 
 
Understanding diplomacy not only as ‘the art 
                                                
32 Ibid. all emphasis mine unless otherwise stated. 
33 The Embassy of  Mongolia in the United Kingdom, 
‘The Concept of  National Security of  Mongolia’ (31 
October 2009), online at 
http://embassyofmongolia.co.uk/?p=206.  
34 Ibid. 

and practice of  conducting negotiations 
between nations,’35 but also as ‘social 
intercourse (...) [in which] groups that enter in 
relation claim a distinct existence from one 
another’,36 offers a fruitful angle to analyse how 
the Mongolian government uses its nomadic 
heritage to claim a national uniqueness in need 
of  protection, labelling it a matter of  ‘National 
Security.’ In that sense, the negotiation of  a 
national identity in the domestic sphere can be 
examined in relation to its performative 
representation in the international domain, 
both being mutually constitutive. Concerning 
performative representations,37 James Der 
Derian highlights that it is not just ‘the ‘great’ 
events of  power politics or the famous 
developments of  international law which define 
diplomacy,’ but also the ‘‘petty’ rituals and 
ceremonies of  power.’38 Those petty rituals 
encompass acts of  everyday nationalism, 
particularly noticeable in state visits stressing 
the cultural diplomatic component. Hillary 
Clinton, having travelled to Mongolia twice as 
First Lady and Secretary of  State, evokes her 
emotional response to the significance of  
historical traditions during her visit in the 
1990s: 
 

We drove about forty-five minutes into 
the high plains to visit one of  
Mongolia's thousands of nomadic families. 
Three generations of  this family lived in 
two large tents, known as gers…They 
traveled with their livestock by horse 
and cart…just as their ancestors had done 
hundreds of  years before. The backdrop of  
their life on the steppes was stunning in 
its vastness, serenity and natural beauty….39 

 
In her description of  the cultural programme 
intended for state visits, the emphasis put on 
the continuity between today’s nomads and 
their ancestors is particularly striking. Indeed, it 
                                                
35 Adda B. Bozeman, Politics and Culture in International 
History: From the Ancient near East to the Opening of  the 
Modern Age (Transaction Publishers, 2010), p. 324. 
36 Vincent Pouliot and Jérémie Cornut, ‘Practice Theory 
and the Study of  Diplomacy: A Research Agenda’, in 
Cooperation and Conflict Vol. 50, No. 3 (2015), p. 299. 
37 Iver B. Neumann, Diplomatic Sites: A Critical Enquiry 
(Oxford University Press, 2013), pp. 637-638. 
38 James Der Derian, On Diplomacy: A Genealogy of  Western 
Estrangement (Basil Blackwell, 1987), p. 114. 
39 Hillary R. Clinton, Living History (Scribner, 2003), pp. 
308-309. 
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is this link that also former President Elbegdorj 
highlights in the closing speech of  Nadaam in 
2015. The celebration of  the Three Games of  
Men - wrestling, archery and horse riding - 
which due to its link to Buddhism had been 
forbidden to monks during the Qing Dynasty 
and suppressed by the USSR later, became the 
national day after 1990. It has also ‘more 
recently been a celebration of  the foundation 
of  the Mongolian Empire by Chinggis Khan 
808 years ago:’40 
 

The (...) festival of  Mongol Naadam is 
now coming close to an end in 
Mongolia which has a great history in the 
vast territory from sunrise to sunset. Our 
wrestlers were strong and agile, our race 
horses were fast and our archers’ aiming 
was sharp. The Mongol Naadam 
sounded the cheers of  Mongol knights 
and horse gallop, recalling the millennia-
old history and culture, respecting the 
independence and freedom, protecting the 
nationality and language…Mongolians have 
history to take pride in and a great future to 
create… Nationalism, creativity and effort 
will bring wellbeing to Mongolia.41 

 
Hence, Elbegdorj’s bucolic references - as 
metaphors which shape and structure 
concepts42 -  resonate in Clinton’s memoirs. 
Linking ‘the vast territory’ to the nomadic past 
and to morally-laden concepts like 
‘independence’ and ‘freedom’, Elbegdorj’s 
explicitly announces his way to the future: 
nationalism and history will provide the tools to 
‘bring wellbeing to Mongolia.’ However, it is 
especially the history of  Genghis Khan and the 
‘golden age’ of  the Mongolian Empire with its 
nomads which Elbegdorj highlights and which 
is being epistemologically fostered in schools, 
selectively leaving out other phases in history.43 
                                                
40 Mathilde Michaud, ‘Nadaam: A History of  Pride’, in 
The UB Post (18 July 2014), online at 
http://ubpost.mongolnews.mn/?p=10660.  
41 Tsakhiagiin Elbegdorj in ‘Address by the President of  
Mongolia at the closing ceremony of  the Nadaam 
Festivity’ The Office of  The President of  Mongolia, 
Press & Communications Division (12 July 2015), online 
at 
http://www.president.mn/eng/newsCenter/viewNews.p
hp?newsId=1631.  
42 George Lakoff  & Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live by 
(University of  Chicago Press, 1980), p. 4. 
43 Myadar & Rae, ‘Territorializing National Identity in 
Post-Socialist Mongolia’, p. 572. 

 
Upon Clinton’s second visit in 2012, it was not 
necessary anymore to drive to the ‘high plains’ 
of  Mongolia: a state-ger called Törinn yoslolyn 
örgöö (State Ritual Palace) had been set up in the 
Government Palace, literally fixing the nomadic 
tent as national symbol in the governmental 
building.44 It is here that Elbegdorj receives his 
counterparts, such as during the visits of  
Germany’s President Gauck in 2015,45 or of  
Russian President Putin in 2014.46 Franck Billé 
highlights the importance of  the inside 
decoration of  the ger evoking the Mongolian 
landscape and hinting at the alleged ‘symbiotic 
relation between humans and environment’ in 
the Mongolian culture.47 In the same vein, the 
room’s ceiling in which the ger is located depicts 
the sky epitomising Mongolia’s title as ‘land of  
the eternal blue sky’ to which Elbegdorj often 
refers to alluding to the ancient religion of  
Tengriism, which played an important role in 
the Mongol Empire.48 Moreover, Elbegdorj’s 
speech suggests a strong bond not just between 
Mongolians and the territory, but also with 
horses perceived as having ‘a strong attachment 
to the nutag.’49 The Nadaam activities and 
horses are hence also part of  the diplomatic 
procedure as the account of  former Vice 
President Joe Biden’s visit demonstrates: 
 

The event started with a long song and 
                                                
44 Jonathan S. Addleton, Mongolia and the United States: A 
Diplomatic History (Hong Kong University Press, 2013), p. 
48.  
45 The Office of  The President of  Mongolia, Press & 
Communications Division, ‘President Elbegdorj holds 
Meeting with Federal President Gauck’, (15 October 
2015), online at 
http://www.president.mn/eng/newsCenter/viewNews.p
hp?newsId=1690.  
46 The Office of  The President of  Mongolia, Press & 
Communications Division, ‘President Elbegdorj held a 
Meeting with President Putin’ (3 September 2014), online 
at 
http://www.president.mn/eng/newsCenter/viewNews.p
hp?newsId=1259.   
47 Franck Billé, Sinophobia: Anxiety, Violence, and the Making 
of  Mongolian Identity (University of  Hawai’i Press, 2015), p. 
110. 
48 T. Elbegdorj in ‘Address to the Nation by President of  
Mongolia on the Occasion of  the Birth of  the 3-
Millionth Citizen of  Mongolia’, The Office of  The 
President of  Mongolia, Press & Communications 
Division (28 January 2015), online at 
http://www.president.mn/eng/newsCenter/viewNews.p
hp?newsId=1429.  
49 Billé, Sinophobia, p. 110.  
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a morin khuur ensemble and continued 
to include throat singing. (...) The (...) 
afternoon program also involved 
archery, horse racing, and a wrestling 
competition (...) he [Biden] was given a 
parting gift – a restive brown horse.50 

 
While those diplomatic cultural practices 
contribute to inscribing an identity in space in 
naturalising national ‘traditions’ from which the 
government derives a normative legitimacy, it is 
necessary to step into the centre of  the state-ger 
and analyse those ‘unique’ Mongolian traditions 
closer.  
 
Constructing a ‘State Sovereign Fiddle’  
 
One copy of  the horse-head fiddle morin khuur, 
which the above-mentioned report cites, sits in 
a glass cabinet in the northern section of  the 
state-ger, and has proven crucial for the 
Mongolian national identity’s construction and 
illustrative for explaining its mechanisms.51 
Made of  horsehair, the morin khuur supposedly 
reflects Mongolian nomadic life in embodying 
the relationship between animals and 
Mongolians. The model placed in the state-ger is 
called Töriin khan khuur, ‘State Sovereign 
Fiddle.’52 Whereas the idea to create this copy 
came from folksong-singer Tserendorj in 1992 
inspired by the Mongolian legend of  Argasun 
the fiddler, it was the then President 
Punsalmaagiin Ochirbat who issued a 
presidential declaration calling ‘for the musical 
instrument to be made and placed within the 
Government Palace.’53 Testifying par excellence to 
Eric Hobsbawn’s concept of  invented 
tradition,54 the workshop where the fiddle was 
fabricated was named ‘Argasun Factory’.’55 
According to its crafter, ‘Mongolia is like a unit, 
one family (...) and so the fiddle that I made is for 
this country as a whole.’56 This example testifies 
                                                
50 Addleton, Mongolia and the United States, p. 44. 
51 Carole Pegg (2001), Mongolian Music, Dance, and Oral 
Narrative: Performing Diverse Identities (University of  
Washington Press, 2001), p. 287. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Peter K. Marsh, The Horse-head Fiddle and the 
Cosmopolitan Reimagination of  Tradition in Mongolia 
(Routledge, 2009), p. 137. 
54 Eric Hobsbawm, ‘Introduction: Inventing Traditions’, 
in Idem & Terence O. Ranger (eds.), The Invention of  
Tradition (Cambridge University Press, 2012), p. 1. 
55 Marsh, The Horse-head Fiddle, p. 137. 
56 Ibid., p. 140. 

to the conflation of  a family-cum-country-cum-
nation-cum-sovereign state reiterated in 
Elbegdorj’s speeches when calling upon ‘our 
forefather the Great Lord Chinggis Khaan.’57 The 
natural link made between nation and family 
has in Mongolia’s case not only been figurative, 
but conceived of  as a scientifically proven 
biological lineage with Genghis Khan as father 
of  the nation.58  
 
Demonstrating the importance of  creating 
symbols for fostering a national identity 
perpetuated in naturalising practices such as 
diplomatic relations; it however, also reveals the 
relational nature of  its constitution: the horse-
head fiddle quartet created in the same year 
only received a real impetus when confronted 
with the Inner Mongolian ensemble established 
by Chi. Bulag. Driven by general concerns for 
establishing a ‘uniquely national musical style,’ it 
has evolved into the most renowned state-
subsidised ensemble in Mongolia.59 Peter Marsh 
rightly notes that while at the same time the 
wish to create a national emblem destined to 
represent the Mongolian personality tried to 
construct a homogenous ‘us’, such discourse 
also came to ‘objectify (...) the non-Mongolian 
Other, which (...) includes all those who could 
threaten the survival of  a distinct Mongolian 
national identity.’ 60 Referring to Simmel’s door-
and-bridge imagery, it is important to note that 
this Other is however not always the same, but 
situated in space and time: 
 

In the early 1980s, the Other was 
certainly Russification. But with the 
appearance of  Chi. Bulag and 
revelations about the progress the 
Inner Mongolians had made in 
developing the horse-head fiddle, the 
Other then became the ‘Chinese’ (Inner 
Mongolians).61 

                                                
57 T. Elbegdorj in ‘Speech by President of  Mongolia at a 
solemn Assembly dedicated to the 850th Anniversary of  
Birth of  Chinggis Khaan’, The Office of  the President 
of  Mongolia, Public Relations & Communications 
Division (14 November 2012) online at 
http://www.president.mn/eng/newsCenter/viewNews.p
hp?newsId=848.  
58 Tatiana Zerjal et al., ‘The Genetic Legacy of  the 
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(2003), p. 717. 
59 Marsh, The Horse-head Fiddle, p. 143. 
60 Ibid., p.114. 
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The fear of  not being able to claim an 
exclusively national culture, does not only 
concern the fiddle, but denotes a wider 
inclination in the cultural realm, as the 
Mongolian UNESCO report on the Convention 
for the Safeguarding of  the Intangible Cultural 
Heritage (2012) indicates. In the latter, former 
Minister of  Education and Culture Yondon 
Otgonbayar states the presidential decrees ‘To 
honor and develop the Morin Khuur’ and ‘To 
develop the art of  Mongolian Khuumei’ 
referring to the ‘State Cultural Policy of  
Mongolia’ (1996) which comprises the act: 
 

To prevent and take any necessary 
precautions against the national culture to 
be absorbed in another culture, to be 
threatened by disappearance, or the 
intellectuality of  the nation to be faded 
or diminished.62   

 
The anxiety to be ‘absorbed in another culture’ 
also applies to the nomadic throat-singing 
khuumei which the report on Biden’s visit 
mentions. This style of  singing imitates sounds 
of  nature affirming the animistic world view of  
Mongolians which reiterates the special affinity 
between the nutag and Mongolian nomads.63 
The fact that China registered the overtone 
singing in the UNESCO list as national 
tradition practiced in the Inner Mongolian and 
Xinjiang provinces, created tensions in 2009 
becoming ‘a rallying point for anti-Chinese 
sentiment’ in Mongolia.64 As a response, 
Mongolian authorities later successfully 
inscribed the throat-singing under a Mongolian 
entry altering the spelling to ‘khöömei.’65  
 
A similar issue concerns Genghis Khan whose 

                                                
62 UNESCO, ‘Convention for the Safeguarding of  the 
Intangible Heritage – Intergovernmental Committee’, 
UNESCO Periodic Report No. 00786/Mongolia (24 July 
2012), p. 14, online at 
https://ich.unesco.org/doc/download.php?versionID=1
8499.  
63 UNESCO, ‘Mongolian traditional art of  Khöömei’, 
UNESCO List of  Intangible Heritage, online at 
https://ich.unesco.org/en/lists?RL=00210.  
64 Lisa Gardner, ‘Mongolia and China mark Ancient 
Cultural Ties’, in Al Jazeera (31 August 2014), online at 
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2014/08/m
ongolia-china-mark-ancient-cultural-ties-
201483085921999916.html.  
65 UNESCO, ‘Mongolian traditional art of  Khöömei’. 

portrait is standing next to the State Sovereign 
Fiddle in the state-ger. His heritage as popular 
hero central to the Mongolian national myth is 
comparably contested as China refuses to hand 
over pages of  the manuscript The Secret History 
of  the Mongols depicting his life.66 Moreover, his 
Mausoleum in Inner Mongolia ‘naturalizes’ his 
origin ‘as fixed feature[s] of  the Chinese nation-
space’ strengthening the claim that ‘the Mongol 
domination of  China (1279-1368) prior to the 
Ming dynasty (1368-1644) was part of  China’s 
continuous civilization rather than an 
interruption of  it,’ thus challenging the 
Mongolian claim to uniqueness.67 Billé connects 
this to the Mongolian suspicion that China has 
never fully accepted their independence, 
exemplified in the Taiwan-based Republic of  
China’s maps inscribing Mongolia within 
Chinese borders.68 Russia conversely is 
considered as having released Mongolia from 
Chinese domination, so that Mongolia tends to 
overlook harsh Soviet suppression such as the 
denigration of  its national heroes and 
traditions, in focusing on China as ‘Other’ 
against which to build its identity.69  
 
Erliiz’ Rape of  the Mongolian Pastureland 
 
The efforts to identify those essential 
components believed to make the Mongolian 
identity distinct testify to tensions with Chinese 
and especially Inner Mongolians, where 
boundaries between societies seem particularly 
thin. The ambivalence of  Mongolian national 
discourse, and its exclusionary and implicitly 
violent nature, is revealed when considering the 
government’s determination to revive the 
traditional Mongolian script deriving from the 
nomadic pastoralist Uyghur tribe, which largely 
disappeared in Mongolia after the imposition 
of  Cyrillic.70 While launching Elbegdorj’s 
website in this vertical alphabet,71 initiating the 
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67 Tong Lam, ‘Identity and Diversity: The Complexities 
and Contradictions of  Chinese Nationalism’, in Timothy 
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‘Programme on promoting Mongolian 
abroad,’72 as well as inaugurating the ‘Day of  
National Language and Script’ in 2005,73 the 
fact that this script is still used in Inner 
Mongolia is rarely mentioned.74 As further 
discriminatory practices directed towards Inner 
Mongolians demonstrate,75 a shared language 
does not always function as a unifying factor in 
nationalist mechanics. Instead of  highlighting 
similarities, differences are being exacerbated: 
Inner Mongolians are presented as 
 

….’blood corrupted’ through their 
association with the Chinese, as ‘food 
and feces corrupted’ in relation to 
dietary differences and their embrace 
of  sedentarism, and as ‘dirt corrupted’ 
in relation to their embrace of  
agriculture.76  

 
Their image as ‘extractive personage of  the 
Chinese trader,’77 is even further enhanced in 
the discourse on mining activities portrayed as 
raping the cherished Mongolian pastureland,78 
starkly contrasting Elbegdorj’s image of  nomad 
values: 
 

Nomads never pollute, they never dry 
rivers up, and damage the nature. The 
fascinating tradition and wisdom of  
living as one with nature is 
Mongolians’. Therefore, the Mongolian 
people set environmental criteria and 
requirements. The sense of  fairness 
and justice is in Mongol genes, it’s our 
common value.79 

                                                                         
Script Version of  President’s Website’ (2 April 2014), 
online at 
http://www.president.mn/eng/newsCenter/viewNews.p
hp?newsId=1141.  
72 B. Dulguun (trsl.), ‘Mongolia to promote its history, 
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February 2016), online at 
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75 Uradyn E. Bulag, Nationalism and Hybridity in Mongolia 
(Clarendon Press, 1998), pp. 171-211. 
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In the context of  the development in the 
mining sector, Elbegdorj referred to his past as 
a son of  a herdsman claiming that it was ‘his 
duty to oversee changes, to make sure his 
people –the nomads– are not lost or that he 
doesn’t lose that bit of  himself  either.’80  
 
While, the label erliiz (hybrid) to describe Inner 
Mongols, meaning ‘offspring of  parents of  two 
different national or ethnic…backgrounds’ or ‘a 
cross-bred animal,’81 could indicate a 
conception of  an ethnical nationalism based on 
Hahl-majority, this argument can be qualified in 
examining the relation to Mongolian Kazakhs 
in Bayan Olgii. While here too ethnical or 
biological differences could be underlined such 
as their different diet related to their Muslim 
instead of  Buddhist affiliation, or their Turkic 
instead of  Mongol descent, and their presence 
in the Mongolian mining activities, they seem to 
have sidestepped the erliiz mark.82 Instead, their 
nomadic past and heritage of  Genghis Khan is 
stressed, such as Elbegdorj who refers to them 
as ‘respected members of  nomad civilization.’83 
Hence, the Kazakh’s occupation of  the nutag as 
well as their allegedly shared nomadic heritage 
have functioned as dual conditions for their 
insertion in the new Mongolian nation. This 
narrative has contributed to overlooking their 
prominent status as settlers and presence in the 
mining sector, which causes so much disdain in 
relation to Inner Mongolians and Chinese, 
hence testifying to the malleability of  linking 
and differentiating identities. Mongolian 
Kazakhs can derive more legitimacy from 
cultural correspondences and a bond to the 
Mongolian homeland, than Inner Mongolians 
living beyond the borders from an ‘ethnic’ 
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similarity, being portrayed as contaminated by 
Chineseness.  
 
Conclusion 
 
The symbols and traditions presented at the 
diplomatic level to an international audience as 
unequivocally Mongolian are located in a 
constant process of  renegotiation of  meaning, 
revealing the broader struggle of  constructing a 
new Mongolian national identity. Diplomatic 
practices as a form of  productive 
representation can then be regarded as 
constitutive in establishing an ‘authentic’ 
national identity which is built on the local and 
international level through various 
performances in speeches, decrees, the 
establishing of  a state-ger or the construction of  
a ‘state-sovereign’ instrument. It highlights the 
state’s central role in selectively choosing which 
memories will define the future of  the 
Mongolian identity, creating signs that 
distinguish Mongolians from Others. In digging 
a bit deeper, or looking beyond the mere 
objects neatly arranged in the state-ger, one can 
discover fractures and ambivalences in the 
claims of  a well-defined national identity which 
draws on the Smithian concepts of  ‘golden age’ 
of  its ‘ancestral homeland’ for legitimation:84 
disputes concerning cultural heritage between 
China and Mongolia, and the coding of  China 
as a threat, point to the constant process of  
Simmel’s drawing of  boundaries. Hence, 
borrowing Michel Foucault’s words, the 
Mongolian nation-state identity is neither ‘an 
acquisition’ nor a ‘possession that grows and 
solidifies’ but ‘an unstable assemblage of  faults, 
fissures, and heterogeneous layers….’85 In the 
Mongolian context, it is above all the reference 
to a nomadic past, ‘where the territory and 
habitat of  the community become inseparable 
from its history and culture,’86 which reveals 
itself  to be a relevant leitmotiv, and also the 
criteria for the inclusion in the nationalisation 
                                                
84 Anthony D. Smith, Nationalism and Modernism: A Critical 
Survey of  Recent Theories of  Nations and Nationalism 
(Routledge, 1998), p. 115. 
85 Michel Foucault, ‘Nietzsche, Genealogy, History’, in 
Donald F. Bouchard (ed.), Language, Counter-Memory, 
Practice: Selected Essays and Interviews (Cornell University 
Press, 1977), p. 146 
86 Anthony D. Smith, The Cultural Foundations of  Nations: 
Hierarchy, Covenant, and Republic (Blackwell Publishing, 
2008), p. 36. 

process, based on the incompatibility between 
settlers and nomads. The discourse legitimising 
such an antagonistic relationship shows itself  to 
be contingent as various cultural affinities 
attributed to Mongol Kazaks could be 
attributed to Inner Mongolians, who are 
conversely subsumed under a homogenous 
Chinese identity.  
 
 
 

__________________________ 
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A Game of  Battleship: Deciphering American and Chinese 

activities in the South China Sea and  
the Asia-Pacific Region 

Cheng Lai Ki, Arthur Laudrain & Lincoln Pigman 
 
 
In 2009, the People’s Republic of  China 
(Beijing) announced its reclamation of  the 
South China Sea as per its proposed ‘nine-dash 
line’ argument. To further solidify its territorial 
claim over the region, Beijing initiated naval 
patrols, intimidated foreign investments in the 
region (mainly oil) and converted coral-reefs 
into militarised artificial islands. Their regional 
activities have undoubtedly unsettled several 
South East Asian states – despite the existence 
of  the 2002 Declaration on the Conduct of  
Parties in the South China Sea. Increased 
expansionist activities attributive to Beijing have 
been argued to present an assertive stance 
towards ‘pursuing coercive diplomacy against 
other claimant states’. The broad variety of  
political narratives have all but muddled the 
reality behind regional tensions.  Therefore, this 
article aims to examine the scenario through 
multiple dimensions to develop objective 
perspectives which could assist better risk-
assessments and policies. To achieve this, we 
explore three dimensions of  legal, 
communicative and strategic foundations 
guiding the unfolding of  events in the South 
China Sea. Collectively, these elements are 
gradually influencing the maritime dynamics 
within the greater Asia-Pacific region.  
 
First, Arthur Laudrain explores Chinese 
expansionism into the region and more 
specifically its claims over the nine-dash line. 
He explores the possible consequences of  the 
ruling of  the Permanent Court of  Arbitration, 
while China’s rejects the jurisdiction of  the 
Court and the US advocates Laws of  the Sea 
principles through its Freedom of  Navigation 
operations (FONOPs). By reviewing the 
diplomatic efforts initiated by China in order to 
degrade the ruling’s consequences, this paper 
advocates that the ‘lawfare strategy’ of  weak 
Nations will probably not affect significantly 
the outcome of  the dispute in the long run. 

Second, Lincoln Pigman calls attention to the 
oft-neglected dimension of  strategic 
communications, the art of  making state 
messages match state interests. Beyond the 
build-up of  naval capabilities, a war of  words 
and signals is taking place between Beijing and 
Washington, a conflict in which narratives and 
appeals to audiences near and far substitute 
bullets and bombs. From the strategic 
implications of  ‘Three Warfares’ to the 
limitations of  freedom of  navigation 
operations, stratcom pervades the South China 
Sea dispute, ubiquitous but invisible. Thirdly, 
Cheng Lai Ki, examines the strategies utilised 
by America and Beijing in their ‘tug-o-war’ for 
maritime and naval primacy in the region. 
Historically, several Southeast Asian states have 
participated in multilateral military exercises 
reinforcing American primacy within the region 
(i.e. Exercise Iron Fist). However, Beijing has 
also adopted similar strategies, primarily 
through industrial incentives. Their strategic 
methods of  intelligence gathering arguably have 
supported several activities in the region.  
 

~*~ 
 
China and International Legal Norms 
Arthur Laudrain 
 
The tensions in the East and South China Sea 
translate in a number of  ways in the legal 
domain. Both the People's Republic of  China 
and the United States of  America are known 
for their relative reluctance towards 
international law, especially some of  its binding 
processes. The case of  the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of  the Sea (UNCLOS), 
and China's ‘nine-dash’ line is one of  the most 
prominent examples. Going through the 
different means of  peaceful settlement of  
disputes in the context of  political tensions in 
the China Sea, this paper will argue that binding 
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legal mechanisms will probably not put an end 
to the tensions we currently witness. 
 
UNCLOS: the Legal Bedrock of  Nation’s Relations 
at Sea 
 
The UNCLOS is a founding treaty in the 
relationships between Nations, their neighbours 
and maritime borders. It is thus at the centre of  
current territorial disputes in the East and 
South China Sea. Some of  the major outcomes 
of  a decade of  negotiations (1973-1982) are the 
birth of  territorial waters (12 nautical miles 
from the baseline) and exclusive economic zone 
(EEZ, 200 nautical miles). The first gives full 
sovereignty to the coastal State, while the latter 
grants exclusive exploitation rights to all 
natural resources, including on the continental 
shelf.  
 
In this context, ownership of  small islands and 
archipelagos becomes of  tremendous 
importance, since it may also redefine 
sovereignty and economic rights of  a country 
on thousands of  square miles. Most 
importantly, the treaty also sets a Permanent 
Court of  Arbitration, hereafter referred to as the 
Court, whose aim is to settle disputes regarding 
the interpretation of  the convention. However, 
interpretations of  the law and inconsistencies in 
the public stance of  some parties such as China 
and the U.S. entertain a discourse of  double-
standard towards international law. 
 
While China signed and ratified the treaty, 
Article 60 clearly states artificial islands do not 
qualify as a legitimate way to claim a change in 
territorial, contiguous, EEZ or continental 
shelf  boundaries. China nevertheless claims 
some of  the landmasses do qualify, as they are 
located on a natural reef, or rock. 
Unsurprisingly, this position is highly litigious. 
First, because it is widely recognised among 
scholars, beyond the literal reading of  Article 
60, that artificial islands ‘« do not generate 
maritime entitlements’ ». Second, and most of  
all, because international tribunals usually rule 
on the state of  facts before the crystallisation 
of  the dispute. In order words, a ruling would 
be based on the state of  facts before China 
initiated its intensive artificial islands policy. 
 
In the meantime, the U.S. government assured 

it will follow UNCLOS regulations as 
international customary law but refused to sign 
the treaty, thus denying any jurisdiction to the 
Court on its own potential disputes. 
 
The Philippines’s Lawfare Strategy: the Dilemma of  
Binding yet Hardly Enforceable Law 
 
China's historic claim over the ‘nine-dash line’ 
area, representing a vast part of  the East China 
Sea, was challenged by the Philippines, which 
brought a case to the Court of  Arbitration. 
 
In December 2014, the Court declared it had 
jurisdiction over most of  the contentious 
points brought by the Philippines. Less than a 
year later, the People's Republic of  China 
responded by refusing to recognise this first 
ruling, calling any of  its conclusions null and void 
and a wrongful use of  the Charter. In a clear 
violation of  its Article 288, China declared it 
will further reject any similar unilateral move, 
but would welcome negotiations and 
consultations. 
 
Further refusing to abide by the law may cause 
a political cost to China's foreign policy, 
especially its image of  a peace promotor, which 
seems of  increasing importance in light of  the 
country's involvement in UN peace-keeping 
missions, for instance in the African continent. 
As Jonathan Miller of  the International Bar 
Association pointed out, « Beijing might be able 
to protest the decision but it cannot ignore it 
altogether and its response has repercussions 
for its international reputation ». On the other 
side, there is the risk that, as the International 
Court of  Justice (ICJ) ruling in USA v. 
Nicaragua lead the U.S. to abandon the ICJ's 
mandatory jurisdiction, the case brought by the 
Philippines may antagonize China towards 
international tribunals, further fragilising the 
binding mechanisms of  dispute settlement in all 
domains. 
 
This first of  the Court’s rulings only considered 
the jurisdiction of  the Court, but it already 
highlighted the sensitivity of  the issue. The 
rejection of  the Court's jurisdiction by China 
did however not deny it a final ruling.  Deemed 
‘«a landmark for international law as a force in 
geopolitics’», it was released in June 2016 and 
rebuked most of  China’s claims. However, 
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whether this ruling will have a significant long-
term impact on the tensions in the region is 
debated. Indeed, the real question of  the 
dispute was removed from the Court's 
consideration, since it is expressly prohibited 
from ruling on territorial disputes as such by 
Articles 15, 74 and 83. The Court's power 
rather lies in interpreting what may qualify as a 
legitimate change in boundaries, not to whom 
the territory belongs. 
 
Messaging and Multilateral Diplomacy: International 
Law in Itself  Is Insufficient  
 
Even if  China’s public stance was to dismiss 
entirely the Court, its jurisdiction and its ruling, 
a study by Lawfare contributors demonstrates 
that the country has taken slight, targeted steps 
to ease down some points of  tension with the 
Philippines. According to this study, out of  the 
15 elements included in the ruling, China was in 
September 2016 violating four of  them. In 
October of  the same year, China seemed to 
withdraw its vessels, either from the Coastguard 
or Navy, from the Scarborough Shoal. It will be 
important to keep monitoring any further 
modification in the country’s behaviour, and to 
assess whether they can be identified as long 
term trends. Indeed, the Centre for Strategic 
and International Studies (CSIS) released a 
satellite analysis the same month, showing 
access to the Shoal was still restricted. Although 
Filipino fishermen were now able to remain 
“just outside” of  the Shoal, Chinese vessels 
were still in a position of  blockade. 
 
China has not abandoned its claims on other 
islands, neither has it slowed its plans of  islands 
militarisation. On March 29th 2017, the CSIS 
spotted what appeared to be a J-11 fighter 
stationed on Woody Island. The same week, 
President Duterte of  the Philippines 
announced his country would reciprocate and 
deploy armed units on some of  its own islands. 
According to local press reports, Filipino 
troops arrived in May 2017 on the Pag-asa 
(Thitu) island, in the Spratley. They are likely to 
start infrastructure improvements in the 
summer of  the same year, despite strong 
opposition from the Chinese Ministry of  
Foreign Affairs. 
 
Indeed, Chinese diplomacy is another means of  

pressure of  the country, and a way to evade the 
consequences of  the Court’s judgement. On 
both unilateral and multilateral fronts, China 
seems to have made significant progress. The 
statement of  the ASEAN summit of  early May 
2017 did not mention the Court ruling, and 
barely made a reference to the importance of  
peace in the region. As of  the United States, the 
U.S. Navy declared its intention to pursue more 
aggressive Freedom of  Navigation Operations 
(FONOPs) in waters claimed by China, by not 
following innocent passage procedure but 
normal (e.g. military) operations instead. 
However, this was before the election of  
Donald Trump, and the new President’s policy 
towards the country remains to crystallise. An 
anonymous source reported by Reuters 
confirmed on May 24th that a U.S. destroyer 
performed a FONOP a few days earlier by the 
Mischief  Reef  in the Spratly, which would be 
the first FONOP under the Trump 
administration. The source also confirmed it 
was the first FONOP targeting a territory 
concerned by the Court’s ruling. Despite this 
significant signal, Trump’s focus these past few 
months appears to have been North Korea and 
its nuclear proliferation programme. This was 
the main topic of  the Trump – Jinping meeting 
at Mar A Lago. Given China’s perceived or real 
influence on this issue, President Trump may 
be willing to make some concessions, as it did 
by refusing to coin China a currency 
manipulator, despite this being a campaign trail 
promise. The two countries instead signed mid-
May a trade agreement opening Chinese 
financial institutions to the U.S. market, inter 
alia. Such U-turn from the Trump 
administration should improve Beijing’s 
disposition to cooperate on the North Korea 
issue, to the detriment of  upholding the rule of  
law in the China Sea. 
 
The lawfare strategy initiated by the Philippines 
may have a tangible yet limited impact on 
China’s behaviour. On this specific case, China’s 
diplomatic efforts supported by strong 
economic ties may prove stronger than a hardly 
enforceable piece of  law. This said, it is 
tremendously important that the international 
community persists in advocating a rule-of-law 
based international order. Court rulings and 
FONOPs-like military messaging will 
contribute in the long run to densify the corpus 
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of  law, including customs. 
 

~*~ 
 
Strategic Communications 
Lincoln Pigman 
 
In the South China Sea, victory demands more 
than just naval superiority. Triumphant is the 
state with a compelling strategic narrative that 
legitimates one’s own behaviour while casting 
suspicion upon, and constraining, that of  the 
enemy. The art of  crafting a potent state 
narrative, constructed out of  gestures, signals, 
and messages, is referred to as strategic 
communications, or stratcom. 
 
Once the domain of  corporations, stratcom is 
now a key concern of  governments. The 
United States (US) Department of  Defense 
defines stratcom as ‘focused [state] efforts to 
understand and engage key audiences to create, 
strengthen, or preserve conditions favourable 
for the advancement of  … government 
interests, policies, and products synchronised 
with the actions of  all instruments of  national 
power’. In other words, stratcom involves 
coordinating state messages, whether 
articulated through statements or actions, with 
policy objectives and strategic interests. Good 
stratcom wins hearts and minds, and poor 
stratcom turns them against one’s cause. 
 
Stratcom’s importance in contemporary conflict 
is ubiquitous, yet unseen. Russia’s ‘information 
warfare blitzkrieg’ has forced its rivals in the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization to not only 
bolster conventional defences, but also devise 
narratives that counter the Kremlin’s 
disinformation campaigns. In Afghanistan, 
King’s scholar David Betz attributes the war’s 
protraction to the International Security 
Assistance Force’s ‘failure to communicate … 
purpose … resolve … and what success will 
look like’. Even non-state actors have 
undertaken extensive stratcom efforts. On 
Facebook, Twitter, and encrypted instant 
messaging apps, Islamic State’s recruitment and 
propaganda activities have involved the 
concerted promotion of  the group’s territorial 
gains in Iraq and Syria and its terrorist attacks 
abroad, earning it the title of  ‘digital caliphate.’ 
 

Lessons from the South China Sea Dispute 
 
The ongoing South China Sea dispute is no 
exception. In fact, China’s strategy of  claiming 
contested islands and waters appears to rely on 
a successful stratcom effort. As part of  a 
doctrine of  ‘Three Warfares’, which has 
featured prominently in Chinese strategic 
literature since 2003, Beijing has committed 
itself  to waging ‘public opinion warfare’. It 
involves disseminating narratives favourable to 
the raison d'état that decisively influence the 
views of  targeted audiences. The Nine-Dash 
Line, an informal diplomatic communiqué 
outlining one version of  China’s territorial 
claims, serves as an excellent example of  such a 
narrative, convincing uncritical observers that 
China’s claims cover most of  the South China 
Sea. By exaggerating the scale of  its claims, 
China can later seem open to compromise 
when moderating its demands and claiming the 
very territory it actually sought in the first place. 
 
With China’s enemies disoriented into strategic 
impotence, public opinion warfare allows 
Beijing to ‘undermine international institutions, 
change borders, and subvert global media, all 
without firing a shot’. Adopting an approach 
that Sun Tzu would approve of, China seeks to 
establish de facto territorial control of  the South 
China Sea by inducing indecision among rival 
governments: at worst, through a barrage of  
disinformation, at best, through the building of  
a pro-China consensus that renders moot the 
legality of  Beijing’s claims, in question after the 
ruling of  the Hague’s Permanent Court of  
Arbitration in July 2016. 
 
Although its land reclamation activities have 
met opposition from various actors, on 
unilateral and multilateral bases—the United 
States and the Association of  South East Asian 
Nations, for example—China is not without its 
allies. However irresolute their statements of  
support, Russia, Cambodia, Brunei, and Laos 
have nonetheless provided China with 
ammunition in its war of  rhetoric with the 
United States, insulating it from accusations of  
unilateralism.  China’s case also benefits from 
the fact that other regional actors currently 
pursue similar land reclamation policies, 
allowing China to frame its actions as no more 
transgressive than those of  its neighbours. 
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Freedom of  Navigation Operations  
 
Cue US Freedom of  Navigation Operations 
(FONOPs), which serve to undermine China’s 
claims in the South China Sea by visibly 
reasserting – strategically communicating – the 
sea’s status as ‘part of  the global commons 
governed by international law’. Sailing 
destroyers in disputed waters conveys not only 
America’s naval capabilities, but also the 
baselessness of  China’s claims – were the 
contested areas truly China’s, American vessels 
would not be sailing through them. Yet, in 
addition to China’s aforementioned sources of  
legitimacy, out of  reach of  the FONOP, the 
United States must also account for other 
obstacles. In particular, the United States has 
yet to ratify the UN Convention on the Law of  
the Sea (UNCLOS), the very agreement 
invoked in Washington’s condemnations of  
Beijing’s activities in the South China Sea. 
Although American policy largely adheres to its 
terms, the consequences of  ceding maritime 
sovereignty to the international community 
continues to discourage the Senate, affording 
the United States flexibility in its observance of  
UNCLOS while undermining its invocations of  
the agreement in disputes with China. 
 
However, beyond the implications of  
advocating an agreement that one has yet to 
ratify, the United States also incurs great risk in 
its adoption of  FONOPs as the face of  
stratcom efforts in the South China Sea. After 
all, although Washington and its regional allies 
have international law – ratified or not – on 
their side, testing Beijing’s resolve and calling its 
bluff  has the potential to result in military 
conflict. China’s acceptance of  the risk of  
international isolation and condemnation over 
its land reclamation activities reflects the South 
China Sea’s status as a vital interest to Xi 
Jinping’s government, one for which it may be 
willing to go to war. 
 
Strictly speaking, stratcom is little more than 
the clear yet calculated articulation of  the 
national interest: matching words and actions 
and means and ends. Nonetheless, stratcom’s 
ability to shape the outcome of  any conflict or 
confrontation demands that strategists account 
for it no less than naval capabilities. Who the 

South China Sea will belong to at the end of  
the day will not be decided by destroyers alone, 
but also their incorporation into a winning 
strategic narrative: one that undermines rival 
claims, generates support for one’s own, and 
puts to rest the contest of  wills at the heart of  
international insecurity today. 
 

~*~ 
 
Tug-O-War by Proxy 
Cheng Lai Ki 
 
Military historian Max Boot explores the 
technological developments within warfare 
throughout mankind in his book War Made 
New. His research revealed that mankind has 
consistently developed technologies increasing 
distances from the battlefield. However, these 
strategies are often plagued with significant 
political ramifications. Thus, states have turned 
to alternative methodologies to cultivate similar 
levels of  operational dominance, while 
maintaining political distance and clarity. 
International collaboration could be considered 
as conventional geopolitics. However, the 
utilisation of  weaker states to project a 
presence for political advantage is equivalent to 
deploying organic or third-party assets, and 
broadly categorical under ‘proxy’ strategies. 
Aside from the legal and political tensions in 
the South China Sea, both the America and 
Beijing have continuously exerted their 
presence in the region through various proxy 
means in a game of  tug-o-war. The following 
explores the various proxy strategies 
characteristic of  Sino-American tensions over 
the South China Sea.  
 
American Hardware 
 
In 2014, anti-Chinese protests erupted in 
Vietnam stimulated by the overtaking of  oil-
rigs during the Haiyang Shiyou 981 Standoff, 
affirming the intrinsic economical nature of  
regional Chinese objectives. Contrastingly, 
American activity has been intrinsically naval. 
Centralised around bilateral operations 
involving anti-piracy and promoting security. 
Although the Freedom of  Navigation 
Operation (FONOP) in October 2012 
conducted by the USS Lassen around the 
Spratly Islands can viewed as a strategic shift, it 
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cannot be forgotten that such operations have 
been around since 1979.  
 
Lacking the geographical edge, America 
depends on routine naval transits and 
multilateral maritime operations to maintain an 
almost continuous primacy. Mainly through 
displays of  technological capabilities by its 
army, navy and air-force – a strategy deeply 
engrained in its military history. Perhaps 
possessing the largest operational budget 
globally, the American military has developed 
several technological capabilities deployable 
into aerial and maritime domains. This include 
aerial surveillance operations that essentially 
supports its FONOPs. In May 2015, its Global 
Hawk long-range surveillance platforms 
deployed into the region were inhibited by 
Chinese forces stationed near the Spratly 
Islands – ‘where China is building military 
facilities on Fiery Cross Reef ’. Later in 
December, P8 Poseidon spy planes were 
deployed from Singapore, residing along the 
geographical outskirts of  the disputed 
territories. Continuing along the tangent of  
operations thus far, a strategy of  containment by 
proxy is evident.   
 
Regional technological strategies of  the 
Americans are not solely centralised on 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles but also Unmanned 
Naval Platforms – such as its Anti-Submarine 
Warfare Continuous Trail Unmanned Vessel 
(ACTUV). Unmanned platforms (or drones) 
have become significantly integrated into 
American security operations. The ACTUV is 
one of  multiple programs undergoing 
development and deployment trials. Aerial 
platforms such as the X-47B unmanned aircraft 
and the MQ-8 Fire Scout are two platforms 
within America’s growing intelligence and strike 
arsenal. U.S. Defense Secretary Aston Carter 
mentioned the need for ‘new undersea drones 
in multiple sizes and diverse payloads that 
can…operate…where manned subs cannot’.  
 
America’s regional strategy has not shifted away 
from conventional intelligence gathering and 
naval-diplomacy but have gradually 
incorporated ‘proxy’ means of  unmanned 
platforms – could the same be said of  Chinese 
strategies for the region?   
 

Chinese Leverage 
 
Despite steadily growing technological 
advancements, the Chinese military and navy 
arguably still lacks ‘combat-experience’ in 
comparison to their American counterparts. 
However, despite the deployment of  military 
ordinances and naval platforms into the South 
China Sea, Beijing has alternatively employed 
other strategies to develop strategic advantage 
and political power.  
 
Proxy through Economy  
 
Exclusionary of  possessing a geographical 
advantage in the region – fundamentally due to 
the position of  Hainan Island – Beijing has 
been steadily expanding its regional presence at 
a much slower rate in comparison to the 
Americans. Being a global industrial power, 
Beijing has focused international expansion 
through establishing close economic but 
subliminally military ties. Thus, cultivating 
defensive power through economic proxies.  
 
Unveiled around 2013, Beijing’s ‘One Belt One 
Road’ (1B1R) economic strategy has steadily 
been brought to fruition. The 1B1R BRI 
strategy possess five major objectives ‘within a 
broad framework of  connectivity and 
cooperation: policy coordination; facilities 
connectivity; unimpeded trade; financial 
integration; and people to people bonds’. The 
strategy possesses several calling points along 
China’s ancestorist silk-road that stretches from 
China and throughout the Middle-East and 
unto Europe. In addition, the 1B1R BRI 
strategy also possesses a maritime component 
calling at ports in South East Asia, Central Asia, 
South Africa and the Mediterranean. The 
argument is made that Beijing utilised its 
industrial attractiveness as a “‘charm offensive”’ 
to support subsequent naval establishments in 
various participating nations (i.e. Djibouti and 
Nairobi). For example, Beijing’s first overseas 
naval base in Djibouti strategically resides at a 
naval choke point, and can enable maritime 
logistics into the Indian Ocean. However, the 
vagueness of  the term ‘logistics’, that could 
mean everything from fuel to weaponry.  
 
Beijing has also invested significantly into 
supporting critical infrastructure development. 
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In 2016, China has invested in a $5.5bn high-
speed rail project in Indonesia – another port 
on its 1B1R BRI strategy. This investment is 
not just industrial but also political, as it limits 
the degree of  backlash originating from 
Indonesia. Regardless, Beijing’s industrial charm 
allows them to convert industrial expansionism 
into a ‘proxy’ for military expansion.   
 
Proxy through Civilians 
 
An element perhaps adapted from its 
communistic roots, propaganda and public 
appearance are insatiably important to Beijing. 
Ergo, most of  its conventional military, 
industrial and expansionist activates are 
meticulously controlled to prevent 
manifestation of  politically detrimental 
elements. Within the contexts of  the disputed 
islands, Beijing steadily publishes propaganda 
revealing its military amongst newly 
constructed island facilities – a conventional 
expansionist media strategy.  
 
American naval deployments into the South 
China Sea generates a continuous (obvious) 
militarised regional presence. Contrastingly, 
Beijing adopted classic human-intelligences 
(HUMINT) strategies by incorporating civilians 
into its maritime intelligence operations. 
According to Michael Herman, civilians are of  
valuable information sources as they provide 
context to collected information. Beijing has 
been ‘using large numbers of  irregular maritime 
militias, dubbed “little blue men”, [to] expand 
its control over an increasingly large area’ 
within the region. These little blue men are 
formed of  fishing vessels, commanded by 
former naval officers and equipped with 
geolocation devices for reactive operations with 
the Chinese Coast Guard. Although this 
manoeuvre by Beijing ultimately possesses an 
intelligence purpose, it cannot be forgotten that 
these are still civilian assets. Protective 
institutions within international law makes this 
ingenuous. ‘proxy’ strategy difficult to counter 
– possessing an element akin to human-
shields. These strategies can be traced back to 
Sun Tzu’s Art of  War and more recently, the 
2013 publication of  Science and Military 
Strategy from China’s War College.  
 
The consistent tug-o-war between America and 

China for operational legitimacy in the South 
China Sea has stimulated development of  
‘proxy’ strategies by both nations. The 
Americans have centralised their efforts into 
development, integration and deployment of  
unmanned platforms alongside traditional 
maritime diplomacy. Contrastingly, Beijing has 
utilised its industrial expansionist prowess and 
civilian militia to maintain presence in the 
region.   
 
Proxy through Technology 
 
A more recent application of  China’s proxy 
strategy is their recent increased digital 
espionage activity cannot be ignored in this 
discussion. The most iconic of  which was the 
NanHaiShu Advanced Persistent Threat 
identified on Philippine government servers 
after the ruling from the Court of  Arbitration 
on the South China Sea being against the 
favour of  China. Research from Finnish Cyber 
Security Firm, F-Secure identified that the 
digital intrusion was traced back to 2014 and 
the Permanent Court of  Arbitration Case 
between The Philippines and China.  
 
There is little doubt about China’s increasingly 
advanced capabilities of  cyber espionage and 
electronic warfare over the last few years. 
According to research by Lindsey, Cheung, and 
Reveron, China has invested significant amount 
of  national resources into cultivating an 
extensive civil-military community to support 
their various digital and electronic operations. 
Evident from Chinese Information and 
Network Warfare Militias, and the 
establishment of  the 2010 People’s Liberation 
Army Information Assurance Base. Regardless, 
as more of  the world enters the digital-era, 
China has been progressively increasing its 
civil-military integration within technology 
communities (corporations and academia) to 
strengthen their cyber militias, otherwise proxy 
through technology.  
 

~*~ 
 

Conclusions 
 

This paper has examined three elements 
mapping the tensions in the South China Sea. 
First, the reluctance of  powerful nations 
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towards binding principles of  international law 
is not new, and the territorial disputes in the 
East and South China Sea are just another 
example of  this ambiguous relationship 
between international law and strong States. As 
it happened with Nicaragua v. U.S. in the case 
of  the ICJ, the arbitration may stiffen and 
antagonise China further with UNCLOS and 
binding principles of  international law. This 
said, it is tremendously important that the 
international community persists in advocating 
a rule-of-law based order. 
 
Second, stratcom efforts—those of  China and 
the United States in particular—have been 
analysed in depth. Beijing’s attempts to 
legitimise land reclamation policies all aim at 
the outcome of  securing Chinese control of  
the South China Sea, but involve a variety of  
methods: disorienting targeted audiences into 
uncertainty over the scale of  Chinese territorial 
claims; manipulating international law to 
present itself  as observant of  international 
conventions; deflecting accusations of  
unilateralism with the support of  international 
allies; and highlighting the land reclamation 
activities of  other regional actors, as if  to 
underline China’s adherence to regional norms. 
The U.S. has not been idle, conducting 
FONOPs to undercut Chinese claims to 
sovereignty over the South China Sea. Yet the 
success of  U.S. strategic communications is 
undermined by Washington’s failure to ratify 
UNCLOS, an issue that has received inadequate 
attention among American decision-makers. So 
long as the U.S. fails to completely commit to a 
stratcom approach, stopping short of  
formalising the international principles it 
demands China observes, FONOPs will remain 
a half-measure, needlessly risking a great power 
conflict.  
 
Third, this paper has examined the various 
‘proxy’ methods employed for both power and 
presence in the South China Sea. Given its pre-
existing geographical presence in the region 
through multi-lateral exercises and operations, 
the United States can (and has) easily deploy 
large amounts of  military units into the region. 
To maintain regional presence, shifts in strategy 
towards the increased utilisation of  unmanned 
ordinances aerial and naval platforms. 
Contrastingly, despite gradual modernisation, 

Beijing has still aims to retain a meticulously 
crafted global image. As such, it has 
fundamentally deployed its navy and military 
for diplomatic (intelligence) and fortification 
purposes. However, it also employs alternatives 
such as controlling public opinion and the 
incorporation of  third-party ‘proxies’ – 
supported by former naval specialists. The 
utilisation of  civilian militias has allowed 
Beijing to develop a broad intelligence and 
operational network without the deployment of  
combative ordinances. This further applies to 
the emergence of  digital technologies 
modernizing most of  the region, and China’s 
increasingly effective cyber capabilities to 
conduct malicious digital operations. However, 
this strategy essentially creates a legal 
conundrum allowing the justified deployment 
of  its naval units for protective purposes.  
 
The tension in the South China Sea is a 
complex scenario requiring a strategy that can 
effectively balance relevant security, political, 
economic, social, and legal elements. Unlike 
other regions suffering from similar political-
security tensions, the current scenario involves 
several diverse political and economic 
priorities—as identified by Arthur. Whilst 
legislative avenues might provide weaker states 
some degree of  retribution, it’s effects are 
nullified by states who disagree with its 
outcome. In a world dominated by narratives, 
startcom has become more important than 
ever. However, their effectiveness is also 
undermined by the inability of  participating 
states to comply with broader narratives—
similar to legislative avenues. The limited 
effectiveness of  these systems subsequently 
lead governments to adopt alternative proxy 
strategies to cultivate political and military 
power from the shadows. This allows them to 
maintain a certain surface political image, whilst 
coordinating potentially malicious operations 
which could jeopardize diplomatic primacy or 
influence within a region.  
 
 
 

__________________________ 
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on 27 February 2017, unless otherwise stated. 
 
 
Part I: Godfathers and Bombs: Organised 
Crime and Terrorist Tactics 
Andrea Varsori, Guest Editor, Strife 
 
The general understanding of  how criminal 
organisations work implies that the leaders of  
those groups are mostly discreet, business-
minded folks.1 After all, criminal organisations 
have one, big task that influences their entire 
agenda: they want to make money. They are 
criminal because they use illicit means, like 
coercion or bribes, or because they deal in 
illegal goods, or both. According to this view, 
most of  the time profit is their major objective. 
Rivalries and fights may start when there are 
misgivings on who gains the most from a deal, 
or when rivals start to use coercive means to 
gain control of  greater shares of  the market. 
Still, according to this view, the most reasonable 
Dons know that indiscriminate violence is a 
tool to be used only in very peculiar occasions. 
Normally, it is at best useless, or at worst 
outright dangerous. 
 
Nonetheless, violence is fundamental for mafias 
and gangs in most cases. Criminal organisations 
use it to extort money from legitimate firms; to 
safeguard the secrecy of  important 
information; to punish those who do not fall in 
line. They can also sell violence, to create 
‘protection rings’2 or to assert monopolies. 
                                                
1 The outmost example of  this perspective is the 
economic analysis of  organized crime, whereas the 
criminal organisation is analysed as a particular type of  
firm. See Gianluca Fiorentini & Sam Peltzman (eds.), The 
Economics of  Organized Crime (Cambridge University Press, 
1995), pp. 87-108. A view of  criminal organisations as 
risk-averse groups that prefer to hide or corrupt rather 
than fight is also used in political science. See Bemjamin 
Lessing, ‘Logics of  Violence in Criminal War’, in Journal 
of  Conflict Resolution, Vol. 59, No. 8 (2015), p. 1497. 
2 Diego Gambetta, The Sicilian Mafia: the Business of  Private 
Protection (Harvard University Press, 1993). 

Most importantly, they can play a leading role in 
limiting potential violence: that is, they 
structure a widespread, individual, anomic 
violence into something more organised, more 
ready to exploit economies of  scale, and 
definitely more dangerous. At their best, mafias 
can mimic the state or rule where the latter 
does not arrive, establishing their own practices 
and rituals. Thus, an efficient criminal group 
learns to administer violence to impose a set of  
rules: it sets itself  as judge, jury, and 
executioner; it masters violence, so that only the 
threat of  action is enough to quell any 
opposition. 
 
To the wise godfather, then, terrorism is 
arguably the nemesis. In its most brutal, 
spectacular form, which nowadays has taken 
the form of  the threat of  Daesh, it is a double-
edged knife for a criminal organisation. This 
knife, however, has the sharper edge facing its 
own user. A criminal group stands to lose from 
the use of  terrorist tactics: terrorism forces the 
state to focus all attention on the authors, as it 
constitutes the ultimate danger to a state’s 
authority and legitimacy. Also, indiscriminate 
violence often generates a huge backlash from 
the civil society: thus, criminal organisations, 
which thrive and prosper in an underworld of  
secrecy and corruption, may be crushed by the 
reaction to a terrorist event. 
 
This does not mean that terror and crime can 
never be partners. More often than not, 
terrorist organisations adopt ways and 
techniques from the criminal world. The most 
obvious application is for financing:3 terrorist 

                                                
3 For the broader issue of  the financing of  terrorist 
organizations, see Maya Ehrmann (ed.), ‘Financing 
Terror: A Strife 4-part Series’, in Strife Journal, Issue 5 
(May/June 2015), pp. 29-39. 
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groups have long been dealing in extortion and 
blackmail (as for the IRA in Northern Ireland)4, 
or in illicit trade (as for the FARC in Colombia,5 
or the Taliban in Afghanistan)6, in order to get 
the money to further their political activities. 
Seeing it happen the other way around, 
however, is quite rarer. 
 
This series will focus on this latter type of  the 
crime/terror nexus. Why should a criminal 
organisation use dangerous terrorist tactics? 
Which kind of  objective is it pursuing? Is this 
an entirely new phenomenon? We will deal with 
these questions all along the three parts of  our 
Series. First, Martin Stein will explore the 
bombings of  1992-93 in Italy and their role in 
the struggle between the Sicilian Mafia and the 
Italian State; then, the Bombay bombings of  
March 1993 will be covered, and how one of  
the most famous Indian dons, Dawood 
Ibrahim, was part of  the plot to hit India; 
finally, Joe Atkins will review the cases of  mass 
killings and ‘disappearances’ in Mexico, 
exploring how terror is widely used as a tool to 
assert control on a frightened population. The 
varied scope of  these articles will highlight 
different aspects of  the link between criminal 
organisations and the use of  terror. In Italy, 
bombings were part of  a precise strategy to 
intimidate the Italian state; in India, the attacks 
were motivated by religious reasons and by 
Ibrahim’s intent to appear still as the protector 
of  Bombay Muslims; in Mexico, terror seems 
to constitute a ‘normal’ part of  ‘cartel justice’, 
thus delivering worrying parallels between 
‘narco-warriors’ and fundamentalists.  
 

~*~ 
 
Part II: Letters from Dubai: ‘D-Company’ 
and the ’93 Mumbai terror attacks 
Andrea Varsori, Guest Editor, Strife 
 
Rags-to-riches criminal overlords do not 
normally lack ambition; yet, most of  them do 
not aim to claim the title of  ‘Protectors of  the 
                                                
4 J. Burns, ‘Dealing in the Business of  Fear’, in Financial 
Times (7 January 1992), p. 10. 
5 Peter Chalk, The Latin American Drug Trade (Rand Corp., 
2011), pp. 15-18. 
6 Antonio Giustozzi (ed.), Decoding the New Taliban: Insights 
from the Afghan Field (Hurst Publishers, 2009), pp. 7-22, 
150. 

Faith’. Their daily worries are mostly concerned 
with assuring that their network of  businesses 
runs smoothly, that officials are sufficiently 
bribed or intimidated, and that all their 
underlings actually remain loyal. However, even 
the most business-minded criminal bosses can 
develop a sense of  allegiance to their own 
community, be it ethnic or religious. In times of  
sectarian violence, these overlords may decide 
to act to defend their people. This decision may 
be completely at odds with the logic of  the 
criminal enterprise: it entails a potential 
backlash from the authorities and the larger 
public. During sectarian conflicts, however, 
their reputation is at stake: inaction may spark 
doubts about a boss’ ability to project his own 
power, thus encouraging rivals to try to take 
over his networks. The boss’ community may 
also feel betrayed, and may begin to sabotage 
the boss’ illicit trade and favour someone else. 
There is no simple way to solve this problem.  
 
Dawood Ibrahim probably never had this kind 
of  thoughts before December 1992. At that 
time, Ibrahim was one of  the most powerful 
citizens of  Mumbai, although he was no longer 
a resident. He was born in the southern part of  
the city in 1955, the eldest son in a low-income 
family of  ten. After dropping out of  school, he 
gradually resorted to extortions and robbing, 
eventually ending up smuggling goods in local 
markets. The major boost to his career arrived 
while in jail: there, in fact, he managed to earn 
the trust of  Haji Mastan and Yusuf  Patel, two 
of  the most important smugglers of  the city.7 
Having understood Dawood’s ambition, they 
entrusted him with their business before 
retiring. By the time Dawood was free again, he 
had thus gained access to Mastan’s and Patel’s 
resources. Starting from there, he used both 
ruthless violence and cunning to profit from 
the weaknesses of  the most important gang in 
Mumbai, led by Pathans from Afghanistan. By 
1982, he had managed to kill the new leader of  
this gang; however, the Mumbai police was 
often able to prove his complicity in most of  
his gang’s crimes, and he was visiting prison 
quite often. On 4 May 1984, he jumped bail and 
fled to Dubai.8  
 
                                                
7 S. Hussain Zaidi, Black Friday: The True Story of  the 
Bombay Bomb Blasts (Penguin Books, 2002), pp. 21-23. 
8 Ibid., p. 25.  
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In Dubai, then a major haven for smugglers, he 
managed to build a massive network of  illegal 
and legal businesses. This network included 
both Muslims and Hindus, as it had often been 
the case in earlier criminal gangs of  Mumbai. 
What became known as ‘D-Company’ -- from 
the first letter of  Dawood -- smuggled in gold, 
silver, electronic goods, and textiles; it extorted 
protection from businessmen and occasionally 
solved disputes between them.9 In Dubai, 
Ibrahim built for himself  a luxurious mansion, 
where he organised lavish parties, inviting 
Mumbai’s most famous celebrities, cricketers, 
and politicians. His story was that of  a boy 
from Dongri who had successfully taken 
control of  entire criminal enterprises and who 
had silenced rival Hindu dons: in Mumbai, 
Muslims in the slums started to see him as an 
empowering model, as a vindicator of  the 
Islamic minority. He could not return to his 
own city, however, as he knew that the police 
was waiting for him. This constraint became a 
problem for him and his associates when the 
Mumbai riots began in December 1992. 
 
It all started in Ayodhya, 1,460km northeast of  
Mumbai. In this region, Hindu mythology 
claimed that Ram, one of  the avatars of  
Vishnu, was born; a temple stood on the exact 
place of  Ram’s birth. In 1523, Mahmud of  
Ghazni, commander of  an army of  Muslim 
invaders from Central Asia, conquered the area 
and destroyed the temple of  Ram. In its place, 
he built the Babri Masjid, or Babur’s Mosque, in 
honour of  the first Moghul Emperor. The 
memory of  these events contributed to 
embittered relations between Hindus and 
Muslims in the area. In the 1980s, the Hindu 
Sangh Parivar (HSP), an umbrella organisation 
including several Hindu nationalist groups, 
aimed to revive the dispute. The members of  
its various branches claimed that the mosque 
had to be closed and destroyed, in order to 
build a new, bigger temple to Ram. The victory 
of  the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), itself  a part 
of  HSP, at the local state elections in 1991 
decided the fate of  the mosque. One year later, 
the government transferred the property of  the 
land on which the Masjid stood to a Hindu 
organisation charged with constructing a new 
temple; volunteers destroyed all buildings 

                                                
9 Ibid., pp. 26-27. 

surrounding the mosque.10 On 6 December 
1992, a crowd of  150,000 Hindu nationalist 
militants summoned by the main leaders 
managed to overcome a weak police presence 
and razed to the ground the Babri Masjid.11 
 
This was an insult for many Indian Muslims. 
The destruction of  the mosque in Ayodhya was 
followed by six days of  intense riots. In 
Mumbai, Muslim mobs started targeting 
temples; the police, in a desperate attempt to 
control the violence, fired on looters, while 
Hindus retaliated on mosques.12 This cycle of  
riots in Mumbai left 227 dead: around two-
thirds of  the victims were Muslims, while only 
15% of  the whole city population at that time 
was Islamic.13 In January 1993, a new sequence 
of  riots occurred: this time, the troubles lasted 
for ten days, and caused 557 dead and more 
than 2.000 injured.14 As in the December riots, 
the Islamic population had been 
disproportionally hit by the violence.   
 
As the riots went on, Dawood Ibrahim kept 
receiving discomforting news. Furious rioters 
were explicitly targeting Muslim men and 
women; after days of  communal violence, 
angry mobs began to protest against him, 
shouting ‘Dawood to death’.15 They felt 
betrayed: he seemed distant, powerless, and 
unable to protect them. This belief  could 
become rapidly damaging to Dawood’s 
reputation and business. As the riots abated, 
sectarian tension did not decrease: by the end 
of  January 1993, Dawood had finally decided to 
exact revenge for the riots. 
 
He ultimately did not need to do much. He 
helped to hold meetings in Dubai with 
powerful Mumbai Muslim criminals, along with 
representatives of  the ‘concerned Muslims’ 
from the Arab world. He permitted weapons 
and explosives to be smuggled in India through 
the routes he controlled. Last, but not least, he 
provided the connection with the Pakistani 
                                                
10 John McLeod, The History of  India (Greenwood 
Publishing, 2015), p. 194. 
11 Burton Stein & David Arnold, A History of  India (John 
Wiley & Sons, 2010), pp. 411-412. 
12 Dileep Padgaonkar (ed.), When Bombay Burned (UBS 
Publishers, 1993), pp. ix-xi. 
13 Ibid., p. XVI. 
14 Ibid., pp. 42-100. 
15 Zaidi, Black Friday, p. 21. 
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secret services, the Inter Service Intelligence 
(ISI).  
 
The plan to hit Mumbai proceeded. On the 
afternoon of  Friday, 12 March 1993, a group of  
affiliates of  Dawood’s smuggling networks 
struck the city with the widest and most 
complex set of  bombing ever seen in a single 
city and on a single day. Ten explosions rocked 
the city between 1.28pm and 3.35pm. The 
bombs targeted different core points, from the 
Mumbai Stock Exchange, to the Katha Bazaar, 
the city’s largest wholesale market for grain and 
spice, and then to the Plaza Cinema, one of  the 
symbols of  the city’s burgeoning movie 
industry. At the end of  the day, 257 persons 
were dead and 713 more were injured.16 
 
Naturally, one of  the targets was also the 
headquarters of  the Hindu nationalist Shiv 
Sena party, a part of  the HSP. The Shiv Sena 
had a prominent role in advocating the 
destruction of  the Babri Masjid and in fostering 
anti-Muslim propaganda. A bomb exploded 
near an oil pump, on the side of  the main 
building: four people died, no members of  the 
Shiv Sena were among them. Nonetheless, the 
location of  the bomb made very clear what was 
the target and the sectarian allegiance of  those 
who had placed it. Communal riots could have 
been the first logical consequence. 
 
Fortunately, police forces managed to avert this 
potential outcome. Moreover, the brutality and 
breadth of  the attacks had shocked most 
Mumbai citizens into terror, rather than rage. 
As soon as the smoke from the explosions had 
settled, however, the police started connecting 
the dots. It was apparent from the beginning 
that this act of  terrorism required a complex 
organization and uncommon skills. On 15 
March, the Times of  India claimed that ‘hi-tech 
terrorism’ had arrived in India.17 At that time, 
this type of  terrorism had several harbingers; 
apart from the Liberation Tigers of  Tamil 
Eelam, most of  them were Islamic 
fundamentalist organizations.  
 
Right from the beginning, however, Dawood’s 
fame turned against him: his name was the first 
                                                
16 Ibid., pp. 1-17. 
17 ‘High-tech Terrorism’, in The Times of  India (March 15, 
1993). 

to appear in the theories that tried to explain 
the attacks.18 The lack of  training and discipline 
on the part of  the terrorists also helped the 
police tremendously. During the bombings, in 
fact, some of  them were reaching by van the 
buildings that hosted the city and the 
Maharashtra state administration, with the 
intent of  murdering every BJP member they 
could find. As they passed near one of  the 
target locations, however, a bomb exploded, 
and they abruptly decided to abort the 
mission.19 Therefore, they left their van behind, 
filled with weapons and explosives. When the 
police found the vehicle, it became a decisive 
lead for the investigators, as the van’s owner 
was a relative of  Tiger Memon. 
 
As the Mumbai police officers soon discovered, 
Memon was the centrepiece of  the bombing 
plot. The son of  a part-time worker, second 
among six, he grew up in a decaying, crowded 
building in Pydhonie - a mostly Muslim zone of  
South Mumbai. After a failed attempt as a bank 
cashier, he started his criminal career as a 
chauffeur for local smugglers. He was quickly 
noticed for his recklessness and his knowledge 
of  the city; this earned him an invitation to 
Dubai, where he became a gold carrier. In a few 
years, he took charge of  all smuggling 
operations from Mumbai; a sumptuous 
wedding in 1985 and the opening of  an office 
in the city’s financial quarters definitively 
confirmed his rise.20 
 
Tiger Memon had been the true organiser and 
motivator behind the attacks. He supported 
from the beginning Dawood’s decision to 
retaliate for the anti-Muslim riots. He was in 
charge of  smuggling the weapons and he knew 
exactly how they could best reach Mumbai: by 
arriving on the coast, 250km south of  the city.21 
He profited from the same techniques, 
connections, and intelligence that he used when 
transporting gold and electronic goods. He also 
selected the people that could deliver the 
bombs: they were all members of  his network. 
After choosing his affiliates, he organised their 

                                                
18 Hypotheses about his involvement started to appear on 
that same Friday and right afterwards. Zaidi, Black Friday, 
p. 104; Padgaonkar, When Bombay Burned, p. 169. 
19 Zaidi, Black Friday, p. 94. 
20 Ibid., pp. 31-36. 
21 Ibid., pp. 40-52. 
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military training in Pakistan; he visited the 
training camp for some days, according to one 
of  the participants.22 Most importantly, after 
giving his men a final rousing speech, the 
evening before the attacks, he left on a 4am 
flight to Dubai to join his large family.23 
 
Later judiciary proceedings confirmed Tiger 
Memon’s role. The final judgement on the 
bombings arrived on 21 March 2013, with a 
sentence by the Supreme Court of  India, which 
upheld prison sentences for most of  the 
accused. Dawood Ibrahim and Tiger Memon, 
however, have not yet faced trial: they have 
gone into hiding, possibly in Pakistan; 
Dawood’s new house has been traced to 
Karachi as late as 2006.24 Still, their departure 
from Dubai and the greater attention on the 
part of  the authorities have taken their toll on 
Ibrahim’s and Memon’s criminal network. The 
decision to help to stage the attacks has divided 
the ‘D-Company’ along religious lines: in 1996, 
Chhota Rajan, one of  Dawood’s main 
subordinates, formed his own gang in 
retaliation for the 1993 bombings. Rajan was 
Hindu, as most of  his own affiliates: the schism 
caused a flare-up of  gang-related homicides in 
Mumbai, with more than a hundred people 
dead.25  
 
Dawood’s decision to act, then, caused 
permanent damages to his criminal syndicate. 
Sectarian division has certainly harmed ‘D-
Company’s’ activity after infighting broke out in 
the late 1990s. The public nature of  the 1993 
terrorist attack, moreover, provided too much 
unwanted attention for a criminal organisation. 
Dawood’s choice can be explained by paying 
attention to the dual nature of  his role as a 
‘Don’: he had been both the man in charge for 
a criminal firm’s success and the potential 
avenger of  the Muslim minorities of  Mumbai. 

                                                
22 Ibid., pp. 61-62. 
23 Ibid., p. 82. 
24 Atir Khan, ‘Tiger Memon Wanted to Bomb Plane at 
Sahar Airport to Avenge Mumbai Riots, Says 1993 Bomb 
Blasts Accused’, in India Today (1 August 2015), online at 
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/tiger-memon-wanted-
to-bomb-plane-at-sahar-airport-to-avenge-mumbai-
riots/1/455519.html.  
25 Praveen Swami, ‘Mumbai’s Mafia Wars’, in Frontline, 
Vol. 16 (March-April 1999), online at 
http://www.frontline.in/static/html/fl1607/16070420.ht
m. 

He decided to act to fulfil the latter role, instead 
of  the former. The fact that he is not serving a 
prison sentence in India shows that he had 
some guarantees on his own personal safety. In 
this perspective, a crisis of  his own criminal 
network may have seemed as a reasonable price 
to pay. 
 

~*~ 
 
Part III: Negotiating with Bombs. The 
Sicilian Mafia’s attempts at intimidating the 
Italian State 
Martin Stein 
 
In the night between 26 and 27 May 1993, a 
wide deflagration struck Florence, seemingly 
from its medieval centre. A car bomb, loaded 
with 277kg of  explosives, had detonated in via 
dei Georgofili, a narrow road behind the world-
known Uffizi art gallery. The bomb destroyed 
the Torre dei Pulci, a tower built during the 
Renaissance. There were five victims: in the 
Torre, in fact, Angela Fiume (36 years old), the 
warden, lived with his husband, Fabrizio 
Nencioni (39), and their two daughters, Nadia 
(9) and Caterina (2 months). The bomb also, in 
addition, caused a fire that killed Dario 
Capolicchio (22), a college student. There were 
48 injured alongside heavy damages to the 
nearby Uffizi building. Around 25% of  the 
paintings in the area were damaged, some of  
them beyond any possibility of  repair.26 
 
Three other bombings occurred exactly two 
months after the Florence attack. Two car 
bombs detonated in Rome, in front of  two 
different churches (San Giorgio al Velabro and 
San Giovanni in Laterano), injuring 22 people 
but with no casualties. A third car bomb was 
placed in Milan, Italy’s financial centre. The 
blast damaged the Contemporary Art Pavillion 
and killed a traffic inspector, three firefighters 
and a Moroccan migrant. In Italy, the shock 
from the incidents was immediate. Most of  the 
population were unprepared, as Italians 
believed that terrorism had ended in the 
‘Seventies’, otherwise known as the ‘Lead 

                                                
26 Frances D’Emilio, ‘Car Bomb Blast Damages 
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Years’.27  
 
Bloodshed, however, was not uncommon in 
those years. In 1992, three events stood out for 
importance: this time, they all happened in 
Sicily. On 12 March, the passenger of  a passing 
motorbike shot the Christian Democrat 
politician Salvo Lima in Palermo. On 23 May, a 
bomb exploded under the official car of  Judge 
Giovanni Falcone, one of  the recent 
protagonists of  the struggle against the Sicilian 
Mafia. The explosive device killed Falcone, his 
wife and his three police-officer escort. Finally, 
on 19 July, a car bomb placed under the house 
of  Judge Paolo Borsellino, the other 
protagonist of  the recent Mafia prosecutions. 
The blast killed the Judge and five police 
servicemen.  
 
These assassinations could have been the 
ultimate setback for the struggle against the 
Mafia. It had taken decades, for Italy at large 
and for the Sicilian society in particular, to 
acknowledge openly even the existence of  this 
criminal organisation.28 Its workings and its 
activities were, for most of  the Cold War 
period, secret and unnoticeable. Mafiosi 
composed local disputes, imposed their 
protection racket, and collected their own 
taxation (the pizzo).29 Most importantly, local 
Families controlled a sizeable portion of  votes. 
This meant that they were able to strike a deal 
with local politicians, mostly from the Christian 
Democrat party, to exchange electoral success 
for state inaction and distribution of  public 
money.30 Thus, Mafiosi and their political allies 
were often in charge of  providing key public 
services, including hospitals and transportation. 
Then, even if  Mafia violence sometimes 
exploded in savage wars for internal 
predominance, until the 1980s, its overarching 
infiltration of  the local authority went largely 
unnoticed. 
 
                                                
27 Clare Longrigg, Boss of  Bosses. A Journey into the Heart of  
the Sicilian Mafia (Thomas Dunne Books, 2009), pp. 120-
121. 
28 Alexander Stille, ‘Their Thing’, in The American Scholar, 
Vol. 64, No. 2 (Spring, 1995), p. 292. 
29 Diego Gambetta, The Sicilian Mafia: The Business of  
Private Protection (Harvard University Press, 1993). 
30 Louise I. Shelley, ‘Mafia and the Italian State: The 
Historical Roots of  the Current Crisis’, in Sociological 
Forum, Vol. 9, No. 4 (Dec., 1994), pp. 668-669.  

This began to change in the 1970s. The Mafia 
Families had suffered a backlash from the State 
in the previous decade, due to a massacre 
occurred during the first Mafia war. The ‘Lead 
Years’, instead, brought a new opportunity: the 
heroin trade. Some Mafiosi had already been 
engaged in smuggling,31 but, after the start of  
the ‘War on Drugs’, prominent bosses turned 
their organisation to trafficking on a larger 
scale, also by exploiting their connections with 
the American Cosa Nostra. Important leaders 
like Stefano Bontate and Tano Badalamenti 
started making estimated millions of  dollars. In 
the meantime, however, they ignored a 
dangerous menace to their domination. From 
the town of  Corleone, near Palermo, a group 
of  prominent killers rose up. Their first leader 
was Luciano Leggio, who then transmitted his 
power to two main associates, Totò Riina and 
Bernardo Provenzano. The Corleonesi, as they 
were known, started encroaching on the whole 
organisation, by investing money in making 
allies and acquiring loyalties, instead of  buying 
luxury goods. Even if  Bontate and Badalamenti 
were much richer, the Corleonesi rapidly became 
militarily more powerful. By 1977, they 
managed to expel Badalamenti from the 
Commission, the general ruling organ of  the 
Mafia. In 1981, they started the second Mafia 
war, by directly killing Badalamenti and 
Bontate.32 
 
In the following three years, the Corleonesi 
successfully achieved the Mafia equivalent of  a 
coup d’état. They showed that military power and 
support from the Families was more important 
than wealth and drug trade connections. They 
stepped up the number of  killings, eventually 
murdering more than 200 affiliates to the rival 
families. They effectively turned a war into a 
slaughter, as their enemies were too astonished 
by the series of  attacks to react in any manner. 
The Corleonesi also showed a never before seen 
eagerness to inflict harm and with that guiding 
mentality they irredeemably damaged the old 
Mafia tenets. Mafiosi from Corleone spared no 
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relative, when they carried out their 
assassinations. In one case, a ‘man of  honour’ 
managed to escape from an assassination 
attempt, and they retaliated by killing 35 of  his 
relatives.  
 
By the end of  1983, Totò Riina, then the leader 
of  the Corleone group, had taken over the 
whole organisation. The Mafia came under the 
dominion of  this aggressive and harsh élite, 
which spelled its subsequent crisis. Riina, in 
fact, did not stop with the utter defeat of  the 
rival Families. Soon, he started ordering killings 
based on suspects only, and he quickly ended 
up eliminating his own allies and associates. By 
those years, however, a new group of  judges 
had united in Palermo, including judges Falcone 
and Borsellino.33 The climate of  fear established 
by the Corleonesi ultimately convinced some of  
the most desperate Mafiosi to surrender to the 
State, exchanging insider information for a 
reduced sentence. These figures were the pentiti, 
‘repented ones’. In September 1984, Tommaso 
Buscetta decided to turn into one of  them. 
This decision was critical, as he became the 
highest-ranked Mafioso collaborating with 
justice.34 
 
Buscetta’s witnessing, along with the 
contribution from other pentiti, helped the team 
of  Judges to set a ‘maxi-trial’ against 474 Mafiosi 
in February 1986. This trial ended on 31 
January 1992 with a judgement by the Court of  
Cassation. The Court upheld the sentences and, 
for the first time, declared the Mafia to be a 
single organisation, with the Commission 
responsible for its murders. Riina used to scorn 
the Italian state, as it did not support those who 
tried to fight organised crime.35 With the maxi-
trial final sentence, however, the authorities had 
inflicted a significant blow on his affiliates. He 
answered in the way that he knew best: by 
murder. 
 
Riina and some of  his followers believed that 
the Italian State would ultimately back down. 
They felt betrayed by the Christian Democrat 
party, their old partner for embezzlement and 
corruption operations. They even felt betrayed 
                                                
33 Ibid., pp. 298-9. 
34 He, in fact, was one of  the founders of  the 
Commission, back in 1957. Ibid., p. 236. 
35 Ibid., p. 297. 

by the Catholic Church, which had begun to 
denounce in earnest the Mafia’s violence. They 
were convinced that they could coerce the 
Christian Democrats and the Church into 
submission and force them to ignore the Mafia, 
as it happened before. This, however, was not 
possible anymore. The Corleonesi succeeded in 
killing Falcone and Borsellino and in enacting 
the bombings in Florence, Milan, and Rome. 
However, the very political system that had 
protected them was tumbling down. The 
collapse of  the Soviet Union spelled the end of  
the Communist Party; a wave of  corruption 
scandals effectively dissolved the Christian 
Democracy and the Socialists. In this 
atmosphere of  unforeseen political 
transformation, the tide turned against the 
Mafia. The years of  the car bombs were the 
years when fundamental legal measures were 
approved. Among them, pentiti started to enjoy 
a witness protection scheme, a new anti-Mafia 
authority was established, the police were given 
the option to infiltrate the organisation, and 
tougher prison conditions were made available 
for high-ranking Mafiosi.36  
 
By the mid-1990s, the bombing campaign had 
largely receded. Far from intimidating the 
Italian state, terrorist tactics had backfired 
tremendously. As the Italian political system 
changed, the Sicilian Mafia had decided to act 
violently in the moment when their erstwhile 
protectors were disappearing. The whole 
organisation seemed hijacked by its Corleonesi 
core. This exercised an immense pressure on 
the Mafia, and many of  its affiliates turned to 
cooperating with the state. The syndicate had 
lost its ancient rules and most importantly, its 
lost focus of  its main reason to exist, - making 
money. After the arrest of  Riina, in 1994, 
Bernardo Provenzano became the new ‘boss of  
bosses’ and, as he was a more cautious man, he 
patiently tried to regain control of  the Sicilian 
territory. After its imprisonment, in 2006, 
Matteo Messina Denaro, a relatively young 
leader, has probably decided that preserving the 
protection racket and getting a share of  the 
drug trade was more than enough. Without car 
bombs and targeted killings, the Mafia 
transformed into a wider, untraceable 
organisation, whose laundered money has 
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reached all of  Italy and the wealthiest parts of  
the European continent. 
 

~*~ 
 
Part IV: Setting Some Examples: Violence 
as Communication in Mexico’s Cartel War 
Joe Atkins 
 
Too often, some conflicts attract attention only 
when something abnormally brutal happens. 
This occurred in Nigeria, when the terrorist 
group Boko Haram kidnapped 276 girls on 14 
April 2014, shocking international audiences. 
This happened also, some months later, in 
Mexico. There, in the state of  Guerrero, 43 
students were kidnapped on 20 September 
2014. Two weeks later, local police forces found 
a mass grave, with the charred and tortured 
bodies of  28 of  them. Mexico’s Attorney 
General claimed that the former mayor of  the 
town of  Iguala ordered the massacre, in 
cooperation with the local cartel, Guerreros 
Unidos. A year after the fact, however, an 
international committee, appointed by the 
Inter-American Commission for Human 
Rights, expressed serious concerns regarding 
the Attorney General’s account of  the event.37 
This sparked doubts about the reliability of  this 
version, which affirms that members of  the 
Guerreros Unidos killed the students, took 
them to a dump, and burned their bodies. 
Reports about the federal police’s monitoring 
activity of  the students casted a shadow on this 
episode of  brutality.38 
 
The massacre of  the 43 students of  Guerrero 
was a particularly notorious case, even for 
crime-ridden Mexico. It attracted international 
attention, constituting a major embarrassment 
for President Enrique Peña Nieto’s 
government. Outside observers, however, face 
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a daunting task when they try to make sense of  
Mexico’s highly intense violence, made even 
more difficult given the complexity of  the 
conflict itself. It is no surprise that some 
commentators simply dismiss violence as 
devoid of  any rational meaning. Actually, the 
intricate character of  the conflict is a problem 
also for cartels and state authorities themselves. 
Blurred allegiances and conflicting attributions 
of  blame make communication very difficult. 
In this context, violence has become a tool to 
convey information and propaganda. 
 
The Mexico drug war has been going on since 
2006 and has caused among 30 and 60 per cent 
of  the 120.000 homicides that occurred in the 
country between 2006 and 2013.39 During the 
last ten years, eight cartels have been competing 
with each other for the control of  the trade 
routes for cocaine, marijuana and 
methamphetamine. Simultaneously, they have 
confronted the Mexican state, by corrupting or 
intimidating police and judiciary officials, by 
scaring local mayors, and by influencing 
elections. To add confusion to this already 
complex situation, allegiances and power 
relations have been very fluid. Local gangs, in 
fact, often switch loyalty, while some cartels 
have been effectively defeated, only to have 
rivals and offshoots rising in their place. 
Moreover, several anti-crime forces have been 
operating, including the Mexican Army and 
Navy, with various degrees of  effectiveness and 
collusion. Local citizens, finally, have conjured 
up their own vigilante forces, which have often 
demonstrated as much brutality as the drug 
trafficking organisations.40 
 
In this complicated context, it is often difficult 
to know who is ruling in a particular area. Thus, 
cartels and gangs have often decided to make 
their presence felt by way of  cruelty and terror. 
This already happened during the outburst of  
drug-related violence in the 1990s, when 
beheadings became a frequent method to send 
messages to rival cartels. The new era of  ‘high-

                                                
39 Brianna Lee & Danielle Renwick, ‘Mexico’s Drug War’, 
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intensity crime’, however, has renewed and 
expanded this function of  violence.  
 
Now, messages conveyed by violence reach 
multiple audiences. Politicians are the recipients, 
as well as police officers, journalists, the armed 
forces, and the public at large.41 Violence has 
become a major communication tool, and its 
effect is different depending on the receiver. 
Cartels target members of  particular categories 
to push them to cooperate or to make them 
neutral; violence, however, hits common 
citizens as well, sowing confusion among them 
and paralysing any attempt to revert the drug 
traffickers’ grip on society. Moreover, violence 
has become so widespread that it is actually 
possible to identify different types of  violence, 
each of  which conveys a particular message 
from drug trafficking organisations. 
 
Mass killings are one of  these types. If  we look 
deeper into Mexico’s most dangerous states we 
can find other massacres like the one in Iguala. 
In most of  them, survivor reports, CCTV 
videos, or victims’ reports pointed out at the 
Los Zetas cartel, formed by ex-members of  
Mexico’s Special Forces. In 2010, in San 
Fernando, Tamaulipas state, Los Zetas affiliates 
killed 72 immigrants from Central and South 
America, after their refusal to join the cartel or 
pay extra fees to enter the United States.42 In 
2011, in the same area, Zetas hijacked several 
passenger buses, raping the women and forcing 
the able-bodied men to fight among 
themselves, awarding the survivors with cartel 
membership;43 in total, 193 people died. Only 
some months later, in Monterrey, Nuevo Léon 
state, a Los Zetas commando fired 
indiscriminately on customers in a casino, and 
then started a fire that destroyed the building, 
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killing 52 people in total.44 In the same area, the 
year later, 49 bodies were found dumped by a 
roadside on the Mexican Federal Highway 40.45 
The Los Zetas cartel seems to be responsible 
for all the mass killings above. The heightened 
rivalry between Zetas and the Sinaloa cartel 
over cocaine routes in North-Eastern Mexico is 
the most likely explanation of  this series of  
indiscriminate violence. Massacres, however, are 
also a means to maintain the Zetas’ reputation 
as cold-blooded murderers with a taste for 
bloodshed.46 It is a tool of  psychological 
warfare. In an environment where violence is 
everywhere, the need to make its effect felt is 
even more pressing. 
 
Violence as a communication tool, then, is the 
by-product of  the rivalry among several cartels. 
This rivalry engenders a ‘competitive escalation 
of  increasingly extreme and creatively violent 
acts’.47 Most of  this escalation, for now, resulted 
in the murder of  single persons or of  little 
groups. At its core, the murder in itself  is 
always a message, as its perpetrators usually 
present it as a punishment, an act of  justice. 
Since the beginning of  the conflict, however, it 
has lost its symbolic strength, simply because 
there are too many of  them.48 Beheadings were 
an early method to convey a more forceful 
message and stun the audience, by showing that 
cartel members were capable of  anything.49 
Even decapitations, however, have become 
increasingly commonplace, since a group of  
members of  La Familia Michoacana threw five 
severed heads on a nightclub dancefloor to 
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$500 to $650 per month for indeterminate killings and 
other acts of  violence. Paul Rexton Kan, Cartels at War 
(Potomac Books, 2012), p. 26. 
49 Kan, Cartels, p. 29. 
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publicise their ‘divine justice’.50 With time, then, 
a whole set of  forms of  drug-related killing and 
treatment of  corpses has formed, with its own 
lexicon. These words are quite common among 
different Mexican cartels and in the media 
coverage of  the drug war.  For example, 
enteipados are bodies wrapped in duct tape; 
descuartizados are bodies that have been 
quartered (as the victims of  the 2012 Nuevo 
Leon massacre); encajuelados are bodies left in 
the trunk of  a car; entambados are bodies 
crammed in barrels; encobijados are bodies 
wrapped in blankets. In addition, cutting off  
fingers means that the dead person was a 
snitch; cutting hands means that the dead was a 
thief; cutting the tongue means the dead was a 
police or rival cartel informer, while cutting the 
foot means the dead was a defector.51 Finally, 
bodies are generally left on roadsides, usually 
half  or wholly naked. This happens most often 
for women, as a means to deprive them of  their 
honour, but also for men, in an attempt to 
demote their manhood.52 In Mexico, drug-
related murders are seldom a hidden act. On 
the contrary, narcos leave the bodies in public 
places, where everyone can see and read the 
messages on the corpse.  
 
Actual violence, then, has evolved from simple 
murder, by differentiating into different types, 
according to quantity, treatment of  the body, 
and ritualized display of  it. Another dimension, 
however, is particularly important in the current 
inter-cartel war: the broadcasting of  violence. 
Brutal acts committed by cartel members, in 
fact, are not only important as a local display of  
strength. With the diffusion of  Internet, in fact, 
their reproduction has become as much a tool 
of  psychological warfare as an integral part of  
the narcocultura. In the past, cartels had also 
profited from traditional channels, by devoting 
attention to timing to guarantee that specific 
time slots of  local television news cover the 
murders.53 The online presence of  drug 
trafficking organisations, however, is 
increasingly important. The Internet has 

                                                
50 ‘Human Heads Dumped in Mexico Bar’, in BBC News 
(7 September 2006), online at 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/5322160.stm. 
51 A. Y. Guevara, ‘Propaganda in Mexico’s Drug War’, in 
Journal of  Strategic Security, Vol. 6, No. 3 (2013), p. 138. 
52 Campbell, Narco-Propaganda, pp. 65-66. 
53 Ibid., p. 65. 

become a major battlefield in the information 
war, with its own offensives and counter-
offensives,54 and cartels and vigilante groups 
have become its major actors, with the Mexican 
state present in a lesser degree.55 
 
Cartels, however, still do not have a vertically 
organised propaganda strategy, with a coherent 
graphic style, formalised structures and 
technical sophistication.56 Most of  the output 
consists in self-proclaimed cartel members and, 
in large part, in young men attracted by drug 
trafficking myths. Cartel online presence, then, 
is scattered, grassroots, and spontaneous. It is, 
thus, also more difficult to tackle. This is 
particularly true for social networks, with 
reports of  cartel activity on Myspace, Youtube57 
and Facebook.58 Cartel members have used all 
these online channels to convey threats of  
violence or pictures and videos of  murders and 
massacres. Apart from mainstream social 
networks and media sites, moreover, cartel-
specific news sites have sprung up, to avoid the 
self-imposed censorship of  local newspapers 
and to capitalise on narcocultura’s increasing 
success. The foremost example is 
blogdelnarco.com, which, since its inception in 
2010, has become one of  Mexico’s most visited 
sites. Blog del Narco broadcasts gruesome 
pictures of  murders and, most famously, videos 
of  interrogations, usually featuring the torture 
and homicide of  the hostage.59 In this way, 
cartel members humiliate the victim, as well as 
the rival cartels; they spread fear among their 
affiliates and show how the government is 
weak, if  the victim is a police officer. 
 
Outside commentators often define violence in 
the Mexican cartel war as ‘meaningless’. This 
assertion, as we have seen, is hardly true. 
Violence, first, serves as a way of  settling 
disputes and punishing. This is not its only 

                                                
54 Robert J. Bunker, ‘The Growing Mexican Cartel and 
Vigilante War in Cyberspace’, in Small Wars Journal, Nov. 
2011, pp. 1-4. 
55 Guevara, ‘Propaganda’, p. 150. 
56 Sarah Womer & Robert J. Bunker, ‘Sureños Gangs and 
Mexican Cartel Use of  Social Networking Sites’, in Small 
Wars & Insurgencies, Vol. 21, No. 1 (2010), pp. 91-92. 
57 Ibid., pp. 86-89. 
58 J.-C. Castilo, The Mexican Cartels' Employment of  Inform 
and Influence Activities (IIA) as Tools of  Asymmetrical Warfare 
(University of  Kwazulu-Natal, 2014), p. 4. 
59 Campbell, ‘Narco-Propaganda’, pp. 68-70. 
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function, though. From the cartel’s perspective, 
violence is most effective when rival cartels, 
government forces, and the local population get 
to know that cartel justice has stricken. The 
communication of  violence, thus, is an essential 
part of  the act of  kidnapping, torturing, or 
killing. As drug trafficking organisations lack 
the communication strategy and hierarchy that 
terrorist groups retain, every affiliate or group 
of  affiliates participates in the larger 
information war, by acting, by leaving messages, 
and by broadcasting them via television or the 
Internet. The combined effect of  this 
phenomenon is to sow confusion among those 
who fight the cartels and to establish a climate 
of  constant, ever-lasting fear among a paralysed 
population. 
 
 
 
 

__________________________ 
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Adam Lyons. The 1711 Expedition to Quebec: Politics and the Limitations of  
British Global Strategy. London, New York, etc: Bloomsbury, 2013. ISBN 978-14-
72-581693. Pp. xiv, 272. Hardcover. £100.00. 
 
 
This is a most welcome study of  a key naval 
operation, the first assault on French North 
America by the newly united Great Britain in 
the eighteenth century, significant not just for 
being the first in a century marked by such 
operations but for being a failure. 
 
British failures are potentially very valuable to 
the historian. They can offer an important 
perspective from which to reassess many 
unspoken assumptions which fill the pages of  
those naval histories which conspire to 
perpetuate the familiar sense of  inevitability to 
the rise of  eighteenth-century British imperial 
power. This success was, of  course, 
dramatically confirmed by the Peace of  Paris of  
1763, but Lyons promises here a refreshing 
examination not of  strengths, but of  British 
limitations. Also up for reconsideration, one 
might hope, is the corresponding picture of  
congenital French failure reinforced by the two 
later and successful sieges of  the great fortress 
of  Louisbourg in Nova Scotia in 1745 and 
1758.  
 
For all the many strengths of  this book, it is 
perhaps unfortunate, however, that Lyons 
chooses as his purpose the apportioning of  
blame for the failure of  the expedition. No 
longer, we are told, should opprobrium fall on 
the commander of  the expedition, Hovenden 
Walker, but instead upon his political superior 
the Secretary of  State, Henry St John. This 
approach might help us to understand better 
what went wrong in 1711, but it also does less 
than Lyons claims to shed new light on the 
subsequent history of  Britain as an eighteenth-

century maritime power. 
 
The main contention is perfectly plausible, that 
is that St John’s misguided desire for secrecy 
meant that the expedition was undersupplied, 
that this put pressure on Boston from where it 
was launched, and that the brief  window of  
opportunity in the short campaigning season 
due to harsh Canadian winters was wasted. 
Indeed, the argument is very well made. There 
is no doubting the quality of  the primary 
research and the thoroughness of  the 
background secondary reading. Sensible, 
thoughtful conclusions are drawn. The rather 
one-dimensional accusations that historians 
have levelled against Walker, that he was ‘timid’, 
for example, undoubtedly neglect many 
complexities, the difficulty of  navigating the St 
Lawrence and the nature of  these winters 
foremost among them. Moreover, given the 
undeveloped nature of  amphibious operations 
at the time, Lyons sagely warns us against using 
the standards and expectations of  British 
operations in the Seven Years War (1756-63) as 
a weapon against poor Walker. 
 
The result is an excellent insight into the first 
stage of  the Anglo-French competition of  the 
eighteenth century. We learn much about the 
strategic context, the politics, the personal 
histories of  the leaders involved, and the 
enormous practical and logistical preparations. 
With the arrival of  some 10,000 men from 
Britain, the population of  Boston was 
effectively doubled for a short time causing a 
number of  complications and tensions. Still, a 
squadron of  77 vessels of  various sizes 
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managed to head north.  
 
It must be said that Lyons clearly lays out the 
operational difficulties, along with the sheer 
scale of  the operation which came to grief  in 
the difficult waters of  the St Lawrence and was 
forced to retreat. It may have amounted to 
nothing, but the 1711 expedition was clearly no 
mere afterthought. It was a key part of  British 
politics and strategy in the wider War of  the 
Spanish Succession. We now have our definitive 
account which Lyons has constructed with 
great care and authority. 
 
Detailed studies of  any such specific aspects of  
the War of  the Spanish Succession are sorely 
needed. So much is said about the foundations 
of  British naval power being laid by the Peace 
of  Utrecht of  1713-14 that anything which can 
deepen our understanding by qualifying this 
picture is to be welcomed. We understand 
better, for example, that the 1711 expedition 
exposed French vulnerability and led to the 
construction of  defensive fortifications in New 
France and in particular that of  the enormous 
fortress of  Louisbourg from 1719.  
 
Otherwise, however, the picture of  British 
foundations being set is simply confirmed by 
Lyons. The failure of  the expedition had no 
detrimental effect on the negotiations at 
Utrecht. Annapolis Royal (Nova Scotia) was 
confirmed in British hands and, for all the 
criticism Lyons heaps on St John the greatest 
effect of  his oversight of  the expedition is to 
have ‘initiated the resurgence of  a true blue 
water strategy’ (p.180). Traditionally, historians 
have felt that the expedition was a waste of  
time and resources, starving the Duke of  
Marlborough of  strength at a key moment in 
the European war. Lyons tells us that it was not 
a waste at all. St John’s determination was a sign 
of  the commitment to the blue water strategy 
which he should be credited with keeping alive. 
 
There is, therefore, something of  a 
contradiction in Lyons’ handling of  St John, 
which is difficult to overlook. In other words, 
the failure for which he must shoulder so much 
of  the blame is not really even being presented 
as a failure at all, but as just one more 
important foundation stone for future British 
greatness. True, the tension the expedition 

created between London and Massachusetts, as 
Lyons concedes, would later find its full fruition 
in the loss of  the thirteen colonies, but the 
connection is a bit tenuous and the broader 
interpretive perspective on the cause of  the 
American rebellion is not new. The principal 
conclusion is that behind the failure was a 
strategic approach which would later lead to 
British success.  
 
This is, overall, a very good book and a valuable 
addition to the work that already exists on the 
eighteenth-century overseas experience. There 
is, nevertheless, a lingering sense that there 
were perhaps some opportunities wasted to 
apply this experience of  failure to a meaningful 
challenge of  fundamental assumptions or to 
address bigger questions, to re-assess relative 
French or British strength and weakness, for 
example, or just to fashion a more imaginative 
reconsideration of  the standard conceptual 
model of  British success. 
 
 

Alan James 
King’s College London 

 
 
 

__________________________ 
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Chris Northcott. MI5 at War 1909-1918: How MI5 Foiled the Spies of  the Kaiser in the First 
World War. Sussex: Tattered Flag Press, 2015. ISBN: 978-09-57-689282. Pp. 274. Paperback. 
£15.99. 
 
 
MI5 at War is Chris Northcott’s first book, 
based on his doctoral dissertation, reworked 
and expanded. An independent scholar, he has 
taught Intelligence and Security Studies at the 
Universities of  Salford and Bedfordshire and 
has contributed to the International Journal of  
Intelligence and Counter-Intelligence. His main thesis 
suggests that the key to understanding the birth 
and evolution of  MI5 during the First World 
War comes with the distinction between 
‘preventive’ and ‘investigative’ tasks which a 
proper counter-espionage organization needs to 
perform. Northcott claims this distinction still 
drives the contemporary MI5 to this day. (p. x) 
 
The author makes regular reference to 
Christopher Andrew’s work on the history of  
MI5.1 For instance, he shares with the latter the 
idea that it is not the reality of  the German 
threat as such that led to the creations of  what 
will later be known as MI5, but rather its 
perception by the British public opinion, media 
and Government. This theme regularly appears 
throughout the book, as Northcott borrows 
Andrew’s expression of  ‘spy mania’.2 
Accordingly, the pattern of  MI5’s development 
is linked to the evolution of  German threats; or 
rather, to the way Germany tried to adapt to 
the counter-intelligence efforts Britain would 
have displayed.  
 
Northcott takes a chronological approach to 
the period he is investigating. As such, the book 
is divided into seven chapters. The first chapter 
deals with the genesis of  the British counter-
espionage machinery, the period between 1903 
and 1911. The author states that rising tensions 
with Germany and perceived German threats, 
including in terms of  espionage, were the 
driving factors which lead to the creation of  a 
security service. (p. 4) A Sub-Committee on 
Foreign Espionage had acknowledged the 
                                                
1 Andrew, Christopher, Her Majesty’s Secret Service: The 
Making of  the British Intelligence Community (Penguin Books, 
1985). 
2 Ibid, p. 177. 

existence of  a German naval espionage 
network in the UK which had no means 
available to assess and even less so to counter 
this threat in peacetime. Hence, the Secret 
Service Bureau (SSB) was created on 9 October 
1909 as a joint initiative from the Admiralty and 
the War Office, and represented respectively by 
Mansfield Cumming and Vernon Kell. The later 
would furthermore be appointed head of  the 
Counter-Espionage Section of  the SSB. This 
section – nicknamed ‘the Bureau’ – is the direct 
ancestor of  MI5. (p. 1) Its mission was dual. 
First, it was to build cooperation with local 
police forces; and second, it was to set up a 
secret ‘register of  aliens’. (p. 28) 
 
The second chapter studies the breakthrough 
between March 1911 and August 1914 which 
subsequently helped the ‘Bureau’ to gain 
legitimacy in the eyes of  the hitherto reluctant 
British officials. This achievement came with 
the implementation of  procedures more 
adapted to counter-intelligence information-
gathering tools in periods of  peacetime. One 
example emphasized by Northcott is the Home 
Office Warrant or ‘HOW’, that ‘enabled the 
Bureau to penetrate much of  the German 
network’ between 1911 and 1914. (p. 37) 
Another example is the Official Secrets Act 
(OSA) 1911 (p. 40), which facilitated 
prosecution for cases of  alleged espionage. It is 
here that the author also highlights a division 
of  duties between a Preventive Branch and an 
Investigative Branch. 
 
In the third chapter, Northcott focuses on the 
first five months of  the First World War. A 
crucial stage in the evolution of  the service, it 
was at the beginning of  the Great War, on 5 
August 1914, that the Bureau was officially 
recognized as part of  the war effort, and 
subsequently was renamed MO5(g). Northcott 
then explains how the German spy network 
was dismantled by law-enforcement agencies all 
over Britain in the days following the outbreak 
of  the conflict. The whole operation was 
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coordinated by the MO5(g), which was quite an 
achievement for a structure of  merely twenty 
people at that time. Britain’s counter-espionage 
capacities were enhanced in this period with 
new emergency powers, as the State adapted to 
wartime. For instance, the Defence of  the 
Realm Act (DORA) was concerned with 
controlling sensitive information, whereas the 
Aliens Restriction Act (ARA) sought to 
establish control over movement of  foreigners 
(and, potentially, enemy agents), and to regulate 
the residence of  foreign nationals in areas 
judged as militarily or otherwise sensitive. 
Again, according to Northcott, it was the 
constant fear of  German spies that nourished 
this new legislation. This chapter also highlights 
how the development of  new threats drove the 
further development of  MO5(g), towards 
hence the evolution of  the Preventive Branch, 
the Investigative Branch, and the creation of  a 
Record Branch. 
 
The fourth chapter suggests that the year 1915 
was the ‘active period’ in terms of  German 
espionage in Britain. (p. 128) Northcott also 
reiterates that ‘preventive’, ‘investigative’ tasks, 
alongside ‘records’ were the core missions of  
MO5(g) –renamed MO5 on 11 August– and 
that any additional tasks would necessitate the 
creation of  another Branch, as the MO5 was 
stretched to the limits. Hence the Port and 
Frontier Branch, which followed MO5, getting 
involved in border surveillance. (p. 136)  
 
The fifth chapter sees the organization 
adopting in 1916 the designation under which it 
is still known nowadays, MI5. (p. 168) This 
follows the creation of  a Directorate of  
Military Intelligence. With these developments 
as a background, Northcott discusses the new 
threats which occurred in 1916, as German 
espionage efforts tried to adapt to British 
counter intelligence defences and attempted to 
exploit any potential weaknesses. Again, MI5 
successfully adapted, as proven by its 
development. A new Branch was created, 
dedicated to the threats posed by Germany 
within the British Colonial Empire. (p. 179)  
 
The creation of  the basic structure of  MI5 was 
completed in 1917, Northcott explains in the 
sixth chapter, when a sixth Branch is created, 
concerned with ‘Aliens’ working on the war 

effort in the UK. (p. 196) Furthermore, 
Northcott offers his view on the next step in 
MI5’s development: the shift from counter-
espionage to security intelligence, and examines 
the challenges on the path to this expansion of  
operations. (p. 214) Finally, the seventh chapter 
provides the reader with an overall synthesis, a 
conclusion, as well as some final thoughts and 
observations. 
 
Northcott builds his theory by using a number 
of  cases of  espionage as illustration to 
demonstrate and underline their impact on 
MI5’s development. This is made possible by 
constant reference to declassified documents 
(first and foremost the “KV1”, heavily quoted 
in the book). One of  Northcott’s positions 
worth a separate mention, is his objection to 
the idea that counter-subversion played a part 
in MI5’s development. (p. 191) The author 
attempts to analyse the evolution of  MI5 
during this key period through the scope of  
preventive and investigative roles, as these two 
key roles lie at the heart of  counter-intelligence 
work. This original approach is precisely what 
makes this book a relevant contribution to 
intelligence studies, and a worthy addition to 
the works of  Christopher Andrew and others.  
 
However, this book does solicit criticism. 
Northcott points out that the existing literature 
is lacking in explaining the specific structural 
organisation of  MI5, that is, the six branches 
mentioned above. (p. xviii) However, rather 
frustratingly, his own attempt to address this 
issue is problematic. His choice of  a historical 
approach can perhaps be explained by a desire 
for clarity and simplicity in regards to the 
reader. The downside is that, contrary to what 
he promises in the beginning of  his work, 
Northcott fails to go into a more coherent and 
sustained structural analysis, as the review of  
the branches themselves is spread out 
thoughout the book, and settles for exploring -
admittedly very engagingly- just the path which 
would ultimately lead to the resulting structural 
organization. The reader’s expectations are thus 
only partially met. 
 
Be that as it may, MI5 at War 1909-1918 
remains a very useful book for any scholar or 
student interested in the field of  intelligence 
studies, and most particularly the study of  
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intelligence in war, not least because the book 
successfully demonstrates how analysing the 
organization’s development in its early years is 
necessary for a better understanding of  the 
contemporary MI5.. 
 
 

William Moray 
King’s College London 

 
 
 

__________________________ 
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Colin S. Gray. Perspectives on Strategy. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013. ISBN: 978-01-
99-67427. Pp. 229. Hardcover. £ 63.00/ Paperback. £25.00. 
 
 
Colin Gray’s latest work, Perspectives on Strategy, 
written as a stand-alone companion to his 
earlier work, The Strategy Bridge, provides the 
reader with five perspectives from which to 
view strategy. Opening with a conceptual 
examination, this work proceeds to cover, in 
turn, ethics, culture, geography, and technology. 
These five viewpoints are, for Gray, not 
attempts at reducing strategy to five categories; 
rather, they are five select perspectives through 
which one can begin to understand Gray’s 
‘whole house of  strategy’. (p. 191) 
 
Grey invites the reader to consider strategy as a 
complex human activity. Rejecting reductionist 
notions of  simplifying strategy into neat 
compartments such as ‘air strategy’, ‘naval 
strategy’, and so on, Gray rightly asks the reader 
to consider strategy holistically, using five key 
perspectives as tools to achieve this. These 
perspectives make up the spine of  the book, 
with each covered in turn, starting with the 
conceptual perspective before proceeding 
through ethics, culture, geography and 
technology. Yet, the author stresses that these 
perspectives are co-dependent approaches to 
the study of  strategy. Indeed, for Gray ‘readers 
are not invited to rank-order their preferences 
as if  there could be conceptual, ethical, cultural, 
geographical, or technological approaches to 
strategy, considered as alternatives.’ (p. 6) Gray’s 
Venn diagram model of  the study of  strategy is 
stressed heavily throughout the book and is 
illustrated in the conclusion. (p. 193) 
 
If  this sounds complex it’s because it is. Gray’s 
book, due to the scale and scope of  the topic, is 
not an easy read. Despite the clarity of  the 
writing and the useful illustrative tables and 
diagrams, one must devote a significant amount 
of  time to truly understand his work. It soon 
becomes clear, however that this is a work of  
enormous value, rewarding its reader with true 
insight from each of  the perspectives and, 
crucially, not only into strategy as a subject, but 
into the landscape of  the academia of  strategic 
studies. 

The author’s purpose in Perspectives is not to 
pass judgement on policy, or advocate for a 
particular course of  strategic action. Rather, 
Gray intends to educate, to provide readers 
with key platforms from which to glimpse 
strategy as a holistic concept. This educational 
purpose contributes somewhat to this book’s 
density. Yet, Gray’s work is complex for a very 
good reason – just as Gray rejects the 
reductionist arguments that over-simplify 
strategic studies into various ‘types’, Perspectives 
does not shy away from tackling complex issues 
with complex arguments. 
 
A far-reaching text, Gray ranges between his 
five chosen perspectives with academic verve, 
bringing deep understanding to every one of  
his chapters. The chapter on ethics is 
particularly impressive – one finds oneself  
learning just as much about philosophy as one 
does about strategy (this is, certainly, part of  
Gray’s holistic approach). Similarly, the author’s 
discussion of  technology is sharp and full of  
critique for those seeking a technical fix to war. 
Gray cleverly shows that, while technology is 
both ubiquitous and transformative in history, it 
does not move it forward alone. (p. 174) For 
Gray, technology is an enabling factor, not 
necessarily a decisive one. 
 
Perspectives on Strategy covers a great deal of  
theoretical ground. Each of  his five topic areas 
is hotly contested, with work ongoing to set out 
academic and intellectual norms. Yet, despite 
this acting as a magnifier to the difficult 
challenge that this book poses, readers will find 
themselves educated in a debate that, while 
ongoing and deeply complex, is now all the 
more engaging thanks to Colin Gray. 
 
 

Louis Mignot 
King’s College London 

 
 

__________________________ 
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Douglas Porch. Counterinsurgency: Exposing the Myths of  the New Way of  
War. Cambridge, New York, etc: Cambridge University Press, 2013. ISBN: 978-11-
07-699847. Pp. xiii, 434. Hardcover: £57.00/ Paperback: £20.99. 
 
 
Thanks in part to the collapse of  the Iraqi state 
and military at the hands of  ISIL, the claim that 
the introduction of  counterinsurgency (COIN) 
doctrine in 2007 effectively saved the U.S. 
occupation of  Iraq has been significantly 
diminished. The wholesale endorsement by the 
Washington political and media establishment 
of  COIN, with a cult of  personality having 
emerged around General Petraus and a cadre 
of  ‘COIN-dinistas’, resulted in the belief  that 
‘population-based COIN’, with its mantra of  
‘clear, hold, build’, contained the answers to 
unlocking U.S. military power in dealing with 
politically complex and fractured societies. The 
invasion and occupation of  foreign populations 
could also be a moral mission: state building 
and foreign aid achieved through force. 
Douglas Porch’s historical polemic on 
counterinsurgency aims to tear down such 
delusions through placing counterinsurgency 
doctrine in its historical context. 
 
Porch’s analysis is particularly useful in 
addressing the analytical gaps and the role of  
political dialectic in the construction of  COIN 
doctrine. Porch argues that COIN doctrine can 
be defined by a belief  in the ability of  small 
unit tactics and operations to outweigh strategic 
dynamics  a direct attack on the Clauswitzian 
conception of  ‘war as an extension of  politics’. 
(p. 177) It is this that has led COIN proponents 
such as John Nagl, the co-author of  the U.S. 
Army field manual on Counterinsurgency,1 to 
argue that COIN doctrine, when properly 
applied, could have made lost wars such as 
Vietnam ‘winnable’ again.  
 
The roots of  COIN lie in the theories of  ‘small 
wars’, born in the experience of  British and 
French empire-building during the nineteenth 
century. ‘Imperial policing’ was an openly and 
explicitly coercive enterprise, aimed at subduing 
the populace through violence in order to 
                                                
1 U.S. Army, FM 3-24: Counterinsurgency (Washington, DC: 
Headquarters, Dpt. of  the Army, 2006). 

establish control and force them to comply 
with western political structures and cultural 
values. The results were deeply socially 
destructive, fracturing traditions and cultural 
practice and upending social, ethnic and tribal 
relationships. Insurgents against imperial rule 
where de-legitimised by stripping them of  their 
political agency, characterised as ‘bandits, thugs, 
warlords or fanatics’. Such language has also 
found its way into the FM 3-24, where 
insurgents are ‘characterised by violence, 
immorality, distrust and deceit’.2 
 
Porch goes further to suggest that military 
theorists have frequently distorted or 
misunderstood the historical records of  
previous counterinsurgency campaigns in order 
to argue for the success of  ‘hearts and minds’ 
operations. Historian Thomas Mockaitis has 
argued that the British Army was able to 
develop a winning formula in post-Second 
World War counterinsurgency through the 
development of  more sophisticated methods 
of  imperial policing, following the debacles and 
massacres in India and Ireland in the 1920s. 
The ‘British school’ of  counterinsurgency 
combined a model of  civilian-led governance 
with military cooperation, a minimum force 
approach rooted in common law and military 
regiments able to form small, decentralised 
units with distinct traditions. (p. 124) 
 
In contrast, Porch argues that British imperial 
police were not made in the ‘Robert Peel’ 
tradition of  the civilian professional, but were 
instead highly militarised, recruited from 
colonial elite minorities and veteran ‘hardmen’. 
In the Kenyan Mau Mau uprising against 
British colonial role between 1952 and 1960, 
the settler-dominated Kenya Police Reserve 
went on ‘killing sprees’ in order to collect £5 
bounties issued for the liquidation of  
insurgents. (p. 129) The British response to the 
Arab Revolt in Palestine between 1936 and 
                                                
2 Ibid., §7-11. 
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1939 was characterised by reprisals against the 
larger population, including the demolition of  
entire villages, the taking of  hostages, murder 
and forcing Arab civilians to walk ahead of  
military convoys on roads in order to ‘de-mine’ 
them. (p. 133) In both cases, counterinsurgency 
was driven by indiscriminate violence. The 
French have fared little better; Lt. Colonel 
David Galula, an early theorist of  COIN 
doctrine who emerged as a critic of  French war 
fighting practice in the Algerian War of  
Independence between 1954 and 1962, tortured 
suspects picked up at random from the streets 
whilst disassociating himself  from the brutality 
of  the campaign as a whole. (p. 175)  
 
Where Porch does falter in his critique is in the 
broad sweep of  his narrative. Porch ably 
describes how COIN proponents have 
routinely failed to allow for wider political 
conflicts and societal conditions in the 
countries they work within. However, by 
attempting to delve into the reasons for the 
results of  conflicts spanning centuries, Porch’s 
narrative falls into a similar trap, pointing to 
failures of  military strategy as explanations for 
diverse conflicts. Porch’s study of  the Northern 
Ireland ‘Troubles’ aims to demonstrate where 
the British Army failed to impart organisational 
learning from quelling the Malayan Emergency 
of  the 1950s against predominately ethnic-
Chinese communists. (p. 268) However, given 
the qualitatively different colonial relationship 
of  Malaya and Ulster with Great Britain, 
completely indistinguishable socio/cultural 
terrain and inherent limits on the use of  force 
in part of  the UK, it is inevitable that the 
security campaign in Northern Ireland would 
never seek to impart the lessons of  strategic 
kampongs and jungle warfare waged against the 
Malayan Communist Party (MCP).  
 
Insurgencies, as much as any political struggle, 
are products of  the cultural and social 
environments within which they form. Porch’s 
study is invaluable in its judgement of  the 
simplistic and historically ignorant 
understandings of  political violence that have 
come to influence COIN doctrine. As a 
historical analysis in itself, it arguably gives too 
much weight to the importance of  
counterinsurgency in influencing the direction 
of  complex political and colonial conflicts. 

Nonetheless, it serves as an essential text in the 
debate surrounding insurgency and the state’s 
response to it. 
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